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MINNESOTA: FAIR HEAVEN

For anyone who enjoys going to fairs, Minnesota is a veritable "fair

heaven."

There are 95 fairs in Minnesota counties this summer--from early July

through mid-September. Each of the 87 counties has a fair and eight have two:

Blue Earth, Cass, Goodhue, Koochiching, Morrison, Otter Tail, Polk and St.

Louis.

Total revenue from these Minnesota fairs in 1982 was $7,221,793 and the

total operations cost $3,774,107 for a net of $3,447,686.

"County and district fairs are big business," says Jim Hoffbeck, staff

development leader for the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service. Hoffbeck should know. He organizes a one-day course (given each

spring in four Minnesota locations) in fair management. The Minnesota

Federation of County Fairs, State Fair Association and Agricultural Extension

all contribute to the teaching team.

Minnesota uses its county fair in many instances to bring to a close the

project year in 4-H youth development actiVities. It's often a steppingstone

to the state fair or other advanced shows such as market shows and the

Northeast Livestock Show. It's a time for Minnesota youth to compare their

progress with peers statewide and an opportunity for the public to gather the

overall picture.
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page 2--fair heaven

County agricultural societies and organizations are generally the

managers of the local fairs. "The setups in each county are as individual as

the people involved," Hoffbeck says. Sometimes the county owns the ~rounds or

the ag societies do. However it works, all are finding the cost of operations

going up.

Fair people are dedicated, Hoffbeck observes. Each year they try to

improve the product on very limited resources. "They operate more on spirit

than physical or financial (meaning buildings or dollars) resources. Most of

the fair organizers are volunteers. They take a lot of harassment in dealing

with people, but seem ready to come back for more. "It's the most ungrateful

job in the world and it takes a special animal to be a fair board secretary,"

he remarks.

On a recent trip to help put on a fair school in Manitoba, Hoffbeck

found the same kind of dedication in the people running the Canadian ones.

"Just a special breed," is his analysis.

Each season is seeing more and more multi-uses of fairgrounds i~ the

off-season. After the 1983 Minnesota State Fair (August 25-September 5) in

St. Paul, for instance, the fairgrounds is the scene of apple sales, horse

shows, car shows and hot air balloon launchings. Buildings are used for

rental storage of such things as boats. So, too, with fairgrounds and

buildings located around the state. Curling and hockey take over some; others

store grain, equipment, boats, carpets and some have horse and dog shows.

Risks of producing a fair are great. Fair boards are becoming very

conscious of liability insurance and are reducing risks by becoming more

knowledgeable about insurance programs available to them. Suppose a Nashville

act is booked one or two nights in the county fair grandstand it rains and

turns cold. The secret is advance guarantees and advance promotion. Have the

sales completed long before the day of the show and buy rain insurance. "You
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no longer can depend on walk-in traffic," Hoffbeck says.

All the public sees is what happens during the few days the fair is

open, but for those directly involved, the fair can be a year-round process

which includes off-season building maintenance. For instance, in January at

the Minnesota Federation of Fairs annual meeting, auditions for grandstand

shows take place. "Lots of the summer business of fairs is done in .lanuary,"

Hoffbeck explains. Auditioning is in a Minneapolis hotel one year and moves

to St. Paul the next year. "It's a new era for auditioning, as acts have to

be able to compete with entertainment people have already seen on te1evision,"

Hoffbeck says.

Fair dates are pretty well governed by when the carnival can come. The

carnival, a staple of fairs as Minnesota knows them, can require an initial

investment comparable to starting up farming. Major new rides are as

expensive as farm machinery and there are the costs of operating: energy to

run and move the show, insurance and labor to keep it all going. Some fairs

have had to give up some of their land to urban sprawl and no longer have

space for a carnival.

The Minnesota Federation of County Fairs is a good umbrella organization

and one of the leaders on the nation's fair businesses, both in structure and

management. Don Brown of Wadena is the state federation secretary. His job

might be likened in importance to the business agent of a union. Meryl

Ostwald of Lakeville is president; Dick Bonham of Willmar, vice president; and

Robert McLean of Oronoco, treasurer. There is a director for each of the nine

districts.

Rollie Larson, a former county agent now executive director of the

Outdoor Amusement Business Association (a national organization based in

Minnesota) calls the fair industry "the last bastion of one-to-one contact

among people--the only totally community event."

Ii Ii Ii
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COUNTY FAIRS ARE FOR LEARNING

Lots of learning can take place at a county fair, traditionally held as

a harvest festival to display bounty in crops, fruits, vegetables, animals and

talent of residents.

Everyone gravitates toward areas at the fair where something "live" is

going on.

"Hands on" experiences encourage you to do-it-yourself with guidance,

and demonstrations on how-to-do-it seem to generate interest among all ages at

county fairs in Minnesota. Here is a look at just a few of these being put

together by Agricultural Extension Service specialists in home

economics/family living.

Living Resourcefully will be the theme of the Home Economics/Family

Living exhibit area at the Dakota County Fair, August 8-14 in Farmington, says

Elaine Klingebiel, Dakota county home economics/family living agent.

Demonstrations are planned in candlewicking including the history of

this resourceful needle craft currently being revived from pioneer days.

Other sessions cover greeting cards recycled, computers and canning (finding

the pH level of tomatoes), how to reduce salt in the diet and use spice

seasonings, homemade soup mixes for dry storage, recycling fabrics, cutting
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home repairs, buying meat by cost per serving and recognizing treasutes at

sales and auctions. Canning and jelly making will also be demonstrated by

Extension Home Study Group members.

Those putting the program of demonstrations together learn, too, from

year to year. "Demonstrations will be shorter (10 to 15 minutes rather than

20 to 25) this year. There will always be time left for questions,"

Klingebiel says.

In Ramsey County this will be the third year a computer has interacted

with fairgoers, says Shirley Barber, Ramsey county agent in home

economics/family living. Study group volunteers will be staffing a booth with

a computer programmed to answer questions relating food dollars spent to size

of family and number of meals eaten at home. "Last year, 250 people ~an

through the program in five days," Barber says. One woman was so enthusiastic

after trying it that she brought her husband back so he could have the

experience, too.

Participants included men and women of all ages, as well as a number of

school-age youngsters who had had classroom or home experiences with a

computer.

Another computer program deals with sugar and cereals and how much

energy there is in fast food. The person interacting with the comput~r can

choose an activity, such as swimming or running, and then compare how much

energy is expended in each and relate it to eating habits.

One of the new programs to be run during the Ramsey County Fair in St.

Paul, July 27-31, considers the cost of operating home water heaters. There

will be print-outs to take home.

Food preservation consultants have explained safe food handling in

canning, freezing and pickling at the Ramsey Fair, too.

In Washington County's July 28-31 Fair at Lake Elmo, Master Gardeners,
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food preservation consultants, Extension Home Study Group members and 4-H

Ambassadors will all be involved with an extension information booth,

according to Joan Sprain, Washington county agent in home economics/family

living.

"We have had good success at previous fairs with 4-H signup and requests

to receive the Home Study Group newsletter," she says. An easel at the front

door of the 4-H building will give times and subjects of demonstrations.

# # #
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ADVANCE PREPARATION IS KEY TO SUCCESSFUL GARAGE SALE

Advance preparation pays off in most endeavors, but especially so when

planning a garage sale.

Weekends get the bulk of the sales because that's when both buyers and

sellers have most free time. Also, payday is apt to be toward the end of the

week or the middle and end of the month.

Most sales happen on Saturdays, and starting fairly early in the morning

seems most popular. Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, recommends being

d f th S t d . . F .d . ht "Be sure that yourrea y or e a ur ay morn1ng open1ng--on r1 ay n1g .

pricing is finished and have a tag or piece of tape with a price on everything

you are offering for sale," she emphasizes.

If you don't know values when it comes to pricing your garage sale

merchandise, visit other sales well in advance to get an idea or ask someone

more knowledgeable than you. An advance look at the competition will also

give you some pointers on display and marking systems. "You'll find ideas you

want and don't want to repeat," Goss cautions.

Starting times are always more important than finishing times at your

sale. Often sales end when the merchandise is gone or prices have been

slashed to write a quick finish.

If you are in a group, selling several neighbors' collections, find an
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easy way to mark merchandise so that you keep track, easily, of who gets the

money for what. Identify merchandise with colored paper or the initials of

the seller, and then duplicate this information on a list of sales.

Nearly every sale has its early birds. Don't begin a long, successful

day fussing with a customer. Decide in advance how you will deal with this.

Goss says there are definitely two schools of thought. The sticklers say

opening time should be advertised--everyone should abide by that. Another

theory is that an early buyer is a serious buyer. If someone comes asking to

see a specific item you have advertised, they could be the only person

interested in that item all day. Saying no, especially if it is a big item,

could mean no sale. But if they ask to see everything at the sale ahead of

time, you might want to refuse. Should they be at an advantage when others

abide by your announced time?

It's good to have a variety of merchandise--many items and things to

interest all ages. Children often accompany their parents to sales and find

it is boring if there is nothing to interest them. Some worn children's

books, toys or dolls you may have picked up at someone else's sale will be

just the thing to keep them occupied while their elders make purchases.

Be sure to have change ready before the sale begins. Keep someone in

charge of the money box at all times, Goss advises. When more money than is

needed for making change is in the box, take some to a safe place in the

house. Decide in advance whether or not you will accept checks. Some people

have good luck doing this; others keep it strictly on a cash basis.

Fishing tackle boxes are great for keeping money at a garage sale. Egg

cartons with covers can be used to keep change. Just be sure the container

you have can be covered.

Always have a contingency plan if it should pour rain or be windy and

you intend to sell in the yard. Have a reasonably clean garage nearby and be
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sure it has lighting, since it could be a dark day.

Establish boundaries between the selling area and the private, "this is

our home" area. Define these, not with an electric fence, but with a sign or

barricade. If necessary have someone there to protect the area.

Goss says the advance preparation and the attention to detail can make

it an experience you'll want to repeat or a nightmare you may want to forget.

IF IF IF

MP, 4HE
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RECYCLING'S CATCHING ON

Have you ever had an urge to recycle junk mail you receive? It's

possible. Other recyclables could include: newspapers, frozen food trays, pop

cans, glass bottles, auto oil, car and truck tires, milk cartons, clothes and

furniture. Almost any so-called junk that takes up space for you can be

useful to someone else.

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the University

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, quotes the Twin Cities Area

Metropolitan Council as saying each resident in the Twin Cities area generates

about 6.8 pounds of trash daily.

"But taking the time to sort and collect some of this trash may bring

you a bit of cash. In the long haul it can save you tax dollars," Goss says.

For a free, 9-page recycling directory, write or phone the Metropolitan

Council and ask for RECYCLE IT! Or stop in at their office to pick one up

when you are in downtown St. Paul. The Council's public information office is

at 300 Metro Square Building, Seventh and Robert streets, St. Paul, MN 55101

and can be reached at (612) 291-6464 via telephone.

People are using and valuing the recycling locations and information.

The Council's 1980 directory lists 135 centers and 8 neighborhoods served by

pickup services. The 1983 directory lists 264 centers and 23 neighborhoods.

Curbside pickup service is available in many Minneapolis and St. Paul
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locations.

"Tax dollars can be saved by reducing landfill needs," Goss says. New

landfill sites won't be needed if enough recycling takes place. Tax dollars

won't need to be spent on acres for these disposal sites.

Goss has suggestions for getting organized to make recycling a household

habit, whether you organize it daily or weekly. "Perhaps some member of the

household could be in charge of sorting, bagging or boxing (whichever is best

for you and your collectors) and keeping track of the pickup date on a handy

calendar."

Recycling is one way of dealing with the growing solid waste disposal

problem the Minnesota Legislature identified in its 1980 State Waste

Management Act. The region's seven metropolitan counties were told to reduce

dependence on the 11 sanitary landfills, which will all be filled in a few

years. The counties and the Metropolitan Council are directed by the law to

develop a regional plan to save nonrenewable resources. The 6.8 daily pounds

of trash, mentioned earlier, amounts to more than 2.5 million tons of solid

waste a year for the region.

Up-to-date information on new centers being added and other changes

taking place can be obtained by calling 291-6464. For information on

recycling centers outside the metropolitan area, call the Minnesota Pollution

Control Agency at 296-7260.

# # #
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FOR SWEET CORN LOVERS, IT PAYS TO BE PICKY

The season for locally grown sweet corn is not far off; corn from more

southernly growing areas is already being featured in Minnesota supermarkets.

But how does one choose fresh sweet corn with some assurance that it will live

up to expectations?

Shirley Munson, a horticultural specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, offers some tips about selecting

fresh sweet corn: "It's not always possible to recognize the best sweet corn

by looking at the unhusked ear. It's possible to have husks that are green

and turgid and yet have kernels of low quality. The edible quality of sweet

corn, like that of many vegetables, decreases much more rapidly than the

visual quality."

Sweet corn is generally sold by kernel color: yellow, bicolor and white.

Yellow sweet corn is the type most commonly grown in Minnesota. Munson says

yellow sweet corn of high culinary quality should have pale, creamy-yellow

kernels that are plump but never indented.

"The kernels should be firm, tender, milky and large enough so there are

no spaces between the rows," she says. "If a slight pressure is applied, they

should puncture rather easily. Deep yellow or indented kernels are signs of

overmaturity or improper handling.

"Generally, the ears should be filled to the tip. However, ears with
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immature kernels on the last half-inch of the ear are more likely to be

sweeter and more tender than ears with full-size kernels to the tip. And, if

you see cobs with kernels that are very small, soft and pale, it's an

indication the corn may be immature.

Time is of the essence if fresh sweet corn is to be enjoyed to the

fullest. "Remember, the sooner you use sweet corn, the sweeter it will be,"

Munson says. "If you're buying fresh sweet corn for a meal, purchase only

enough for your immediate needs. Don't store it. The sugar in the kernels

turns quickly to starch at higher temperatures. If you must store the corn,

keep it cold and at a high humidity."

Time's also important when freezing sweet corn. "If you're going to

freeze sweet corn, run from the garden to the freezer," Munson advises.

"Process and freeze it as soon as possible. To preserve the flavor, color and

texture of sweet corn, blanch the ears. Don't put them in the freezer without

blanching them or with the husks still on."

MP, 4-H, 4-HE
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SUMMER CHRYSANTHEMUM CARE PAYS OFF IN THE FALL

Minnesota. gardeners can end the growing season with a blaze of color

from their chrysanthemums by following a few simple tips this summer.

Jane McKinnon, a horticulturist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricutural Extension Service, offers these tips for midsummer chrysanthemum

care:

• Chrysanthemums are hungry plants that need feeding for a heavy crop of

buds and storing shoots. Use monthly feeding of one tablespoon of a

complete fertilizer (one containing NPK--nitrogen, phosphorus and

potassium). Work it into the soil in a circle about six inches from the

base of the plant, and then water the fertilizer in.

• Pinching the ends of chrysanthemum shoots will encourage branching and bud

development. Shoots should be pinched back every time they grow six

inches. However, pinching should be discontinued after the Fourth of July

to give the plants enough time to initiate flower buds that will bloom

before frost.

• Don't let chrysanthemums thirst. Water them during dry periods.

• Chrysanthemums have some insect pests. If you see spots or holes in the

foliage, protect the plants with an approved fungicide. Garden centers

and many other stores sell chemicals labeled for flower £arden pests.

More information on chrysanthemum culture is available from county

~~t~nsion off.ices thro~hout Minnesot.a. .
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DAIRY CATTLE SHOW RING REFLECTS STANDARD

The dairy cattle show ring plays a very small role in dairy cattle

selection, according to Les Hansen, dairy scientist with the University of

Minnesota, and dairy cattle judge.

"That may not be so true in some of the other species, but it's

definitely the case in dairy cattle. The show ring for dairy cattle right now

is a showcase for what we've done. It may set the standards very slightly.

But largely it is a good reflection of current standards," he says.

The real selection of breeding stock, both male and female, has become a

very technical, scientific process. On the female side it's totally dominated

by the DHI information through the Agricultural Extension Service, Hansen

says.

County fair shows now are mainly an educational experience for youth.

"The county shows are still doing very well, but they are largely 4-H youth

shows. They are a great opportunity for youth to learn to care for animals,

groom their animals, be responsible and keep project records," Hansen says.

Hansen judges some shows himself, and also coaches a team of University

student judges. He's part of a dwindling minority. "There are not more than

20 University judges now in the country. Now it's mostly the breeders

themselves that are judging, which is really the way it should be. The

dairyman is selecting the type in the show ring that he'd like to take back to
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page 2--dairy cattle show ring

his barn and work with," he says.

The Minnesota State Fair has an open class dairy show--"One of the

premier dairy shows in the country, for all six dairy breeds," Hansen says.

Additionally each breed has one or more national shows. "That's where the

really elite, fancy cattle are exhibited, and where the international visitors

come to buy," he says.

And they frequently buy Minnesota cattle. "This state is well known for

having some of the top bulls in the show ring. Now, I'm on record for being

against showing bulls. Because what do you care what a bull looks like when

you've got all this information on what his daughters look like?" he says.

Hansen notes that Minnesota has strong breeders organizations for all

the breeds, even though 90 percent of Minnesota dairy cattle are Holstein.

"At this time we have the national president of the Guernsey Cattle Club in

Minnesota; we have the national president and a national director of the Brown

Swiss Association, and we have a national director of the National Milking

Shorthorn Association--they are all Minnesota breeders."

Hansen and Bill Mudge, University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension

Service dairy specialist, have authored a recently revised Extension Folder

346-1983, Judging Dairy Cattle. Copies are available from your local county

Agricultural Extension Service office.

MP, 4D
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IS DAIRY CATTLE SHOW PERFORMANCE RELATED TO PRODUCTIVITY?

It used to be said that the correlation between dairy cattle show ring

performance and milk production was negative--the fancy animals weren't very

productive. That's changed now, says Les Hansen, dairy scientist with the

University of Minnesota and dairy cattle judge.

"What's happened over the years is we are changing the type of cow that

we place high. Also there's been tremendous improvement in both production

and type, so we've got the genetic situation now that the two traits are

becoming tied together," Hansen says.

As a result, the image of the ideal dairy cow has been evolving. For

example, one highly prized trait was called the Canadian boxcar rump. "Cows

had that flat rump with a tailhead that sat right down between the pin bones,

ld 1 t th . " H "We 11, we foundso you cou a most serve ea on e1r rump, ansen says.

out that although the width and length are perhaps positively associated with

calving ability, having that tailhead that far in between the pins actually

hindered calving ability. So we've backed off that super flat rump. We don't

discriminate against it, but we don't give any bonus point for it either."

The emphasis today is on functional traits, Hansen says. A long, smooth

fore udder that went right into the bottom of the belly used to be considered

important, for example. Then it was discovered that this tissue wasn't

milk-secreting tissue. It was just fat, and it didn't have anything to do
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with function.

"When cows are placed today, if you have two cows that are equally

functional, the judge will go with the fancy one, the one that's pretty and

graceful, but very predominantly the functional traits are emphasized," he

says.

According to Hansen, both production and confirmation are important.

"You need to have good production, of course, but you also need traits like

adequate strength, udder above the hocks, good legs and feet so that your cows

may produce in a trouble-free fashion," he says.

Hansen and Bill Mudge, dairy specialist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service, have authored a recently revised Extension

Folder 346-1983, "Judging Dairy Cattle." Copies are available from your local

county Agricultural Extension Service office.

/I /I /I
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MINNESOTA FARMERS HAVE CHOICE OF BRUCELLOSIS VACCINES

Two types of brucellosis vaccines are now available to Minnesota

farmers, the regular Strain 19 vaccine and a new, reduced-dose Strain 19

vaccine, according to Raymond Solac, University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service veterinarian.

"The reduced-dose vaccine reportedly allows veterinarians to distinguish

between vaccination titers and brucellosis infection titers sooner," Solac

says. "It's also supposed to minimize the problem of retained vaccination

titers--that animals might be suspect as having brucellosis after a certain

age and need to be retested. And, calves reportedly have less of a reaction

to the reduced-dose vaccine."

Biological products containing active or infective agents of

communicable, infectious livestock diseases can be sold in Minnesota only if

they are licensed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The USDA has

licensed the reduced-dose vaccine of one company that is now entering trade

channels and two other companies are expected to have similar vaccines on the

market soon.

The legal distribution of the Strain 19 vaccine, both the regular and

the reduced-dose forms, have not changed in Minnesota, Solac reports. And,

the age when calves may be vaccinated remains the same: dairy calves may be

vaccinated from two to five months of age; beef calves, from two to seven
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months of age.

"Although these calf ages may differ from those on the product label,

they are, nevertheless, the authorized vaccination ages in Minnesota." Solac

says.

Only five quarantined cattle herds keep Minnesota from becoming a bovine

brucellosis-free state. Minnesota has already been designated a swine

brucellosis validated-free state.

# # iF
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COMPUTER WORKSHOP TO FEATURE SPREADSHEET TRAINING

If a farmer could predict the future, an electronic spreadsheet would

serve as a crystal ball. With an on-farm computer, an electronic spreadsheet

can help the farmer view possible future scenarios, removing some of the trial

and error in decision making.

A full-day workshop teaching farm computer users how to design, set up

and run electronic spreadsheets is being offered in conjunction with the

Computers for Farm and Family national seminar and trade show. The workshop,

providing hands-on experience, will be held Friday, Aug. 26 and repeated

Saturday, Aug. 27 beginning at 9:30 a.m. and ending at 3:30 p.m. in the Vo-Tec

Building on the University of Minnesota St. Paul campus.

After completing the workshops, participants will be able to directly

apply what they have learned to their own farm operations.

Al Brudlie, adult farm instructor from Truman, Minn., and David Shodean,

Willmar AVTI agriculture instructor, will be teaching the electronic

spreadsheet in agriculture workshops.

The workshop costs $85. To preregister, contact Jay Dean, Office of

Special Programs, Agricultural Extension Service, 405 Coffey Hall, St. Paul,

MN 55108 or call (612) 373-0725.

MP Ii 11 /I
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4-H SWINE WILL BE JUDGED, BUT NOT AT THE FAIR

Miss Piggy won't have a thing on some Isanti County hogs who will soon

find themselves in the focus of a video camera. The animals, which are part

of 4-H members' market hog and breeding swine projects in this east-central

Minnesota county, will be videotaped while being judged on their home farms

instead of at the county fair.

Charles "Chuck" Christians, an animal scientist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, will judge the swine in mid-July

at the request of the county extension director. He explains: "Showing swine

project animals at the county fair presents a potential for transmission of

pseudorabies from diseased to healthy animals.

"We can test for this disease, but that's rather expensive. And there's

no assurance that an animal that tests negative may not become infected

between the time it's tested and when it arrives at the fair.

"Pseudorabies is of serious concern in Minnesota, not only because it

infects swine, but because it can be transmitted to sheep and cattle as well.

Judging the swine on 4-H members' farms will eliminate the possibility of

spreading the disease."

Christians will be visiting each Isanti County 4-H'er's farm, where the

club member will set up a show ring and present his or her animals to

Christians, who will award white, red or blue ribbons. Christians will give
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reasons for his placings, based on the animals' merits and the 4-H'ers'

showmanship. In addition, he'll question each 4-H'er on the learning

experiences afforded by the project.

The entire process will be videotaped so that other swine project

members will be able to view the judging and showing and compare their animals

and placings with those of other 4-H'ers in the county.

The videotapes will also be useful to Christians, who will view them

before awarding the championship ribbons. "With the videotapes, I and the

swine project members will be able to see the movement of the animals and view

them under more lifelike conditions," he says.

This year's pilot videotaping project is an outgrowth of the judging

Christians has been doing for the past two years in Isanti County, when he

visited 4-H'ers' farms to judge swine. But the judging and showing were not

videotaped.

While judging this way certainly reduces the possibility of transmitting

pseudorabies, Christians says it will also demand that he follow scrupulous

sanitation procedures between visits to each farm. It will also demand much

more of his time than if he were to judge the animals at the county fair. He

says, "This is probably only feasible in counties where there are relatively

few swine project members."

MP, 4-L
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ADVANCE PREPARATION IS KEY TO SUCCESSFUL GARAGE SALE

Advance preparation pays off in most endeavors, but especially so when

planning a garage sale.

Weekends get the bulk of the sales because that's when both buyers and

sellers have most free time. Also, payday is apt to be toward the end of the

week or the middle and end of the month.

Most sales happen on Saturdays, and starting fairly early in the morning

seems most popular. Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, recommends being

ready for the Saturday morning opening--on Friday night. "Be sure that your

pricing is finished and have a tag or piece of tape with a price on everything

you are offering for sale," she emphasizes.

If you don't know values when it comes to pricing your garage sale

merchandise, visit other sales well in advance to get an idea or ask someone

more knowledgeable than you. An advance look at the competition will also

give you some pointers on display and marking systems. "You'll find ideas you

want and do.n' t want to repeat," Goss caut ions.

Starting times are always more important than finishing times at your

sale. Often sales end when the merchandise is gone or prices have been

slashed to write a quick finish.

If you are in a group, selling several neighbors' collections, find an
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easy way to mark merchandise so that you keep track, easily, of who gets the

money for what. Identify merchandise with colored paper or the initials of

the seller, and then duplicate this information on a list of sales.

Nearly every sale has its early birds. Don't begin a long, successful

day fussing with a customer. Decide in advance how you will deal with this.

Goss says there are definitely two schools of thought. The sticklers say

opening time should be advertised--everyone should abide by that. Another

theory is that an early buyer is a serious buyer. If someone comes asking to

see a specific item you have advertised, they could be the only person

interested in that item 'all day. Saying no, especially if it is a big item,

could mean no sale. But if they ask to see everything at the sale ahead of

time, you might want to refuse. Should they be at an advantage when others

abide by your announced time?

It's good to have a variety of merchandise--many items and things to

interest all ages. Children often accompany their parents to sales and find

it is boring if there is nothing to interest them. Some worn children's

books, toys or dolls you may have picked up at someone else's sale will be

just the thing to keep them occupied while their elders make purchases.

Be sure to have change ready before the sale begins. Keep someone in

charge of the money box at all times, Goss advises. When more money than is

needed for making change is in the box, take some to a safe place in the

house. Decide in advance whether or not you will accept checks. Some people

have good luck doing this; others keep it strictly on a cash basis.

Fishing tackle boxes are great for keeping money at a garage sale. Egg

cartons with covers can be used to keep change. Just be sure the container

you have can be covered.

Always have a contingency plan if it should pour rain or be windy and

you intend to sell in the yard. Have a reasonably clean garage nearby and be
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sure it has lighti~g, since it could be a dark day.

Establish boundaries between the selling area and the private, "this is

our home" area. Define these, not with an electric fence, but with a sign or

barricade. If necessary have someone there to protect the area.

Goss says the advance preparation and the attention to detail can make

it an experience you'll want to repeat or a nightmare you may want to forget.

HP, 4HE
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FOR SWEET CORN LOVERS, IT PAYS TO BE PICKY

The season for locally grown sweet corn is not far off; corn from more

southernly growing areas is already being featured in Minnesota supermarkets.

But how does one choose fresh sweet corn with some assurance that it will live

up to expectations?

Shirley Munson, a horticultural specialist with the University qf

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, offers some tips about selecting

fresh sweet corn: "It's not always possible to recognize the best sweet corn

by looking at the unhusked ear. It's possible to have husks that are green

and turgid and yet have kernels of low quality. The edible quality of sweet

corn, like that of many vegetables, decreases much more rapidly than the

visual quality."

Sweet corn is generally sold by kernel color: yellow, bicolor and white.

Yellow sweet corn is the type most commonly grown in Minnesota. Munson says

yellow sweet corn of high culinary quality should have pale, creamy-yellow

kernels that are plump but never indented.

"The kernels should be firm, tender, milky and large enough so there are

no spaces between the rows," she says. "If a slight pressure is applied, they

should puncture rather easily. Deep yellow or indented kernels are signs of

overmaturity or improper handling.

"Generally, the ears should be filled to the tip. However, ears with
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immature kernels on the last half-inch of the ear are more likely to be

sweeter and more tender than ears with full-size kernels to the tip. And, if

you see cobs with kernels that are very small t soft and pale, it's an

indication the corn may be immature.

Time is of the essence if fresh sweet corn is to be enjoyed to the

fullest. "Remember, the sooner you use sweet corn, the sweeter it will be,"

Munson says. "If you're buying fresh sweet corn for a meal, purchase only

enough for your immediate needs. Don't store it. The sugar in the kernels

turns quickly to starch at higher temperatures. If you must store the corn,

keep it cold and at a high humidity."

Time's also important when freezing sweet corn. "If you're going to

freeze sweet corn t run from the garden to the freezer," Munson advises.

"Process and freeze it as soon as possible. To preserve the flavor, color and

texture of sweet corn, blanch the ears. Don't put them in the freezer without

blanching them or with the husks still on."

(f (j (j
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Agents and specialists: Here is a list of releases that we sent out the past
month, but not as part of the news media or agent packet. If you would like a
copy, please check them and send this sheet with your name and address to Mar
ilvn Masterman, 433 Coffey Hall.
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Grilling briefs
Ah! summer brings grilling
Look at camps carefully
Accident prone: adapt environment
Roller skaters need cautions
Classical clothing projects professional image
Appearance affects job interview
Soybean research profitable
New water quality publication released
Cattle cloning research produces side benefits
Exercise care when disposing of unwanted pesticide
Use common sense in storing pesticides in the home
Homeowners can help keep mosquitos in check
Regain control of your yard from the mosquitos
Prostaglandin uses expanded
Productivity losses caused by erosion vary
Northwest experiment station to have new superintendent
Twin cities celebrities headline 4-H junior leader conference
Purple corn nothing to worry about
Replanting corn usually won't pay
4-H members attend state animal science workshop
Minnesota 4-H Honors alumni
Lydia Olesiak receives 4-H alumni award
Charles Briebel receives 4-H alumni award
State beef tour
Marion Crompton receives 4-H alumni award
Minnesota pork producers named state farmers
Edna Thayer receives 4-H alumni award
Ruth Wirt named state partner in 4-H
Steve Pooch receives state partners in 4-H award
Hugh Lindsay named state partner in 4-H
Removing barriers for disabled farmers
Sand plain field day to be held July 13
Faribault nursing administrator wins 4-H alumni award

Public Service Announcements (PSA's):
your convenience in working with local
ful as newspaper column fillers.

The enclosed PSA's were rewritten for
stations. You may also find them use-

University news line number: You can call the University of Minnesota Newsline
for additional timely stories. But please use the number 376-8030.
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JUDGE PROJECTS, NOT KIDS, AT THE FAIR

Exhibits are a big draw at the fair, and for young people who are

exhibiting for the first time, there may be anxiety over being judged,

according to Sue Meyers, extension family life specialist with the Department

of Rural Sociology at the University of Minnesota.

"Parents can help by focusing more on the process of exhibiting and less

on the final result. By seeing 'the grand champion prize' as winning and

anything else as failing may imply that the child, not the project, is being

jUdged," says Meyers. "And that's a message most parents do not want to

give."

The word judge can itself cause undue stress. "It implies power and can

elicit fear," she says. By rehearsing the showing of the exhibit with a

neighbor who is acting as the judge, the child can gain greater awareness of

the juding process and how it gives an opportunity to show what was learned,

says Meyers.

Knowing how much independence children are ready for is one way to

define the role of the parent. Be supportive but don't intrude, says Meyers.

"Parents must give space to their children. This allows the children to be

the respondents and reinforces that they know what they are doing."
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HOME ECONOMICS, ANIMAL SCIENCE STILL MOST POPULAR 4-H AREAS

"The county fair is sort of a graduation ceremony, the final exam of the

4-H year," says Dan Lindsey, 4-H youth development specialist with the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension service. "Fairs are the

culmination of the projects the 4-H members selected in the fall."

This year, the nearly 68,000 4-H'ers in Minnesota will bring exhibits to

their county fairs in nearly 100 project areas. The projects with the highest

enrollments continue to be the traditional home economics and animal science

projects, but more recently developed areas like aerospace and conservation

are gaining fast in popularity according to Lindsey.

"The foods project enrolls the most 4-H members at over 17,000," says

Lindsey. Clothing and textiles and creative arts projects are nearly as

large, with enrollments of 15,000 and over 12,000, respectively.

Animal science projects lure 9,000 members in the dairy over. 6,000 in

swine, and over 4,000 each in poultry, beef and horse projects.

Flower gardening and indoor gardening projects include over 10,000

Minnesota 4-H'ers. Other popular general projects include photography (8,000

enrolled) and woodworking or shop (over 8,000).

The aerospace project, developed in Minnesota about five years ago, is

the fastest growing area. now enrolling over 4,000 members. A computer

project is also being piloted and should interest many 4-H members.
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Major 4-H activity areas are demonstrations and public speaking,

Community Pride (10,000 participants), and Share-the-Fun and other drama and

dance groups with over 23,000 4-H'ers participating.

1F 1F II
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COUNTY FAIR CULMINATES MONTHS OF WORK FOR 4-H MEMBERS

This summer, at county fairs allover the state, Minnesota 4-H'ers will

proudly display the pigs, rabbits, calves and other livestock they've raised

as one of the 4-H animal science projects. Just how much time and work goes

into getting those animals to the fair? Tom Zurcher, Minnesota extension

specialist in 4-H youth development explains what youngsters do and learn when

completing an animal science project.

"First, they learn the process of selecting an animal. For many market

animals, that means picking out a young animal at the first of the year or

during the spring, weighing it and identifying it." Other livestock animal

science projects, like dairy and rabbits, are continuous. Members take the

same animal to the fair every year, caring for it as it matures and becomes

part of the breeding herd. "Selection involves, first of all, knowing what to

select for and then buying the animal," Zurcher says. "Some members go

through this purchasing stage every year with new market animals, while others

select animals from the herds available to them at home."

Animal feeding and proper nutrition is another learning experience--and

one that requires some funding. "Steers, for example, will eat about 25 to 35

pounds of grain and silage a day from March until the fair in July or August.

At five to six cents per pound of feed, that's a lot of money," says Zurcher.

Another concern for 4-H livestock project members is animal health
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management. "The animals must get all of the vaccinations and medication they

need to stay healthy, and the 4-H member has to make those decisions.

"Part of what the 4-H'er experiences is normal day-to-day management.

Somebody has to be there to care for the animal. That's where a livestock

project differs from some of the other projects where a member can either

complete the project well ahead of time and put it away until the fair rolls

around or rinish the exhibit at the end of the summer. A livestock project is

an everyday responsibility that must be dealt with all year long," says

Zurcher.

Record-keeping is also the 4-H member's responsibility. Each member

keeps feed and health records on their animal. 4-H'ers also keep personal

records on themselves, telling what they have learned and how each has grown

as an individual throughout the project year.

During the year, 4-H members also attend up to seven project meetings in

their area of interest. During the meetings, conducted by adult volunteer

leaders, members learn more about the management decisions that are part of a

livestock operation.

"Raising an animal for a 4-H project is very definitely a continuous

process," Zurcher stresses. "Even the youngster that starts out with an

outstanding animal is only assured of getting the full potential out of it if

he or she takes care of it."

if if if
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WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS FOR 4-H ANIMAL SCIENCE PROJECT MEMBERS

Not every 4-H animal science project member lives on a farm and most

will not live on a farm after they complete their 4-H career. What can those

members learn from their animal science projects? What skills can they take

with them?

"Animal science projects allow skills in leadership to develop," says

Tom Zurcher, 4-H youth development specialist with the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service. "We concentrate on the youngster and his or

her feelings. The emphasis is on how much. a youngster has grown, not on the

award that is received."

The most obvious skills learned through exhibiting an animal at the

county fair are livestock management skills like selecting animals, feeding

them properly and completing the necessary records. "For some members, this

is the first chance they have to fill out records until they file their first

income tax report," adds Zurcher.

Reproduction and genetics are introduced to members through their

projects. 4-H'ers also learn about meats and marketing. "They develop an

appreciation for the meat counter, both from the animal production standpoint

and from the retail level," says Zurcher. He feels that 4-H members can

become better consumers because of their training.

Animal science projects also offer the chance for career exploration.
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"There's a tremendous opportunity to view a variety of careers, especially

those in the animal industries.

"Working together in 4-H groups also allows learning skills that can

only be experienced in a group. There's the excitement of competing with

other members rather than against them. A different attitude is established,"

Zurcher stresses. Members develop group responsibility, especially as members

join together to represent their county at the State Fair.

"4-H members who take livestock projects are much better able to stand

up before people and talk about something that they're interested in and

relate it to the audience and their own lives," Zurcher adds. "They develop

self-confidence, a greater self-esteem, a more positive attitude. The other

skills that are developed--management, leadership, strengthening

relationships--all lead to greater self-confidence.

"Another important quality that 4-H members will carry with them years

after they take animal science projects is the appreciation for animals," says

Zurcher. "They understand what it takes to raise an animal and take it from

hoof to table."

CP
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4-H ANIMAL SCIENCE PROJECTS DEVELOP HUMAN-ANIMAL BOND

"The first animal any youngster owns. whether it be a dairy cow or a

rabbit. is a very unique experience--it's extremely important to the

youngster." says Tom Zurcher. 4-H youth development specialist with the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

4-H animal science projects are designed to help members learn through

that experience of raising an animal. whether they live in the city or on a

farm.

Although many people think of livestock projects as horses. cows. pigs

and other large animals. poultry and rabbit projects are very popular in

Minnesota. especially in urban areas. "These project members stand to learn a

great deal by taking small animal projects. too." Zurcher comments. "They can

learn the day-to-day responsibility of caring for an animal. Often kids are

able to realize the human-animal relationship. They learn to love another

being--it becomes a friend to them."

Working with Mom and Dad or brothers and sisters also offers education

for the 4-H members. "Any time people work together around a common subject

area, there's a sharing and camaraderie that strengthens relationships. With

both parents working and kids in school all day, it's important for families

to find time to spend together. It's good to have something in common (like

caring for an animal) that they can all relate to. I've found in my
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experience that this type of opportunity strengthens the family."

Another added bonus that comes with 4-H livestock projects is the

patience developed while training an animal. "We're starting to realize that

each animal responds to different stimuli," says Zurcher. "Kids become more

in tune with the behavior of the animal. Then they can utilize it to tailor

training to behaviors that the animal normally has."

Zurcher adds that caring for another living animal has a different

emphasis than other projects, like woodworking or foods. "The 4-H'er must

learn to accept the animal for what it is. They can't just start a new one if

something doesn't work out.

"Once the 4-H member has learned how to care for an animal, that feeling

can be translated to everything--other people, even houseplants. They learn

to love something; then they can learn to love the really important things in

their lives."

11 11 11
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SEPARATE DRY COWS FROM THE MILKING HERD

Dairy farmers who keep their dry cows and milking herd together could be

hurting the dry cow's future performance, says Bob Appleman, dairy specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"Too often, dry cows are allowed to run in the milking herd.

Consequently, they get either too much or the wrong kind of feed. Dry cows

need special consideration for top production and fewer health problems later

on," Appleman says.

Fat cow syndrome is a major problem in dry cow management, Appleman

says. Overly fat dry cows frequently develop metabolic disorders like milk

fever, ketosis and displaced abomasums. To combat the syndrome, Appleman

urges separating dry cows from lactating cows and feeding them a lower energy

ration to prevent over-conditioning of aggressive eaters. "Forages should

comprise the bulk of the ration, and grains and other concentrates should be

fed only to cows going dry in thin condition," he says.

To separate cows from the milking herd, Appleman suggests that farmers

with herds of 100 cows or more provide two lots--one for cows in the dry

period, and one for cows in the phase before calving. Cows in the drying off

period can be maintained with the lower-producing cows until the dry~ng off

period is completed.

For smaller herds, a single dry lot plus a separate paddock or box
stalls for cows in pre-calving will do. Regardless of the housing method,

Appleman stresses sanitation to reduce the introduction of mastitis.
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COMPUTER VENDORS TO EXHIBIT FARM-RELATED PRODUCTS

Some 50 computer hardware and software vendors specializing in

agricultural computer use are expected to give presentations and exhibit at

the Computers for Farm and Family national seminar and trade show, Aug. 26-28

in St. Paul, Minn.

The seminar and show, cosponsored by the University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service and The Farmer/The Dakota Farmer magazine, is

being held in conjunction with the Minnesota State Fair at the Earle Brown

Continuing Education Center, adjacent to the fairgrounds.

Vendor presentation sessions will be grouped by topic area, so

participants can attend morning or afternoon sessions learning about software

packages available in dairy herd management, financial management, marketing,

swine operation management, home and family education, as well as crop and

machinery management. Ongoing educational sessions, led by University

specialists, will teach the basics of computer use including how to shop for

and evaluate software and how to decide if a computer is right for a farm

operation.

A $15 pass, which allows participants to come and go as they please, can

be obtained by contacting the Office of Special Programs, 405 Coffey Hall, St.

Paul, MN 55108, (612) 373-0725.
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USE FAIR AS LEARNING RESOURCE, EDUCATOR SUGGESTS

"A fair is more than just a carnival and walking around eating pronto

pups," says Harlan Copeland, an associate professor in adult education at the

University of Minnesota. "People should think of a fair as a learning

resource."

Copeland, who has written on how adults learn in informal ways, explains

that fairs are an excellent place to discover new ideas and products.

"There is a wealth of information available," says Copeland. "Fairgoers

should take the initiative and seek out information which interests them.

Don't be hesistant in asking exhibitors and advertisers questions."

While it is difficult for any in-depth learning to take place at a fair,

Copeland suggests that a visit to a fair can create new interests. "Be alert

to using a fair as an informational resource. There's lot to choose from.

Spend time at scheduled demonstrations, ask questions if you have them, and

take along the free handouts to read later."

Copeland stresses most of all that the fairgoer be open to new ideas.

"But you have to initiate the learning experience rather than just walking

around. The best thing that can happen though," says Copeland, "is that a

person has an enjoyable time and goes back home with at least one new idea."
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What do you do with the kids when you go to the fair? If your children

are going along. caution against overexertion says Sue Meyers. extension

family life specialist with the Department of Rural Sociology at the

University of Minnesota. "By the time an adult has tired feet. a child's

whole body may be tired." says Meyers. "Allow for rest times and remember

that for preschoolers. a half day at the fair is probably the maximum."

Overstimulation can also be a problem. "There are so many attractive

features that there is trouble saying no." says Meyers. "Share this with the

children and make some decisions on limits before going."

When children want to go on rides that frighten their parents. it's okay

for the parents to express their fears, she says. Having fear is not the same

as not allowing something. however. If the children are capable of some

independence. allow them to make some decisions on what they will ride and on

how money will be spent. she says.

Child care at the fair is also a possibility. The Red Cross and other

organizations may sponsor a children's center for children aged eight and

below. Look for the center at the state fair 4-H building. says Meyers.
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The fair has many attractions, but to a child who gets separated from

parents, the fair can be a frightening place. For pre-school and elementary

children, parents may be wise to attach the child's name, address and phone

number to clothing, according to Sue Meyers, extension family life specialist

in the Department of Rural Sociology at the University of Minnesota.

"Talk about separation before you go," cautions Meyers. Decide where

the child is to go if separation occurs, either an easy-to-find place that was

decided on in advance or back to the last place they were together, she says.

Rehearse meetings with strangers and ways to deal with them, says

Meyers. "Be sure the child knows how to contact a person in authority,

preferably someone with a uniform and nametag," she says.

When reunited with your child, don't display anger over the separation.

Quite likely, says Meyers, the child will be frightened and in need of

reassurance.
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Job sharing may be your answer if you and a friend with similar skills

want to work, but don't want full-time employment.

More and more enlightened employers are finding this can be satisfactory

for them and their employees, according to Dottie Goss, family resource

management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

"It may take time to find the employer who will fit the job to the

employee and it certainly takes personal initiative, but it can be rewarding

in the long run, " Goss says.

It might be called flex time, permanent part-time, job-sharing or

freelance. Where it has worked successfully, employers credit it with giving

them more than a full-time person. In one job there is twice the creativity

but less time away from the job for dental or doctor appointments, for

instance. In an emergency or when one person is ill, arrangements can be made

for the other to fill in.

In some instances, Goss says, part-time jobs offer no benefits, so that

sharing benefits may be possible in one full-time position shared by two

persons.

Finding the right person to share is important. Keeping each other
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informed on the day-to-day progression of the job being shared is essential,

too.

Job sharing can be made to work almost anywhere: the professions,

clerical and service work and jobs on asembly lines, Goss says. It's all in

convincing the employer.

# # #
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CONSIDER CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING A HOME-BASED BUSINESS

Should you go into a home-based business--a business for yourself?

"It's good to raise some pertinent questions before saying yes," says

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

But face it, people do come up with good, sound ideas and if the market

is out there perhaps you should risk it. The Wall Street Journal wrote about

a suitcase rental business recently. What a boon for people who travel

infrequently and don't want to invest in luggage. It might be good for those

who travel often, too, if there are special rates for frequent use. Many

people who live in compact quarters have no storage space for unused

suitcases--and that is the basis of that business.

Goss suggests trying these personal questions for starters:

Would home and family needs (right there under food) come first and

business responsibilities be asked to wait?

What about coping with interruptions from friends and family? Would

these individuals downplay your business and just think of you as having

plenty of time and being home all day?

Is there enough space at home to separate business from personal

activities?
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Can the business be managed alone--is it really a one-person home

operation?

When business crises disrupt personal/family schedules. can these be

managed?

Now, Goss says. try these business-related questions:

Is home base rather than an outside location best for marketing business

products or services?

Does homeowner's insurance cover operaton of home-based business?

Is there sufficient space and appropriate zoning to establish a

home-based business?

Your answers should be yes, no or need more information. "But if you

find too many questions answered with no. seriously analyze whether you can

manage around these challenges or make modifications to minimize their

significance." Goss says.

She has some ideas of what this home or outside-home business might be.

It could be teaching a talent or skill to individuals or groups. either at

home or through an adult education class. Read your local community education

class offerings to see where you might use your talents to make a

contribution.

Then there are personal services: babysitting, boarding plants and pets.

shopping for shut-ins, catering. consulting for weddings and parties. typing.

bookkeeping, laundry, ironing, telephone answering service. plant care for

banks and restaurants. tax preparation, or photography.

It could be making or cultivating a product to be sold directly at

roadside stands or through local retailers or by mail order. It might be art

objects, jewelry. woodworking, candy, vegetables, flowers. house plants or

goat's milk.

It could be raising and breeding animals, fish or birds to be sold
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It might mean opening a nearly-new shop or a one-of-a-kind shop where

local creative talents result in such items as greeting cards, drawings,

crafts, gift wrap, or antiques. How about a swap shop, yarn shop or rental

shop? Or maybe you'd prefer selling real estate, or door-to-door sales or

selling via telephone solicitation.

But before doing any of these, Goss advises contacting local officials

to check on zoning, licensing and other regulations that might affect your

plans.

Beware of and avoid fraudulent business opportunities. Check them out

through the attorney general's office. (612) 296-6196, at the state Capitol in

St. Paul if you have any doubts at all. They can tell you if they are

licensed to do business in Minnesota.

Of course explore marketing. Consider advertising an essential part of

your expenditures.

Keep careful records, both because they are required for tax purposes

and to chart the progress of your business.

The Small Business Administration, a branch of the Federal Government,

can provide helpful information on business and regulations, financing,

management, record keeping, pricing, selling, and advertising. Contact their

office nearest you or write them at 100 N. 6th St., Minneapolis, MN 55403 or

in Washington, D.C. for needed information. You may also want to consult the

Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE), another agency located at 445

Minnesota St., St. Paul, MN 55101.
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JOIN OTHER SOLO WORKERS

Working alone in a home-based business often means missing talking out

work-day problems with a kindred soul. There can be feelings of isolation

because peers in the business world are absent: there is no one at the next

desk doing what you are doing.

But there is a solution, according to Scott Magnuson-Martinson, project

assistant with Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist at the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The National Alliance of Homebased Businesswomen (NAHB) aims to counter

these feelings. In Minnesota, more information is available by writing NAHB,

5456 S. Fremont Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55419.
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HAS YOUR HOUSE HAD AN ENERGY AUDIT?

Should you insulate the walls, the attic or both? Is solar heating an

option to consider? Should it be triple pane windows or a new furnace to save

more money in the long run?

Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says an energy audit might give

you answers to these and related questions.

An energy audit is a personalized service to guide you through each step

of home energy improvement. It includes a complete check of your house for

solar heating and gives estimates of payback time for different energy

conservation measures. It can help you decide whether to do more insulating

or other improvements. "Do-it-yourself costs are compared with those of

hiring a contractor," he explains.

Eleven major utilities in Minnesota do state-certified audits. You may

already have received a pamphlet describing the Minnesota Energy Conservation

Service. You can call to request an application and the utility will make

arrangements for an auditor to meet you at your house. The audit takes about

two hours and costs $10. You receive a checklist that includes 20 types of

possible home improvements and 10 low-cost or no-cost steps you can take to

save energy. "These are just suggestions," Peterson emphasizes. "Nothing is

required because you had the audit." In some areas, after an audit, you may
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be eligible for low-interest home improvement financing.

The audit computes your house's energy index--meaning your fuel use for

the six months from November through April, generally recognized as the

principal heating season. The weather's temperatures are taken into account

and the energy index shows how you rank in energy consumption compared with

the average in your community. By checking your energy index, you will see

the effect your home improvements have on fuel use.

The audit informs you about tax credits, suggests conservation measures

and tells how to obtain bids from contractors as well as listing contractors

and suppliers.
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ATTIC VENTILATION AIDS SUMMER SLUMBER

Attic ventilation is important in both summer and winter. Ceilings will

stay cooler in summer with it, according to Roger Peterson, residential energy

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

"If a roof is not shaded from summer sun, it may be well to install more

roof vents or a power vent," Peterson says. The free flow of air through an

attic in summer is beneficial in preventing high temperature buildup. Double

or triple vent areas could be used if the roof has no shading from summer sun.

tlYour house will be more comfortable .at night for sleeping, and if you

have an air conditioner, you won't need to work it as hard,tI he says.

For wintertime moisture control, holes in ceilings should be patched

where warm moist air is leaking up to the attic. To find these leaks from

occupied space below into the attic, attic insulation should be lifted up

along the tops of all walls.

Look for wires, pipes, holes and cracks, Peterson says. Caulk with

silicone adhesive or glue strips of poly across the tops of walls. Liquid

foam sealant and insulating board can also be used for filling large voids

around pipes or missing pieces of framing.

Infrared photography is one professional service available that helps

homeowners find and seal leaks in a house. A powerful fan mounted in the

doorway also works. The air pressure from the fan exaggerates all the leaks.
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After making a proper seal between the occupied space below and the

attic, less ventilation is needed for preventing moisture. A ratio of about 1

to 200 of vent area to attic area is the minimum. This would mean an attic of

1,000 square feet needs a minimumm of 5 square feet of free-flow vent area.

Half should be low and half high on the roof. Low vents are intakes and high

vents outlets. The eave of the roof, through the soffit, is best for intake

venting. The ridge is the best place for outlet vents.
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If pants or skirts need lengthening or shortening~ Sherri Johnson~

textiles and clothing specialist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service, has some suggestions.

The first step is to take out (either pull or carefully cut) the

remaining old hem stitches. Then press out the crease from the old hem, using

a steam iron or a damp clean cloth between the hem and an iron.

Next~ pin up the hem and tryon the garment to see what height hem looks

best on you. Mark a yardstick or broom handle that far off the floor. Remove

the pins. Then mark the hemline with pins~ using the guide on the yardstick.

Fold up the hem so the marking pins are on the fold and pin. Tryon the

garment to see if the hem is even. Press the hem fold. "Don't press over the

marking pins--remove them as you press," Johnson advises.

Using a scissors, trim the hem to an even width. "For trousers or

flared skirts, an inch to an inch and a half hem is customary and two inches

for most other clothes~" Johnson says. Make a marker the width you want the

hem. Use a ruler or a piece of paper with a notch in the side. Place one end

of the marker on the fold of the hem. Trim the hem by cutting to the notch~

being careful to cut through only the turned up hem (Figure 1).

If the fabric ravels, finish the edge before turning up the hem. Use

either a zigzag stitch (it holds better than a straight stitch) on a sewing
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machine or turn under the edge one-quarter inch and press it flat.

Hand hems can be put in most clothing. Turn the garment inside out and

fold the hem back so that only one-eighth of an inch of the hem shows past the

fold. Take a small stitch in the hem about one-eighth from the edge. If you

have turned under the hem edge, make this stitch through both layers of

fabric. Then, one-half inch away, pick up one or two threads from the fold.

Don't pull the thread too tightly--the hem will show less if the stitches are

loose, Johnson says (Figure 2).

With a sewing machine, a blind hem can be put in pants, children's

clothing, sweaters and draperies. Check your sewing machine to see if there

is an attachment to do this. Practice so stitches hardly show on the outside,

Johnson suggests (Figure 3).

Fusible webs can be ironed on to hold hems in place when pants and

skirts are quite straight--not flared. Fusible webs come in strips or large

pieces. Test apply a small piece of web to be sure it holds and looks right

on your fabric. Cut the fusible web into quarter- or half-inch wide strips.

Put the web inside the hem just below the top. That keeps the web from

sticking to the iron. "Follow the instructions that come with the fusible web

to press it in place," Johnson adds (Figure 4).
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WHEN SIDING YOUR HOME CONSIDER INSULATING

If this is the summer you are adding siding to your house, it is an

excellent opportunity to add wall insulation, too.

"Holes drilled for blowing insulation into the wall will be nicely

covered by the new siding," says Roger Peterson, residential energy specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Wall thickness can be increased to add more insulation if you add sheets

of plastic foam insulating board or attach outside wood framing and fill the

space with fiberglass blankets.

Peterson says the payback for wall insulation is about 4 to 10 years,

depending on fuel prices and the amount of insulation added. "Wall

improvement will also add to the resale value of your home. Keep track of

those expenditures as you go along and know the amount of insulation you have

added," he recommends.

Siding alone usually will not add much insulating value to house walls.

He cautions, "Beware of any sales pitches suggesting that siding by itself

will be a major saving on your heating bill."

When insulation is put into walls, the control of indoor humidity

becomes more important. In cold weather, most houses have indoor moisture

levels higher than the outdoor level. Peterson says since the moisture level

seeks to equalize itself, there is a tendency for interior water vapor to move
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through the walls toward the outside. If vapor is allowed to pass through to

the colder areas nearer the outside of the wall, dampness may result inside

the wall.

Usually a good coat of a high-quality interior paint will control water

vapor flow enough to prevent wall dampness. Cracks and holes in plaster must

be repaired. Woodwork that has separated from the plaster must be sealed to

the wall with an elastic sealant. Even hairline cracks should be sealed.

If your house has high indoor moisture levels (above 40 percent relative

humidity in winter) you should paint the interibr side of the walls with a

liquid vapor barrier (a special type of paint). Light switches and electric

outlets in exterior walls should have rubber gaskets placed behind the cover

plates so that indoor water vapor won't seep into the walls, Peterson advises.

He cautions, "Do not place insulating material or sealants inside any

electrical junction boxes."
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INS AND OUTS OF COUPONING

Trading stamps seem to be out, and coupons, especially double coupons,

in. Who knows if coupons will be out some day, and something not yet on the

scene, in.

According to a 1982 national study, the leading couponed food items are

coffee, prepared foods, breakfast cereals and cake mixes. These comprise 60

percent of the value of coupons on food items, but only 10 percent of the

consumer food budget. Nonfood items, household supplies, bags, cleaning

supplies, pet food, tobacco, health and beauty aids, and school supplies

account for 39 percent of coupons redeemed.

"Very few perishable and unbranded items such as fresh meat or

vegetables are ever couponed," says Dottie Goss, fammily resource management

specialist at the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Foods with highest farm value compared with retail value include items such as

fresh meats, poultry, eggs, dairy products and produce, and they are affected

little by couponing. Coffee, an import, accounts for over a fifth of the

value of coupons.

Scott Magnuson-Martinson, reviewing consumer research with Goss, says

the first incentives promotion came in the 1850s when Benjamin Talbot Babbit

was trying to sell precut and wrapped soap. (Retailers were cutting from
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large soap blocks to the size the consumer wanted.) But Babbit's wrapper had

to be thrown away and people didn't want to pay for what they couldn't use.

"His method clicked when he made the wrapper worth something," says

Magnuson-Martinson. In exchange for wrappers he gave away pictures. Others

copied his success. Coupons are said to have appeared in 1895 when C.W. Post

introduced Grape Nuts and gave a penny coupon.

Rapidly rising retail food prices in the 1970s are said to have led more

consumers to use coupons as a way of reducing food cost.

It is hard to estimate coupon value, Goss says. One way would be to

check whether coupons lower the fraction of the budget spent on the items

couponed. But the advertising effect of coupons increases demand and

willingness to pay. Some manufacturers claim prices would rise rather than

fall if couponing stopped.

One study found that 18 percent of women grocery shoppers could be

influenced to try a new product if it were introduced with a coupon promotion.

Another said coupon users spend two and a half times as much as non-users at

the grocery.

In a paper Ronald Larson wrote in 1981 at the University of Minnesota,

the importance of knowing which population groups are redeeming the most

coupons is another consideration. Firms must also reveal true misredemption

costs, meaning that manufacturers are redeeming coupons that do not result

from product purchases. The handling costs of coupons are estimated at

anywhere from 4 cents to 11 cents per coupon. Manufacturers pay these costs,

and some are sent out of the country to reduce labor costs. Double couponing

costs are borne by the retailer.

Coupons printed inside a store's handbill or in its weekly newspaper

grocery ad are called in-ad coupons to distinguish them from manufacturer's

coupons. In-ad coupons usually have a redemption time as short as one week at

Page 2 of 3
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a specific store or group of stores. These promote loyalty to a store rather

than loyalty to a brand.

When scanners can help keep track of coupons, possibly allowing them to

be thrown away immediately, retailers will know which are the slow moving

brands and perhaps they can reduce the number of brands stocked. Some

merchants fear buyers will take their business elsewhere if they don't find

the couponed products they are hunting. Coupons can dilute retailers' control

of their shelf space.

Scanners are not yet used for coupons, said one retailer, but he expects

this to happen when the UPC codes are put on coupons as well as on products.

Goss says the studies report two of ten purchasers in a grocery store

include coupons. Higher users live in urban areas and have larger than

average families. Lower income Americans, who spend less for reading material

than other groups, are less apt to use coupons than other income groups,

according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.. It is estimated that 90 percent

of coupons are distributed through newspapers and magazines. Companies that

specialize in direct mail coupons tailor mailing lists to middle income and

upper middle income groups with large families.

If generic brands save consumers more money, coupons are not a good

deal, wrote Larson. He says one estimate is that generic or store brands save

15 percent to 20 percent while couponing is said to result in about an 8

percent saving. Grocery Manufacturers Associated (GMA) argues that coupons

are the only way smaller stores can compete with the chain stores and their

generic brands. GMA says coupons help price competition.

A psychologist has even likened the coupon and newsletter network to the

"village barter" system of shared security. The theory is that coupons keep

people feeling secure--individua1s are acting and saving for themselves.

Larson concludes, Goss says, that so far no clear price impact on

consumers has been proven to result from coupons.
II II II
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CONSUMER CREDIT INTEREST RATES STEADY

While banks' prime loan interest rates--those charged "best customer

status" according to loaning lingo--have been shrinking, the movement of

consumer loan rates is not likely to budge. "Best customer" usually refers to

corporate rates.

"People ask why the two aren't related. There are many reasons and the

two just don't seem to be connected historically," says Dottie Goss, family

resource management specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural

Extension Service.

Consumer credit for cars, major appliances and the credit cards for

multi purchases is tied in with operating costs, credit losses and the cost of

funds.

According to 1981 data published by the Federal Reserve System,

operating expenses were nearly 30 percent of the total costs of the

installment loan function for the smallest banks. Operating costs amounted to

45.8 percent of the costs of large banks issuing credit cards and 59.0 percent

of the total credit card costs for small banks. And yet operating costs of

providing commercial loans were only 13 percent. For large finance companies

($1 billion or more in assets) operating costs comprised 31 percent of total

costs, but operating costs made up 54 percent of the smaller companies' total
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costs.

"This indicates how important operating costs are in providing consumer

installment credit,tl Goss says. But these costs have little to do with

interest rates and because they move upward with inflationary pressures, they

will always stand in the way of direct association of eonsumer credit rates

with market interest rates.

Credit losses, too, have little to do with changes in interest rates.

Among retailers in a New York study (Retail Store Credit Card Use in New York

by Shay and Dunkelberg) bad debt losses amounted to 12.4 percent of total

costs. Unusual losses during 1980 and 1981 (following the effective date of

the 1979 Bankruptcy Reform Act) have, if anything, increased these

percentages. A continued high level of expected losses is another reason

given for not lowering finance charges.

There are two reasons that banks do not lower their consumer credit

rates as much or as quickly as short-term interest rates: first, long-term

funds are carried on the books and those rates were set years ago in periods

of higher interest rates; second, when new contracts are made to include both

short- and long-term funds, the renegotiated debt is only available at higher

interest rates than currently govern the short-term debt.

"Read any bank ad to realize that there is fierce competition for the

saver's dollar,tl Goss says. That means any money banks have to lend has been

acquired at a relatively high cost to the bank.

Because the merged cost (short- and long-term funds) of bank funds has

not declined as fast as short-term rates, the rates on consumer credit

contracts, which may have maturity dates of four or five years for new car

loans, cannot be expected to decline as rapidly.

Only the short-term money rates (just a portion of the funds for retail

and finance companies, the nonbank dispensers of consumer credit) are directly
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and immediately affected by declines in short-term money rates such as those

evident in recent months.

Then, too, there are rate ceilings and disclosure requirements.

To obtain an adequate return on loans over the business cycle, they must

be able to average out over the loan period. If below-market rates were

accepted, credit would just not be available in some states from some now

offering consumer loans, or credit would have to be restricted to only the

least risky applicants.

Those granting credit are reluctant to cut rates because of the

uncertainty of future interest rates. Goss says it would be costly for firms

providing revolving credit to cut rates now, only to find they would need to

raise them again within a few months. Under the requirements of truth in

lending, creditors must notify cardholders of future rate increases.

# # #
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS YOUR CHILD MAY BE FEELING SOME ANXIETY IF HE

OR SHE IS PLANNING TO EXHIBIT AT THE FAI R THIS

YEAR. ANXIETY OVER BEING JUDGED IS A COMMON

FEELING AMONG CHILDREN, ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO

ARE EXHIBITING FOR THE FIRST TIME. YOU CAN

HELP RAISE THE COMFORT LEVEL OF YOUR CHILD BY

AVOIDING THE WORD "JUDGE". REMEMBER THAT IT'S

THE EXHI BIT, NOT THE CHI LD, THAT IS BEING

JUDGED. AND IT'S NOT WINNING THE "GRAND

CHAMPION PRIZE" THAT COUNTS, IT'S WHAT THE

CHILD HAS LEARNED. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO

YOU FROM YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS CH ILDREN SEPARATED FROM THEI R PARENTS ARE A

COMMON SIGHT DURING THE FAIR. IF YOU'RE

PLANNING TO TAKE YOUR PRESCHOOL OR

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN TO THE FAIR THIS

YEAR, PLAN AHEAD BY ATTACHING THEIR NAME,

ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER TO THEIR CLOTHING.

TALK ABOUT POSSIBLE SEPARATION BEFORE YOU GO

AND DECIDE WHERE TO MEET IF YOU DO SEPARATE:

EITHER AN EASY-TO-FIND PLACE DECIDED ON IN

ADVANCE, OR BACK TO THE LAST PLACE YOU AND

YOUR CHILD WERE TOGETHER. THIS MESSAGE IS

BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY------

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS WHEN YOU'RE GOING TO THE GROCERY, DO YOU

ALWAYS BRING ALONG YOUR COUPONS? THE LEADING

COUPONED FOOD ITEMS ARE COFFEE, PREPARED

FOODS, BREAKFAST CEREALS AND CAKE MIXES.

GENERIC BRANDS ACTUALLY SAVE CONSUMERS MORE

MONEY THAN COUPONS, SOME STUDIES SAY. BUT

COUPONS HELP SMALLER STORES COMPETE WITH THE

CHAIN STORES AND THEIR GENERIC BRANDS. SO

FAR NO CLEAR PRICE IMPACT ON CONSUMERS FROM

COUPONS HAS BEEN PROVEN. THIS MESSAGE IS

BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
15 SECONDS A FAI R IS MORE THAN JUST A CARNIVAL. IT'S AN

EXCELLENT PLACE TO DISCOVER NEW IDEAS AND

PRODUCTS. TAKE THE INITIATIVE TO MAKE YOUR

VISIT TO THE FAIR A LEARNING EXPERIENCE. THIS

MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR _

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS THINKING OF GOING INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

AND WORKING OUT OF YOUR HOME? LIVING AND

WORKING AT HOME HAS A LOT OF ADVANTAGES, BUT

IT ALSO OFFERS A LOT OF CHALLENGES. BEFORE

YOU MAKE YOUR DECISION, CONTACT LOCAL

OFFICIALS TO CHECK ON ZONING, LICENSING AND

OTHER REGULATIONS. EXPLORE MARKETING, AND

PLAN TO KEEP CAREFUL RECORDS. CONTACT YOUR

______ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE FOR A LIST OF QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER IF

YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT ESTABLISHING A

HOME-BASED BUSINESS.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMU NICAT ION RESOU RCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS IF THIS IS THE SUMMER YOU ARE ADDING SIDING TO

YOUR HOUSE, IT MAY BE AN EXCELLENT

OPPORTUNITY TO ADD WALL INSULATION TOO.

HOLES DRILLED FOR BLOWING INSULATION INTO THE

WALL WILL BE NICELY COVERED BY THE NEW SIDING.

THE PAYBACK PERIOD FOR WALL INSULATION IS

ABOUT 4 TO 10 YEARS. WALL IMPROVEMENT WI LL

ALSO ADD TO THE RESALE VALUE OF YOUR HOME.

THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

____ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMED lATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS TWO TYPES OF BOVINE BRUCELLOSIS VACCINES ARE

NOW AVAILABLE TO MINNESOTA FARMERS--THE

REGULAR STRAIN 19 VACCINE, AND A NEW,

REDUCED-DOSE STRAIN 19 VACCINE. ONE OF THE

BENEFITS OF THE NEW VACCINE IS CALVES HAVE

LESS OF A REACTION TO THE REDUCED DOSE. THE

AGE WHEN CALVES MAY BE VACCINATED WITH EITHER

OF THE VACCINES REMAINS THE SAME. DAIRY

CALVES MAY BE VACCINATED FROM TWO TO FIVE

MONTHS OLD; BEEF CALVES FROM TWO TO SEVEN

MONTHS OLD. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS THE FIRST ANIMAL ANY YOUNGSTER OWNS, WHETHER

IT IS A DAIRY COW OR A RABBIT, IS A UNIQUE

EXPERIENCE. 4-H ANIMAL SCIENCE PROJECTS ARE

DESIGNED TO HELP MEMBERS LEARN THROUGH THAT

EXPERIENCE OF RAISING AN ANIMAL, WHETHER THEY

LIVE IN THE CITY OR ON A FARM. PROJECT

MEMBERS NOT ONLY LEARN THE DAY-TO-DAY

RESPONSIBILITY OF CARING FOR AN ANIMAL. THEY

ALSO GET THE PAYBACK OF MAKI NG A

FRIEND--LEARNING TO LOVE ANOTHER BEING. FOR

MORE INFORMATION ON 4-H ANIMAL SCIENCE

PROJECTS, CONTACT YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS NOT EVERY 4-H AN IMAL SCI ENCE PROJECT MEMBER

LIVES ON A FARM, AND MOST WI LL NOT LIVE ON A

FARM WHEN THEY ARE ADULTS. BUT 4-H PROJECTS

TEACH LI FE SKI LLS FOR ANY PLACE OR TIME.

EXHIBITING AN ANIMAL AT THE COUNTY FAIR

TEACHES LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SKI LLS. 4-H

ANIMAL SCIENCE PROJECTS ALSO OFFER A CHANCE

FOR CAREER EXPLORATION. AND WORKING

TOGETHER IN 4-H GROUPS ALLOWS LEARNING SKILLS

THAT CAN ONLY BE EXPERIENCED IN A GROUP. FOR

MORE INFORMATION ON 4-H OPPORTUNITIES,

CONTACT YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL-----

EXTENSION SERVICE .
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS FOR DAIRY FARMERS, MANAGING THEIR COWS' DRY

PERIOD IS AN EXTREMELY IMPORTANT PART OF HERD

MANAGEMENT. DAI RY COWS SHOULD BE DRY FOR 40

TO 70 DAYS. DRY PERIODS OF LESS THAN 40 DAYS

DON'T ALLOW THE UDDER ENOUGH TIME TO PREPARE

FOR ANOTHER LACTATION. MORE THAN 70 DAYS CAN

RESULT IN TOO MUCH BODY CONDITION. IT IS ALSO

IMPORTANT TO KEEP YOUR DRY COWS SEPARATED

FROM YOUR MILKING HERD SO THEY DON'T GET TOO

MUCH OR THE WRONG KIND OF FEED. THIS MESSAGE

IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY----

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS ATTIC VENTILATION IS IMPORTANT BOTH IN SUMMER

AND WINTER. WITH PROPER ATTIC VENTILATION,

CEILINGS WILL STAY COOLER IN SUMMER. IF YOUR

ROOF IS NOT SHADED FROM SUMMER SUN, IT MAY BE

WELL TO INSTALL MORE ROOF VENTS OR A POWER

VENT. YOUR HOUSE WI LL BE MORE COMFORTABLE AT

NIGHT FOR SLEEPING, AND, IF YOU HAVE AN AIR

CONDITIONER, IT WON'T NEED TO WORK AS HARD.

THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

____ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE

UNIVERSllY OF MINNESOTA Communication Resources
433 Coffey Hall
1420 Eckles Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108

DATE: July 27, 1983

TO: NEWS MEDIA AND COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS
AN INVITATION TO A MUSHROOM TASTING SESSION AUGUST 15, 1983

Enclosed is a news story about three public informational seminars (September
15, 16 and 17) on growing shiitake (she-tock-key), Japanese forest mushrooms
on harvested hardwood logs. These seminars are being sponsored by the South
eastern Minnesota Forest Resource Center at Lanesboro, MN, University of
Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, and the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources.

But, one month before the first meeting, on August 15 at noon at Lanesboro (40
miles southeast of Rochester), Joe Deden, director of the Forest Resource
Center, invites news media and county extension agents to "put their taste
buds to the test" at a mushroom tasting session. THIS IS NOT OPEN TO THE PUB
LIC. If you can attend, let Joe know either by writing him at the Forest
Resource Center, Route 2, Box 156A, Lanesboro, MN 55494 or by phoning him at
(507) 467-2437.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, US. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AND MINNESOTA COUNTIES COOPERATING
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S1!MINARS SET CN GR)WIN:; SHIITAKE KJSHIU:M)

A possible new forest industry in Minnesota--<Jrc~ringShiitake

(she-tack I -key) nushroctts on harvested hardwood logs--will be the tq>ic of

public infonrational seminars Sept. 15 in Rochester, sept. 16 in Duluth and

sept. 17 in St. Paul.

Shiitake are Japanese forest nushroctts, usually purchased dried fran

Japan but also grown in California and now at two locations in Wisconsin, Fond

du Lac and Middleton, according to Joe Deden, director of the Soutiheastern
I

Minnesota Forest Resoorce Center, a non-profit organization at Lariesooro, loN.

The seminars will cover how to grow and nar'ket shiitake. Deden is

presently growing these nushroans on 16 different species of wood at

Lanesooro. The Forest Resoorce Center, University of Minnesota Agric.ultural

Extension Service and the Mi nnesota Department of Natural Resoorces are

sponsors of the seminars.

Identical programs beginning at 9 a.m. and ending at 3 :30 p.m. will be

given at each location. Speakers will include Bob Harris of Mushrtx::npecple,
•

Inverness, Calif., and Mel Baughman. extension forestry specialist~ University
! I

of Minnesota.
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page 2--shiitake nushrocms

On Thursday, Septeniber 15, the Rochester saninar is at the Friedell

Building. Mmission is $7.50 and lunch is on your CJ.\In. Friday, September 16,

the location is the College of St. Scholastica in Duluth. Admission is $12

which includes lunch. On Saturday, September 17, the St. Paul location is St.

Paul Technical Vocational Institute, 235 Marshall Ave. Cost is $10 and lunch

is on your CJ.\In. The registration deadline for all locations is September 7

and checks should be rrade payable to: Forest Resource Center, Route 2, Box

156A, Lanesl:x:>ro, toN 55949, indicating which date and location you will attend.

Brochures listing the entire program will be available soon at County

Agrirultural Extension Service offices.

Deden says the investanent in grOlling the nushrocms is lOll, spawn plugs

are $15 a thousand, and with nushrocms fruiting twice a year in spri~q and

fall, there could be $350-$400 a year rrushrocm yield fran a cord of wood. "It

takes nore t.ime than dollars," he says, "to get started."

# # #

DPMP, lA, II-P
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
July 27, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL JOE DEDEN
507/467-2437

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GROWING MUSHROOMS THAT COULD BE

HARVESTED FROM HARDWOOD LOGS? INFORMATIONAL SEMINARS ON

GROWING SHIITAKE (SHE-TOCK-KEY), JAPANESE FOREST

MUSHROOMS, ARE PLANNED IN SEPTEMBER. IDENTICAL PROGRAMS

WILL BE GIVEN IN ROCHESTER ON SEPTEMBER 15, IN DULUTH ON

SEPTEMBER 16, AND IN ST. PAUL ON SEPTEMBER 17. SPONSORS

ARE THE SOUTHEASTERN MINNESOTA FOREST RESOURCE CENTER AT

LANESBORO, THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE, AND THE MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL RESOURCES. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR

__________________ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE

OFFICE.
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PIK CROP MANAGEMENT BRIEFS•••

PIK, Armyworms. The PIK program has not contributed to annyworm

probl ems in Mi nnesota, says Whitney Cranshaw, entomo 109i st wi th the Un ivers ity

of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe annywo rm does not overwi nter in Mi nnesota, II Cranshaw says.

1I0utbreaks resul t from the progeny of moths fl yi ng into Mi nnesota from

southern areas. II

He says PIK acres may have eased problems by providing a II s ink11 for some

of the egg laying.

* * *
pIK, Stal k Borers. Weedy PIK acres that are pl anted to corn next year

could have lots of stalk borer problems in 1984, says Whitney Cranshaw,

entomologist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension

Service.

Cranshaw says the insect wi 11 beg into 1ay eggs on the grassy Weeds in

September. Field-wide problems could be common next year if weeds ate not

controlled.

IIThere's no effective chemical control for the common stal k borer.

Removing or mowing grassy weeds before stalk borer egg laying in September is
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the only way to reduce stalk borer problems,1I he says.

* * *
PIK, Rootwonns. Idle PIK acres planted to corn in 1984 won't have

rootwonn problems, says Whitney Cranshaw, entomologist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

liThe PIK program should give us a major short-tenn reduction in the need

for corn rootwonn insecticides in Minnesota," Cranshaw says. Most of the PIK

acreage is covered by crops that don't allow corn rootworm egg laying. And
t

the reduced acreage should result in a smaller pool of adult beetles, which

set up next year's problems.

Cranshaw says one cover crop that could cause a few problems is the

sorghum-sundangrass mixture. There could be some egg laying and corn rootwonn

survival with this crop.

Chances of infestations are low, but you can detect potential problems

by checking fields in August and September. Fields where adult corn rootworm

populations exceed 20 t OOO per acre may have problems next year if corn is

pl anted.

* * *
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August 1, 1983

forCountyAgents
COUNTY NEWS PACKET

INDEX

Note to agents: Energy is the theme of the August agent and media news pack
ets. As usual, use the media packet stories in your local media outlets.
Weekly newspapers do not receive the media packet.

This packet has clip art enclosed. From now on you'll get clip art with the
monthly news packet. This month1s clip art can be used to help illustrate
consumer stories. You can send it to newspapers or use it for other things
like newsletters and flyers.

Agricultural stories:

• Corn drying, energy briefs
• Stress saps energy
• Save human energy too
• Gi ve equi pment a pre-road check

Consumer stories:
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Agents and specialists: Here is a list of releases that we sent out the past
month, but not as part of the news media or agent packet. If you would like
to receive a copy, check them and send this sheet with your name and address
to Ma ri 1yn Ma sterman, 433 Coffey Ha 11 •

PIK program offers chance to tackle perennial weed infestations
Drop in hay prices may be sharp
Word processing equipment donated to 4-H
Edna Thayer wins national 4-H award
Time to think about controlling insects in stored grain
182 ag exports down, but minnesota still ranked fifth
Appleman receives dairy award
DHIA protein test is now available
Space age animal science
Grant enables funding of swine research projects
Soil scientist offers tips on soil compaction
Take steps to avoid SMV road accidents
Research looks at effect of subsoil compaction on corn, soybean yields
It's too late to spray for corn borers
Research focuses, on iron chlorosis of soybeans
Seminars set on growing shiitake mushrooms

Public Service Announcements {PSA1s): The enclosed PSA's were rewritten for
your convenience in working wlth local stations. You may also find them use
ful as newspaper column fillers.

University news1ine: Remember to use the 612/376-8030 number to call for
additional timely stories. That's the Uof MNews1ine number we'd like
non-news media people to use.

Here's the color code reminder:

News Media Packet:

Tan - Stories that are being sent to dai1ynewspapers~ farm broadcasters, wire
services and agriCUltural newspaper and magazines on1y ••• NOT to weekly papers
or smaller radio stations.

Agent News Packet (stories sent exclusively to you).

Blue - AG

Green - HE/ FL

Yellow - 4-H

Sa1mon - CNRD
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

forCountyAgents urce: Harold Cloud
612/373-0764

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

CORN DRYING, ENERGY BRIEFS

Alternatives to propane are becoming more popular for grain drying.

II Wi th today's higher propane prices, it pays for farmers to look at

alternative ways of drying grain," says Harold Cloud, agricultural engineer

with the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

Natural air drying, combination high speed-natural air drying dryeration

and in-storage cooling are all ways to cut down energy costs.

* * *
Dryeration and in-storage cooling are corn drying methods that have

taken hold during the last few years. High-speed drying is modified by

transferring the hot corn to a cooling bin. This eliminates in-dryer cooling.

In dryeration, the hot corn "steeps" or "tempers" in the cooling bin at

least four to six hours before being cooled slowly. After cooling, the grain

is moved to storage. Dryeration offers three advantages over high-speed

drying: increased dryer capacity, reduced fuel consumption and better corn

quality.

The corn remains in the cooling bin for storage in the in-storage

cooling method. To prevent wall condensation, steeping is not recommended.

* * *
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page 2--corn drying

Using natural air is another way to save energy in grain drying, says

Harold Cloud, agricultural engineer with the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Air is forced up through the bin, in which the corn depth is less than

20 feet. Water is evaporated and carried off by the air. Drying takes place

in a drying zone that advances upward through the bin.

Grain at the top of the bin is the last to dry. The fan runs

continuously until the drying zone moves through the top of the bin. The

moisture content of the grain in and below the drying zone changes with the

temperature and humidity of the outside air.

This process can take up to seven weeks. Drying may have to be

completed the next spring--after keeping the corn cold all winter.

The main disadvantage with natural air drying is the moisture content

limitation, Cloud says. Corn with up to 21 to 22 percent moisture can be dried

with natural air in Minnesota with a standard, high-air-flow drying bin.

Shelled corn with up to 25 percent moisture can be dried if the bin is

layer-filled over a period of several weeks.

* * *
Combination high speed-natural air drying is another modification of the

high-temperature dryer. With this method, the corn is dried to 21 or 22

percent moisture in a high-temperature dryer and delivered hot to a drying

bin. It is cooled in the bin and drying is completed with natural air.

* * *
Don't overdry corn. Drying to 11 percent or 12 percent moisture is

unnecessary in Minnesota if proper aeration is provided in the stored corn.

Shelled corn can be kept 12 months at 14 percent moisture content in
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page 3--corn drying

well-mananged, aerated storage. Moisture content as high as 15.5 percent is

satisfactory if corn is being kept from harvest through June. Moisture can be

16 to 17 percent if corn is kept from harvest through March.

* * *

Corn you feed during the ~nter can be stored at 16 to 18 percent

moisture. Additional drying may not be needed. If the grain is to be sold

throughout the winter, it can be sold with little or no penalty because it

exceeds the 15.5-percent level. The penalty for marketing at 1 percent to 1.5

percent over that level would not be enough to justify the additional drying.

* * *

Recovering waste heat from the dryer is another practice that's being

used to reduce fuel costs. This was once thought too expensive, but higher

fuel costs have changed that thinking. Manufacturers of high-speed driers are

designing and installing systems to recover waste heat economically.

* * *

Using anhydrous ammonia to extend natural air drying is being researched

by Richard Meronuck, plant pathologist ~th the University of Minnesota's

Agricultural Extension Service.

Blending in anhydrous ammonia--the same kind used as liquid

fertilizer--retards spoilage. This means using about a quarter of a pound of

anhydrous ammonia per bushel of corn, spread over 10 weekly applications.

This is called the trickle ammonia process (TAP). It is for specialized

drying and the corn can ONLY be used for livestock feed.

With high moisture corn (above 26 percent), drying will take longer.

But it can be done ~thout danger of the corn spoiling first.

# # #
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STRESS SAPS ENERGY

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Mervin Freeman
612/296-2663 (toll free)

Writer: Ma ry Kay 0 I Hearn
612/373-1786

Perhaps "stress based on the fear of the unknown,1I as he calls it, saps

some energy from us all.

But Mervin Freeman thinks fann families are especially susceptible to

the dips and rises that go beyond the problems everyone experiences today just

raising a family and putting food on the table.

Freeman is with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension

Service as an area agent in fann management, Rochester, Minnesota.

He describes stress based on the fear of the unknown as revolving around

many givens for fann families. One certainly is weather: rain, hail, early

freeze, early snow, drought. Great economic losses can result from too much

of anyone of these. An entire year1s paycheck can be in the balance.

liThe credit cost of money has an impact on production ,II he says. What

will the interest rate be when it1s time to buy money? Will the bank make

that loan? Will it come through in time to buy seed or fertilizer or pay for

the new fann machinery or the shed to house it?

Then there is the price movement. Where will prices be when the hogs

are about to be marketed? Will the corn borer or the alfalfa weevil hit the

fields or the grasshoppers move in?
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page 2--stress saps energy

IIlt's the feeling of having little control over the outcomes--over what

happens to them,1I he says.

This control extends to the land, too, and those who work it. Will more

land be available to rent or buy when it's needed? Or will land you've been

renting be sold to someone else? Will the hired help quit just at harvest

time? Will illness upset the schedule?

IlMany operat ions on the farm depend on t imi ng, II Freeman says. For

instance, there is a period of about 10 days for corn planting, about 21 days

for harvesting. Haying should be done with proper timing to give the most

protein in the cut.

Some of these problems are addressed by a psychologist during Farm

Women's Forums which Freeman participates in annually and which draw 200-400

peopl e.

Stress based on the fear of the unknown--a human condition? Yes. But a

farm condition? Definitely.

# # #
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SAVE HUMAN ENERGY, TOO

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Robert Aherin
612/373-0764

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Don't overlook the human factor in saving energy on the farm.

Human beings are still in charge of the machinery being operated and

when that person is weary or out of sorts, it carries over into the day's work

on the farm as everywhere else.

Coffee (or tea or juice) breaks have been the brunt of many jokes, but

they do serve a function--a separation, a change of pace--often providing a

new look at the task at hand, when returning to it refreshed.

Face it. Farmworkers contact many potential hazards daily: machinery,

chemicals and animals. Weariness and being alert to dangers simply don't go

together.

Emotional stress can be brought on by the mortgage payments, worry over

economic conditions in general, the weather and family conflicts. All these

sap energy. .. If a farmworker does not know how to deal with mental stress, it

can increase accident potential," says Robert Aherin, safety specialist with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. Becoming

preoccupied with problems other than the one you are working to solve at the

moment, is the perfect setup for accidents.

Three factors must be present for any accident to happen, Aherin says.
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page 2--save human energy

First is the human factor. This includes age, sex, physical condition,

emotional state and knowledge of the work being done. Farming is one

profession that is weighted with workers at both ends of the age scale. It

attracts many younger workers (14 and under) and older workers (over 65)

because labor shortage and tight bUdgets and often just not wanting to give up

the work completely.

Second is the source of injury. This means anything that could inflict

an injury or illness by striking, cutting or burning. It might be something

as ordinary as a slippery walking and working surface, chemicals, farm

machinery, toxic gases, power tools, ladders.

Third is environment and this can include weather conditions, surface

conditions, lighting, color of objects and the terrain.

IIMixture of all three can produce an accident. Use human thinking and

direct your human energy to reduce or eliminate these risks,1I Aherin says.

# # #
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GIVE EQUIPMENT A PRE-ROAD CHECK

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Leland D. Schultz
612/373-0764

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Take time for a pre-road check of the tractor and equipment it's hauling

before venturing out of the farmyard onto a public road. It's a good way to

prevent accidents from happening.

IIA quick walk around the equipment can reduce your chance of an

accident,1I says Leland Schultz, assistant extension specialist in Safety

Education with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

lilt's just enough time to be sure the tires aren't going flat and to observe

any cuts, bulges, or worn areas they might have. 1I Lights can be checked to be

sure they are working. It's the time to clean windows, mirrors, reflectors,

lights and the Slow Moving Vehicle (SMV) emblem, if it needs it.

Have warning markers and necessary tools with you if a breakdown occurs.

Provide an ABC-rated, dry chemical fire extinguisher to control small fires

that might occur.

# # #
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

forCountyAgents
August 1, 1983

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

IS SOLAR HEATING FOR YOU?

Are there some solar heating ideas you should consider for your home?

Would it be expensive? Is it a good investment? What about tax credits?

Does solar add to the resale value of a home?

Look for these answers and more in a University of Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service publ ication, HE-BU-1859, "Sol ar Heating Ideas

for Minnesota Homes." It's available for $2 plus 6 percent sales tax (checks

payable to the University of Minnesota) from the Communication Resources

Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota, 1420 Eckles Ave., St.

Paul, MN 55108 or purchase it from your local county extension office.

Some of the other topics covered in its dozen pages include: solar water

heaters; solar windows; double, triple, quad pane windows; shading methods to

prevent excess heat gain from solar windows; solar collectors for space

heating; greenhouse-sunspace; combination systems; orientation of windows,

collectors, and sunspaces; and sunlight access.

It also asks and answers other questions you might have on backup heat

sources, being ready for solar, fuel savings by insulating the house and then

it takes a look at your rights as a consumer.

# # #
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PUBLICATION DISCUSSES SOLAR WATER HEATING

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

If you are considering a solar water heater, you might be surprised that

there are 10 basic types to select from.

These 10 are usually grouped into three major categories: passive,

active, and heat pump. Passive solar heaters use natural thermal flow (warm

air or water rises) or water pressure to circulate fluid through the

collectors. Pumps or electrical wiring is not required. Active systems use

an electric pump or fan. Heat pump water heaters don't actually collect solar

heat, but they can use the excess heat in a house from window sunlight or warm

weather to heat water for showers and laundry. Heat pumps don't qualify for

solar tax credits, however.

Pros and cons of these systems are described in HE-FO-0417, II So lar Water

Heaters: Ten Types to Choose From ll avail ab le from the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service for 50 cents a copy, plus 6 percent

sales tax. Checks should be made payable to University of Minnesota and

orders sent to Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University

of Minnesota, 1420 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108 or purchase one from your

local county extension office.

The eight-page publication includes many line-drawing explanations of

how the different systems operate. More than two dozen references on the last
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page 2--solar water heating

page give opportunities for expanded reading on this subject. Author

notations such as, "Particularly useful if you intend to teach others about

solar energy," accompany some of the listings.

# # #
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PUBLICATION HELPS IN ESTIMATING

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source:
Writer: Mary Kay OIHearn

612/373-1786

Knowing how to estimate heating expenses is always important. Whether

you are buying, planning or building a new home, you will want to know about

features that can reduce heating bills.

A University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service pUblication

designed to help you do this is, IIHow to Estimate Home Heating Expense in

Mi nnesota, II HE-BU-1858, avai 1ab 1e at $2 a copy. It can be purchased from

Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota,

1420 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108. Checks should be made payable to

University of Minnesota and include 6 percent state tax. Or purchase them

from your local county extension office.

This publication describes the time and tools needed to determine

heating costs and the need to adjust past bills (being used as a gauge) for

the weather, if it had been particularly mild or severe.

There is a description of heating terms such as heat loss, R-value, air

leakage, superinsu1ation. It also discusses forms of heating and how to check

which might be best for your area. It cautions that cost margins between

fuels are disappearing so a careful judgment is needed to be sure that the new

equipment you decide on will pay for itself within a reasonable time.

Amap of Minnesota shows how to adiust annutll heating expense depending
on where you live. There is also space for you to jot in house measurements

and heating costs.

CP
# # #
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PaJLTRi': B.JY \tiOLE OR PARI'S?

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August I, 1983

Source: Mary Darling
612/376-4663

Writer: Mary Kay 0 I Hearn
612/373-1786

Largest food expenditures on nest grocery lists are for the rreat,

pcultry and fish portions of rreal planning.

"Econarrt in buying rreat shculd consider the arrount of cooked lean rreat a

cut provides as well as the price Per pound," says Mary Darling, nutrition

specialist with the University of Minnesota 's Agrimltural Extension Service.

Poultry rerrains one of the least costly protein foods, she says. There

can be fluctuations in price depending on the form of the purchase. In

turkey, for instance, the whole turkey usually rreans nere rreat for the neney

than a boned, rolled turkey roast. Whole chicken is often a better roy than

chicken pieces, such as breasts or drumsticks. Convenience has a price.

"But saret:ines chicken parts can be a good buy if a carparison is rrade

between the Per pound cost of the parts and the price per pound of whole,

ready-to-ccx::)k fryers, II Darling says.

Consider these exarrples. If the whole fryer price per pound (this

includes the neck and giblets) is 49 cents, chicken parts at the follcwing per

pound prices are equally good buys: breast half (with rib) at 68 cents,

drumstick and thigh at 59 cents, drumstick at 57 cents, thigh at 62 cents,

wing at 33 cents, breast quarter at 59 cents and leg quarter at 57 cents.
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Up the per pcund price of the whole fryer 10 cents, to 59 cents and the

breast half with rib is still a good roy at 82 cents, ~tick and thigh at

75 cents, wing at 40 cents, breast quarter at 71 cents and leg quarter at 68

cents.

These prices are based on yields of cooked chicken neat without skin,

fran frying chickens that weigh a.1::out three pamds. Research on pricing

crnpariscns are done by the Consurrer Nutrition Center of the U.s. Department

of Agriculture.

If the store price one week is lONer for drumsticks than for thighs,

then drumsticks are your better roy. Do crnparisans anong the chicken parts,

too, to find the nost econanical purchase. AIr:! anount, over the exanples

given, neans you are paying for convenience rather than per pcund neat.

"More than a third of the noney U.S. families spend for food goes for

neat, pa..11try and fish so careful selection can nean wort.l"Mhile savings,"

Darling errphasizes. That neans that when attention is given to price per

serving, relatively high priced neat nay be the better roy when carpared with

sarething lON priced with lots of bone and gristle waste.

# # #
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Mary Darling
612/376-4663

Writer: Ma ry Kay 0 I Hea rn
612/373-1786

MAPPING GROCERY TRIPS CAN SAVE DOLLARS

Maybe you already do this--map your trip through the grocery store

before you arrive.

IIIf you shop the same aisles each week, it means making up the grocery

list to match the layout of the store,1I says Mary Darling, nutrition

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

If aisle one is where the soups and salad dressings are and you need some of

them, jot aisle one down and those choices at the head of your list. II There

may be some aisles you can skip entirely if you use this method and the store

doesn't confuse you by rearranging its floor plan. 1I

And the store uses its psychology on you to encourage purchases.

Put-togethers is one ploy: strawberries, shortcake and topping in the

same display, for instance. Adesign to give eating ideas. It's something

like the cafeteria psychology of having the desserts first, not last, in the

line so they are hard to ignore when you are hungry.

Food is strategically placed on the grocery shelf, too, Darling says.

Items most apt to sell are usually on a top or bottom shelf. You'd reach for

them instinctively. New products or something you might buy on impulse will

often be placed at eye level. Check the cereal shelves. The ones with the
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page 2--mapping grocery trips

special prizes and the mailoffs the kids want are usually at eye (or basket

riding) level. Look for the old standbys on a top or bottom shelf.

Packaging and promotion go together, too. As well as food in special

packaged displays, bright, attractive packaging and reserved, simple,

uncluttered packaging have impact on impulse buying. And what about the

aroma of sausage being sizzled or pizza being all within sampling distance.

Another cause of impulse buying can be special cents-off coupons.

IIBut,1I Darling says, IIcompare brands and prices. If the cents-off product is

already priced 10 cents higher than its same size competitor, it's not a

bargain. 1I

Another so-called good buy that may not be is the large economy size.

IIUnless you have meal plans for all of it and ways to store it, you may end up

tossing some of it. No food is a bargain if it ends up in the garbage can,1I

she says. If using up a large purchase means monotonous meals and family

complaints, it means nothing has been gained.

IIlt l s best to buy by unit-pricing decisions. Many stores note the price

per pound or ounce or pint. A pocket calculator will help you figure the unit

price by dividing the number of ounces, for instance into the price. 1I

Store hopping for bargains could be costly in time, gasoline or bus

fare. Darling suggests considering a car pool with neighbors traveling to the

same store to save gasoline dollars.

Some, if not all, of these options may fit in with your economizing.

Decide which and then stick with them.

CP # # #
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Mary Darling
612/376-4663

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

SERVINGS PER POUND COUNT

Servings per pound are important to keep in mind when making decisions

at the meat, poultry and fish counters.

Here are some examples of approximate number of servings per pound of

purchases, before cooking, according to Mary Darling, nutrition specialist

with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

She says there are three categories to consider: boneless meat with

little or no fat, some bone and fat and lastly, much bone, fat and gristle.

In the boneless with little or no fat category, a pound of ham or fish

(fresh or frozen) converts to four servings. Ground beef, liver, heart or

lunch meat, by the pound, means four or five servings. A pound of canned

salmon or tuna yields six to eight servings.

A boned roast (with some fat) can provide three or four servings per

pound. Pork chops (depending on thickness) should provide three servings per

pound: they will contain some bone and fat. Steaks or roasts with bone

should mean two or three servings per pound.

In the II muc h bone, fat, and gristle ll category, chicken and turkey will

probably yield two servings per pound while beef ribs and pork country ribs

will yield just one serving per pound.
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page 2--servings per pound count

Darling suggests reading labels carefully before making any selections.

Meats have government regulations controlling them and it is good to know

something about what those mean.

Here are some examples of what she means. IIAny meat using the word

'burger' in its name must be all beef. Hamburger and regular ground beef may

have up to 30 percent fat; lean ground beef up to 22 percent fat and extra

lean ground beef up to 15 percent fat,1I she says.

Processed meats, like cooked sausages, may have up to 30 percent fat by

government regulation. Ingredients in processed meat may include animal

tissue, skeletal muscle and by-products.

Water is added to some hams and the label states this. Regular ham may

have up to 8 percent water added. Some hams are boneless and fully cooked

with no moisture added. Others have to be cooked after you purchase them.

Darling sums up, IIRead the label, check the cost per pound to figure

cost per serving and know something about how to translate words in the

regulations governing meats. 1I

# # #
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEAsE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS KEEP FANS RUNNING TO KEEP STORED CORN TEMPERATURES

UNIFORM AND COOL. THROUGH THE SUMMER, INTERNAL BIN

TEMPERATURES SHOULD BE 50 TO 60 DEGREES. FARMERS ARE APT

TO GET SPOILAGE AND QUALITY PROBLEMS IF CORN ON THE BIN1S

SURFACE AND EDGES IS 75 TO 80 DEGREES WITH INTERNAL BIN

TEMPERATURES AT 30 TO 40 DEGREES. THEN MOISTURE IS APT

TO MIGRATE DOWN FROM THE SURFACE CORN AND CONDENSE IN THE

COOLER CORN. AVOID THIS BY OPERATING THAT FAN. THIS

MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR -------
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS SOIL COMPACTION FROM HEAVY MACHINERY ON FIELDS CAN LOWER

CROP YIELDS. HOW CAN A FARMER KEEP SOIL COMPACTION TO A

MINIMUM? HERE ARE A COUPLE TIPS: FIRST, MANAGE FIELD

TRAFFIC BETTER. COMPACTION IS GREATER ON WET SOIL THAN

ON DRY SOIL, SO DON'T DRIVE OVER WET FIELDS IF AT ALL

POSSIBLE. SECOND, ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF COMPACTION OCCURS

WITH THE FIRST PASS OF A MACHINE. THEREFORE, DRIVE IN

THE SAME TRACK WHENEVER POSSIBLE. THIS MESSAGE IS

BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS FARMWORKERS ARE IN CONTACT WITH POTENTIAL HAZARDS DAILY.

MENTAL STRESS DUE TO THE MANY UNCERTAINTIES OF FARM LIFE

CAN ADD TO THE ACCIDENT POTENTIAL. BECOMING PREOCCUPIED

WITH PROBLEMS OTHER THAN THE ONE YOU ARE WORKING TO SOLVE

AT THE MOMENT, IS THE PERFECT SETUP FOR ACCIDENTS. TAKE

TIME OUT TO REFRESH YOURSELF. YOU NEED TO CONSERVE YOUR

ENERGY, FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO

YOU BY YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIAtE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS NONE OF US ARE AS YOUNG AS WE ONCE WERE. TO AVOID

POTENTIAL ACCIDENTS FROM JOB FATIGUE, TAKE A BREAK.

THAT'S ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT FOR OLDER FARMERS WHO MAY

STILL BE DOING A GREAT DEAL OF PHYSICAL WORK AND MAY NOT

HAVE THE PHYSICAL STAMINA OF THEIR EARLIER YEARS. IF DAD

OR GRANDDAD WON'T ADMIT TO NEEDING A BREAK IN THE ACTION,

SON OR GRANDSON NEEDS TO MAKE THAT SUGGESTION. NO MATTER

WHO SUGGESTS IT, THAT BREAK WILL BE GOOD FOR EVERYONE.

THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR __

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS THINKING ABOUT "SOLARIZING" YOUR HOUSE? WEATHERIZE IT

FIRST. YOU'LL BE WASTING THE HEAT SUPPLIED BY A SOLAR

SPACEHEATING SYSTEM IF YOUR HOUSE IS NOT WELL INSULATED,

CAULKED AND WEATHERSTRIPPED. YOU CAN CALCULATE THE

SPACEHEATING INDEX FOR YOUR HOUSE TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR

NOT YOU ARE READY FOR SOLAR SPACEHEATING. THAT

INFORMATION IS IN AN EXTENSION PUBLICATION TITLED "YOUR

HOME ENERGY INDEX" AVAILABLE FOR 50 CENTS PLUS TAX FROM

YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS HELP IN COPING WITH RISING ENERGY COSTS COULD BE RIGHT IN

YOUR OWN BACK YARD. TREES AND SHRUBS CAN PROTECT YOUR

HOME FROM THE COLD IN WINTER, AND OFFER SHADE IN SUMMER.

FROM THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER TO FIRST FROST IS A GOOD TIME

TO PLANT YARD TREES AND SHRUBS. WHEN PLANTING, BE SURE

TO LEAVE SOME OPENINGS AROUND YOUR HOUSE, DONIT CREATE

DEAD AIR SPACES. AIR CIRCULATION IS NEEDED AROUND A HOME

BOTH IN WINTER AND SUMMER. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO

YOU BY YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS BEFORE MAKING ANY MAJOR INVESTMENT IN WEATHERIZING YOUR

HOME, CALCULATE THE PAYBACK TIME. PAYBACK SHOULD RESULT

BEFORE THE ITEM PURCHASED IS WORN OUT, OR ITIS NOT WORTH

YOUR TIME AND MONEY. MOST INSULATION HAS AN EXPECTED

LIFE OF MORE THAN 30 YEARS. WINDOWS AND SOLAR DEVICES,

HOWEVER, COULD LAST FROM 5 TO 30 YEARS, SO LOOK AT

DURABILITY BEFORE INVESTING. THIS ENERGY TIP IS BROUGHT

TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

1

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS MORE THAN A THIRD OF THE MONEY U.S. FAMILIES SPEND FOR

FOOD GOES FOR MEAT, POULTRY AND FISH, SO CAREFUL

SELECTION CAN MEAN SAVINGS. THE IMPORTANT THING TO PAY

ATTENTION TO IS PRICE PER SERVING. RELATIVELY

HIGH-PRICED MEAT MAY BE THE BETTER BUY WHEN COMPARED TO

SOMETHING LOW-PRICED WITH LOTS OF BONE AND GRISTLE WASTE.

ALSO, WHOLE CHICKEN IS OFTEN A BETTER BUY THAN CHICKEN

PIECES, SUCH AS BREASTS AND DRUMSTICKS. CONVENIENCE HAS

A PRICE. THIS CONSUMER TIP IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

___________________ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEAsE

ANNOUNCER:
30SECONDS WHEN GROCERY SHOPPING, BEFORE YOU REACH FOR THAT LARGE

ECONOMY SIZE BECAUSE ITIS SUCH A GOOD BARGAIN, STOP AND

THINK. UNLESS YOU HAVE MEAL PLANS FOR ALL OF IT, AND

WAYS TO STORE IT, YOU MAY END UP TOSSING SOME OF IT AWAY.

NO FOOD IS A BARGAIN IF IT ENDS UP IN THE GARBAGE CAN.

IF USING UP A LARGE PURCHASE MEANS MONOTONOUS MEALS AND

FAMILY COMPLAINTS, IT'S NOT SUCH A BARGAIN. THIS MESSAGE

IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY-------
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS A GOOD IDEA, IF YOU SHOP THE SAME STORES EACH WEEK, IS TO

MAKE UP YOUR GROCERY LIST TO MATCH THE LAYOUT OF THE

STORE. IF AISLE ONE IS WHERE THE SOUPS AND SALAD

DRESSINGS ARE AND YOU NEED SOME OF THEM, JOT AISLE ONE

DOWN AND THOSE CHOICES AT THE HEAD OF YOUR LIST. THERE

MAY BE SOME AISLES YOU CAN SKIP ENTIRELY IF YOU USE THIS

METHOD, AND THE STORE DOESN'T CONFUSE YOU BY REARRANGING

ITS FLOOR PLAN. THIS METHOD CAN HELP YOU SAVE TIME, AND

AVOID IMPULSE BUYING. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL---------
EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS THERE'S SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT FOODS THAT ARE PRESERVED

AT HOME. AND THERE'S SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT KNOWING HOW

TO PRESERVE THOSE FOODS. YOU CAN LEARN HOW, IN 4-H.

FROM FREEZING FRESH FRUITS AND MEATS TO CANNING

VEGETABLES AND MAKING JAMS AND JELLIES--YOU CAN LEARN IT

ALL IN THE 4-H FOOD PRESERVATION PROGRAM. ITIS "HOW TO"

SKILLS WITH A BONUS--THINK OF THE MONEY YOU'LL SAVE YOUR

FAMILY BY DOING YOUR OWN PRESERVING! AND THINK OF THE

SPECIAL TASTE TREATS EVERYONE WILL ENJOY. SO, CALL YOUR

COUNTY EXTENSION OFFICE AND JOIN THE-------
FUN. GET INTO 4-H.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
August 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS WHAT YOU WEAR REALLY DOES SAY SOMETHING ABOUT WHO YOU

ARE. IN 4-H, YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN WHAT STYLES OF CLOTHING

ARE BEST FOR THEM, WHAT FABRICS TO CHOOSE, AND HOW TO

CONSTRUCT AND MODEL THEIR CLOTHES. 4-H IS EVERYTHING

FROM APRONS TO THREE-PIECE SUITS; ITIS CASUAL CLOTHES,

FORMAL WEAR--WHATEVER YOU WANT FOR YOUR SPECIAL WARDROBE.

ITIS BOYS AND GIRLS LEARNING TO LOOK THEIR BEST. CALL

YOUR COUNTY EXTENSION OFFICE TO LEARN MORE-----
ABOUT THE 4-H CLOTHING PROGRAM. TELL THE WORLD WHO YOU

ARE BY THE WAY YOU DRESS. 4-H CAN TEACH YOU HOWl
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Agricultural Extension.~rvlce
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota .
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

days in spring, fall and summer if they are not properly shaded.

August 1, 1983

Writer: Mary Kay O'He~rn

612/373-1786

SOUTH WINDOWS MAY NEED SHADE

A properly designed overhang or a fixed shade will shade a window from

too much sun in summer, but will allow full sunlight into the same solar

window in January.

South exposure windows may admit too much heat into your ho~s~ on some
•

A
i
,

description of the overhang design and the difference in sun angle ~uring
,

seasonal changes are pictured in "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," a

publication of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension 'Service.

Ask for HE-BU-1859 from your county extension office or write to Com~unication

Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota, St. paul, MN

55108. Cost is $2 plus 6 percent sales tax.

An adjustable outdoor shade, such as a canvas awning, can be used to

control the sunlight entering a house, on the basis of how much heat\is

needed. An adjustable shade should be able to fold back completely tor full

winter sunlight to enter. A fixed shade, such as the roof overhang~ is easy

J. to incorporate as a ,new home is bei n9 buil t. East and west wi ndows may need

shading, too. The low penetrating angle of morning and afternoon sun! in

summer emphasizes this. Awnings with side flaps are one way to keep isun out

of east and west windows.
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page 2--south windows

If ways are needed to control excess sunlight heat or glare, consider

rollup shades, blinds, panels or shutters that can be used indoors. To be

most effective, a light-colored or reflective stlrface should face outward.

Indoor shading (inside rather than outside the window glass) are about 70 to

80 percent as effective as outdoor shading.

# # #
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Agricultural Exte"sion.Service
Communication Resources
University of Mi~nesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 19~3

PUBLICATION HELPS IN ESTIMATING HEATING COSTS

Wri ter: Mary Kay A· Hearn
612/373-17.86

A reliable method for saving energy and estimating home he~ting expenses

in Minnesota is especially important if you are shopping to buy. house.
I

It can cost from $200 to $2,000 a year to heat an average $ize house,

depending, of course, on its insulation, construction quality, '19cation and

type of fuel.

A thorough explanation of the process is contained in "How:to Estimate
,

Home Heating Expense in Minnesota," HE-SU-1858. Purchase is possiible at $2

(plus 6 percent sales tax) from your local county extension offic~ or it can
ibe ordered from Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Make checks payable to

University of Minnesota.

The publication explains such terms as R-value, a rating of thermal

insulting value. The "R" stands for resistance to heat flow. Th~ higher the

number after the "R", the more the insulating power. R-17, for instance,

means it takes 17 hours. for one unit (British Thermal Unit) of hea;t to pass

through a one square foot surface (exposed to one degree of i ndoor,-outdoor

difference of temperature). If the rating is R-2, it means it takes only two

hours to lose one unit of heat. "R" ratings do not include air le~kage

(infiltration heat loss).
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page 2--estimating heating costs

Air leakage is another form of heat loss. It has to be estimated

separately because it depends on how tightly materials are fitted together and

how many holes are present. Houses tend to lose warm air through cracks or

holes in the ceiling or from windows in upstairs rooms. since wann air is

lighter than cold air and easily floats out.

The air change rate means the average rate at which heated air leaks out

and is replaced by unheated air. For instance, a house with 1,000 square feet

heated floor area and eight foot ceiling height. has 8.000 cubic feet of

i nteri or volume. If the air change rate is 1. 5 (a i r changes per hour). then

12,000 cubic feet per hour is the average air change. If inside air is dry

(you'll know this by static shocks or dry nose and throat) it ma~ be a sign

that your house has a fairly high air change rate.

If the house you are considering buying is at least a year old, it's a

must to look at past fuel bills. Minnesota law requires an Energy Disclosure

Report, including fuel use records for a house when it is advertised or listed

for sale.

If the seller should tell you a house is "superinsulated" it generally

means R-40 walls and an R-70 ceiling. Since this isn't something readily seen

in a house, the seller should be able to produce receipts supporting the

expenditure. Superinsulation. which includes careful vapor barriers and

virtually air-tight construction, will add from $5.000 to $8,000 to the

building cost when compared with a house with code-minimum insulation. But

heating bills will run 70-80 percent less than a code-minimum house so the

payback will be from 5 to 10 years, depending on the type and price of fuel

available locally. In older homes. payback for superinsulated jobs may run 10

to 15 years. In either instance. reduced heating bills should be an
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page 3--estimating heating costs

attractive selling point should you move.

To figure payback time, for quick judgment on which ideas are most

appropriate for your home, dividing the cost of insulation or the solar

installation by the dollar saving per year will give the payback time.

In deciding which heating system is best for you, there are many

considerations. Look at the cost of all equipment and its installation, plus

(as any of these may be necessary) a chimney, vent, damper, fuel storage,

supply lines, meters and thermostats.

When planning a new house, any locally available heat source, is

possible. Perhaps electric heat is economical for well-insulated houses since

the equipment may be less than for other heating systems. Check l~cal

electricity rates, including off-peak, time of day, space heat rate and

interruptible pricing that may be offered by the local electricity supplier.

The interruptible price includes an agreement that says the utility can shut

off your electric heating whenever the base generating capacity can't meet all

customer1s demands. A backup system (oil, propane or wood) must be ready to

turn on in your house for periods when the electric heat may be shut off

during cold weather. Under this plan, the electric heat kilowatt hours are

priced at about half the regular electric rate.

Switching to a different fuel can reduce your heating budget--for an

existing house. But cost margins between fuels are shrinking so a careful

judgment is needed to be sure the new equipment will pay for itself in a

reasonable time. Remember that wood heating can trim your bUdget if low-cost

wood is plentiful.

# # #
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Communication Resources
University of Mil1nesota .
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August 1, 1983

Source:
Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn

612/373-1786

SOLAR NEEDS BACKUP HEAT

Solar systems cannot provide heat constantly because sunlight is not
,

always available, so a backup heat source is needed for these times when solar

heat is not available.

According to "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," a pUb~ication of

the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, buildin9 codes

r~quire that a full-sized backup furnace or electric heating sy~tem:be

installed in solar homes. Full-sized means the output of the furna¢e in BrUs

per hour is equal to the rate of heat loss per house from the total house at

night, when the outdoor temperature is very cold (-12 to -20 Fahren~eit is

assumed, depending on where in Minnesota the house is located).

Ask to see chapter B of the "Home Energy Handbook" at your c04nty

extension office to determine the size furnace you will need. Your ilocal

building inspector can also assist you.

The publication recommends adding insulation to the house as a way to

reduce the size of backup heater needed. Make heat loss cal cul at ion's

carefully, since an oversized furnace may be less efficient. Oversilzing of up

to 20 percent above the peak hourly heat loss is permitted, since the exact
i

furnace size you need may not be available.

If solar is going to provide most of your annual heating, a gopd backup
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page 2--solar needs backup heat

may be electricity because the equipment is relatively low cost. These are

the four basic types of electric heating: room heating with electric baseboard

or radiant panels, room heating with storage electric heaters, central

forced-air system with electric resistance coils and central forced-air system

with storage electric heat.

Storage-type heaters have bricks or water tanks heated with low-rate

nighttime electricity (this is known as "off-peak" electricity). In periods

of mild weather, the storage unit might be used for solar storage.

"Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," is available at $2 a copy

(plus 6 percent sales tax) from either your county extension office or by

writing Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, Univer~ity of

Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Ask for it by these numbers: HE-BU-1859.

# # #
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Agricultural Ext~nsion. Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesqta 55108

August 1. 1983

Source:
Writer:

none
Mary Kay O' Hearn
612/373-1786

PUBLICATION DISCUSSES SOLAR HEATING FOR MINNESOTA HOMES

Solar heating devices must be well planned. carefully installed and

reasonably priced to serve as a practical substitute for conventio~al

energy forms in home use.

Whether or not these devices result in economy for your house~old
~

depends on the value of the fuel saved compared to the cost of the solar

ttem.

This is just a glimpse of the information contained in Solar ~eating

Ideas for Minnesota Homes. HE-BU-1859. available for $2 from the University

of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service Distribution Room. 3 Coffey

Hall. University of Minnesota. St. Paul. MN 55108. Checks should b~ made

payable to the University of Minnesota and 6 percent sales tax incl~ded.

Or ask to purchase them from your local extension office.

The bulletin describes water heating as the most popular use of solar

collectors. In 1981 in the United States. 92.000 solar water heate~s were

installed at an average cost of $3.325.

Heating water for showers. baths. laundry and dishwashing take$ 15 to

20 percent of home energy costs. A natural gas hot water heater costs

about $200 a year to operate and an electric heater about $400. based on

450 gallons per week. 55 cents per hundred cubic feet of natural gas or 6.2
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page 2--publication discusses solar heating

cents per kilowatt-hour of electricity.

Some quick ways to save money with conventional heating systems

include adding blanket insulation to the water heater and pipes, using flow

restrictor shower heads and kitchen faucets, lowering the water heater's

temperature setting, using cold water rinses for laundry and reducing the

duration and number of showers. After completing these steps, a solar

water heater can reduce operating costs even more. The greatest savings in

most parts of Minnesota would be for households heating water electrically.

Many other solar options are discussed in this publication. Among

them are solar windows, thermal mass for large solar windows, shading

methods to prevent excess heat gain from solar windows, solar colle~tors

for space heating, greenhouse sunspace, sunlight access, backup heat

sources, tax credits, resale value of a house, and your consumer rights.

/I /I /I
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota .
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Writer: Mary Kay O' Hearn
612/373-1786

WEATHERIZE HOUSE BEFORE 'SOlARIZING'

"Weatheri ze before you solarize" is a phrase homeowners shoul d heed,

accordi ng to II So]a r Heat i ng Ideas for Mi nnesota Homes," a pub1i c~t ion of the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

You will be wasting the heat supplied by a solar space-hea~ing system if

your house is not well insulated, caulked and weatherstripped.

A space-heating index (SHI) can be calculated for your housie to

determine whether or not you are ready for solar space-heating. The SHI index

is numbered from 1 to 25 and rates the heating efficiency for your house. The

lower the number the more efficient the house. If the SHI is belbw 8, you are

ready to consider solar.

"Your Home Energy Index", HE-FO-0828, (50 cents plus 6 percf!nt sales

tax) can be obtained from your county extension office or by writing

Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul, MN 55108. With the publication, you will be able to figure your

SHI. "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," HE-BU-1859, is also available

at the same locations for $2 plus sales tax.

By employing several insulation improvements, fuel savings of 15 or 30

percent are possible in northern Minnesota. Adding two-inch polystyrene to an

exposed basement wall, a third glazing on windows, blow-in insula~ion to wood
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page 2--weatherize house

frame walls, and nine inches added to three inches of ceiling insulation are.

suggested ways to affect savings. The publication states, "The fuel savings

per dollar invested is often better for insulation than solar."

The payback time is important to calculate before making any major

investment. Payback should result before the item purchased is worn out.

Most insulation has an expected life beyond 30 years. Windows and solar

devices, however, could last from 5 to 30 years, so investigate durability

before investing. To figure payback time, divide the cost of what you are

doing (insulating or solar) by the dollar savings per year.

Some government tax credits may be available for certain solar heating.

The credits through 1985 include a 40 percent federal credit and.a 20 percent

state credit for the first $10,000 of expenditures.

You will need to check with the IRS and Minnesota Department of Revenue

on whether you will receive full benefit of the tax credits. Much depends on

your income and tax situation. When figuring payback time on solar, if you

will receive solar tax credits, subtract the credit amount from cost. For

insulation and weatherizing, a 15 percent tax credit is possible.

Consider resale value in any improvements you make to your house. Solar

or insulation that helps you, will also benefit the person who might be the

next owner of your house.

It is essential to keep these improvement records to show that your

house is fuel efficient. Also keep fuel and electricity bills. Many of the

improvements made will not be visible so receipts of sales and records of fuel

use are the only items you will have to show for it. Keep all warranties and

receipts for service and parts replacement.

It is impossible to forecast a precise increase in resale value of
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fuel-efficient houses versus other houses. But it will certainly be magnified.

if fuel prices should rise quickly.

Chapter 6 in the Home Energy Handbook, see it at your local county

extension office, gives a method for predicting resale value of energy

features.

# # #
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Agricultural Exf'~on~efr~ce
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August iI, 1983

MEDIA NEWS PACKET
INDEX

Note to editors: Energy use on farms and in homes is the theme for most of
the enclosed stories.

Agricultural stories:

• Burning corn cobs to dry grain looks promising
• New solar livestock housing handbook available
• Consider animal health when striving for energy savings
• Farm energy use shi fts
• Adjust farm work pace to your age
• Keep fans running to reduce grain storage problems

Consumer stories:

• South wi ndows may need shade
• Publication helps in estimating heating costs
• So 1ar needs backup heat
• Publication discusses solar heating for Minnesota homes
• Will a greenhouse or sunspace reduce heating bills?
• Weatherize house before 'solarizing'
• Plant your yard to reduce utility bills

Youth story:

• 4-H camp exposes urban youth to farm 1i fe
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108.

August 1, 1983,

Source: Vance Morey
612/373-9763

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

BURNING CORN COBS TO DRY GRAIN LOOKS PROMISING

It's possible to burn corn cobs instead of propane to dry shelled corn,

but economics depend largely on costs of extra equipment.

That's the tentative report on a University of Minnesota Agricultural

Experiment Station study by agricultural engineers Vance Morey and Cletus

Schertz.

"0ur resul ts from the 1982 harvest season were encouragi ng, ~I Morey says.

He and Schertz developed a system for cob collection, transportatjon, drying

and combustion.

They get a mixture of corn and corn cobs from the combine. This is done

by decreasing the concave clearance so the cobs are broken up and'pass through
I

to the sieves. The bottom sieve is removed and the top sieve is qpened up to

let the mixture of broken cobs and shelled corn pass through.

Most of the husk and leaf materials in the mixture are removed at this

point. Then the cobs and grain are elevated to the combine grain ,tank and

transported as a mixture to the drying facility. Transporting them as a

mixture eliminates the need for an extra hauling vehicle.

"At the dryer two approaches are possible," Morey says. OnE1 is to dry

the mixture of cobs and corn in the grain dryer, then separate the mixture
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page 2--burning corn cobs

with the corn going to storage and the cobs to the burner to provide heat for

drying.

The other approach is to separate the mixture before drying. The corn

goes to the grain dryer and the cobs to a cob dryer, then to the burner to

provide heat for drying.

At this stage in the research trial, it's not clear whether the system

will be economically feasible. "Performance requirements of the extra

equipment and costs of equipment components aren't clear yet. But the

pontential for saving both dollars and propane tells us this is a promising

alternative energy source that merits continued study and development," Morey

says.

liThe cobs have little economic value in the field, but you need a

substantial investment in equipment to collect, process and burn them. Cost

of this equipment must be compensated for by a savings in propane fuel costs.

"lf propane costs are 60 to 75 cents per gallon, the fuel cost is about

12 to 15 cents a bushel for a conventional dryer that takes moisture levels

from 25 1/2 to 15 1/2 percent."

Morey calculates that for 50,000 bushels of corn a year, the cob drying

system could result in propane savings of $6,000 to $7,500 per year. "This

saving could be applied towards investment costs for equipment and extra labor

required to handle the cobs and operate the dryer," he says.
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Agricultural Ext~nsion Service
Communication Resources
University of Mi~nesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Don Bates
612/373-0764

Writer: Greg Doerni ng
612/373-1944

NEW SOLAR LIVESTOCK HOUSING HANDBOOK AVAILABLE

,

Livestock producers who want to add solar heat to existing buildings or

construct new facilities with solar heat and storage can refer to a new

handbook by the Midwest Plan Service (MWPS).

The IlSol ar Livestock Housing Handbook,1I MWPS-23, gives descrip~ions on

solar heating applications for livestock buildings in the midwest,

construction information and performance data. The handbook also has: material

on collector applications for swine and turkey bUildings and on portable

co 11 ectors.

Since it's important for a producer to weigh the savings fran a'solar

collection systan against its costs, a chapter in the book deals with' the

econanics of solar heat, supplemental heat and how to calculate heat ~oss. A

basic description of solar energy is also included.

The Midwest Plan Service is a cooperative effort of 12 north ce~tral

land grant universities and is located at Iowa State University in Am~s, Iowa.

The handbook was written by agricultural engineers fran the North Central

Regi on.

To order a copy of the handbook, contact the Department of Agri¢ultural

Engineering, 201 Ag Engineering Building, University of Minnesota, St. Paul,
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MN 55108. The cost is $4.00 plus $.24 sales tax. Another solar book, IILow

Temperature and Solar Grain Drying Handbook,'· MWPS-22, can also be ordered for

$4.00 plus $.24 sales tax from the department.
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Don Bates
612/373-0764

Writer: Greg Doerning
612/373-1944

CONSIDER ANIMAL HEALTH IN STRIVING FOR ENERGY SAVINGS

liThe term 'energy efficiency' has become a buzz \\Urd in the pasit few

years," says Don Bates, an agricultural engineer with the University pf
I

Mi nnesota Agricul tural Extension Service. II Ag engi neers have been taHi ng

about it for years since our objective has always been to design

energy-efficient buildings."

Two points should be included when discussing what makes a builtling

energy efficient, according to Bates. "We're talking about both the Shell of

the building in which the animals are housed and the kind of environment

created inside," the specialist explains.

Livestock facilities are placed into two categories. There is the

'warm' building, which is insulated and mechanically ventilated, and the

naturally ventilated building, where air movement through an open rid~e and

suitable wall openings is caused by wind forces and convection and wh¢re a

winter temperature is maintained at no more than 10 degrees above the outside

temperature.

"For a warm building to be successful, a certain amount of insulation is

needed in the walls and ceiling, along with a carefully planned ventilation

system which makes use of the animal heat," says Bates.
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page 2--consider animal health

"With the exception of calf barns, farrowing buildings, or nurseries

which need supplemental heat, the animal heat in a wann building is generally

sufficient--providing the building is full--to keep the temperature inside at

an acceptable level of 40 to 45 degrees with good ventilation. That's an

energy-efficient building."

The specialist stresses the importance of ventilation since most animals

shed disease organisms in their breath. If the air is not continually

changed, there is a build-up of these organisms. This creates an unhealthy

atmosphere, particularly for newborn livestock which are less disease

res i stant.

"Temperature is the least important of anything we have to tal k about in

a naturally ventilated building," says Bates. "There lies the problem on many

farms. Cold temperatures won't hurt an animal provided that it has the proper

nutrition. But the livestock owner may feel more comfortable doing chores in

a wanner building during winter and also find it easier to clean if manure

doesn't freeze."

However, Bates points out, livestock producers have to make a choice

when managing mechanically ventilated buildings. "On a cold day in winter,

probably 80 percent of the heat lost from a wann building is through the

ventilation system", explains Bates. "So a producer supplying supplemental

heat may say that he'll cut the heating bill in half by reducing the

ventilation rate and save both energy and money--which sounds logical. But

then moisture and bacteria begin to buildup and you get sick animals."

Bates asks is it more energy efficient to keep a building warm but

poorly ventilated where animals are more susceptible to disease. Or, isn't it

better for the producer to maintain a higher temperature if he wants, but
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provide a good ventilation system, raise healthy animals, and accept the cost

of supplemental heating and the heat loss through ventilation.

The objective in either building is to maintain a healthy environment.

IIBuildings today aren't designed fundamentally any different than those of 25

years ago. The insulation is a little heavier, an R value of 15 is

recommended for the walls and about 25 for the ceiling, and fewer windows may

be used,1I says Bates.

Before considering solar energy equipment for livestock buildings, Bates

suggests that producers closely check to see whether solar heating is an

economical alternative to conventional heating sources.

liThe essential point for the environmental design of any building is to

raise healthy animals,1I Bates says, lI and that's the nuts and bolts of it. 1I
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Mil1nesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Mervin Freeman
612/296-2663

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

FARM ENERGY USE SHIFTS

Using energy to save energy is what Mervin Freeman sees today in fanning

as he talks with hundreds of fann families in his job.

It may sound like a contradiction, but what it really means is a shift

in energy use, explains Freeman, who is with the University of Minnespta's

Agricultural Extension Service as an area agent in fann management, based in

Rochester, Minnesota. More inanimate energy is used in labor saving devices

to save human physical labor.

"More time and energy is being devoted to the fann business now: than in

years past," he says. "This is especially true for women on fanns: they are

full partners "doing important not menial tasks."

As an example of this change, he mentions the summer vegetable garden.

Every fann had one and it was a task that 1argel y fell to the women. II Maybe

it saved $500 a year in food. Today, one decision in grain marketing or one

calf lost, wipes out that dollar advantage," he says.

Now, rather than gardening, many fann women are learning to car, for

young cattle. They also attend swine farrowing schools and they are acquiring

more of the marketing, production and financial management skills of running

the fann.
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Technology has helped change the role of the farm wife to that of farm

partner. As technology frees her from some of the household duties, she has

been able to give more time and energy to the farm business. With more

electrically propelled jobs on farms, one needn't have iron-type strength to

operate machines in the milking parlor, for instance. IIFamilies who never ate

TV dinners before may be doing some of that now because some other demand on

time is more important, right then, than cooking a meal. 1I

There has been a cutback in the use of fossil fuels in farm fieldwork.

IIThi sis where reduced till age is bei ng practiced, II Freeman says. There are

simply not as many trips through the field with the tractor and plow as

farmers practice this soil conservation measure.

But elsewhere on the farm, energy is usually expended rather than saved

as it operates everything from conveyer belts to grain dryers. Freeman says

solar heating and drying are really IIjust getting started. 1I Wind power is

still a novelty. liAs electricity costs go higher, there will probably be more

innovative ideas to make alternate power more cost effective,1I he suggests.

Freeman estimates the average electric bill on the farm has doubled in

the last five years. Part of the reason is increased use of kilowatt hours.

lilt isn't increased use alone because we all know prices have increased,1I he

says.

In his opinion farmers are very efficient people, using labor saving

devices wherever they can. IIUsi ng one form of energy to save another permits

people to do more on the farm,1I he sums it up.

MP, 4FC, 4L
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
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Source: Robert Aherin
612/373-0764

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

ADJUST FARM WORK PACE TO YOUR AGE

If you are a farmer and you aren't as young as you once were, think

about some good ways to conserve your energy.

IIMost individuals in their 60s and 70s are still doing a great deal of

physical work on the farm and while they may not have the physical stamina of

earlier years, they don't like admitting it,ll says Robert Aherin, liafety

specialist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Normally, these workers tire more easily and need to stop more often to

rest. Then, too, some physical limitations are just a natural part of aging.

Often, eyesight, hearing and physical strength diminish.

Some of the environmental conditions farmworkers deal with tend to

accentuate the weaknesses that II come with the terri tory." Heat, cold, wi nd,

rain, dust, noise and poor lighting conditions are some of the factors that

can lead to an accident, unless careful attention is given to knowing how to

deal with them.

Often young and old work together at farm tasks. If dad or granddad

won't admit to needing a break in the action, son or grandson needs to make

that suggestion. Time away from baling hay on the south 40 could benefit

everyone and might prevent the lost finger or hand that could come with job
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fatigue. No matter who suggests it, says Aherin, that break will be good for

everyone.

Lots of farmwork is done alone, too. Serious injuries and even deaths

have resulted because no one made periodic checks of those working out of

sight of others. It1s energy well spent keeping tabs on everyone around the

farm.

Aherin advises having phone numbers for obtaining medical assistance

from the local health care facility posted conspicuously in both house and

farm buildings. It might not even be a bad idea to have directions on getting

to your place written out at the same location. Someone unfamiliar with your

location might be on the answering end of the call or Someone visiting you

might be placing the call for help. That kind of assurance in advance can

avoid panicky searching through the telephone book.
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Communication Resources
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Source: Harold Clou~

612/373-0764
Writer: Jack Sperbeck

612/373-0715

KEEP FANS RUNNING TO REDUCE GRAIN STORAGE PROBLEMS

Aeration fans should be operated to keep stored grain temperatures

unifonm and cool. This will minimize moisture migration and redu¢e storage

problems.

"Through the summer, weld like to see internal bin temperatures of 50 to

60 degrees," says Harold Cloud, agricultural engineer with the University of

Minnesotals Agricultural Extension Service.
,

Cloud says fanmers are apt to get spoilage and quality probl'ems if grain

on the binls surface and edges is 75 to 80 degrees with internal bin

temperatures at 30 to 40 degrees.

When the surface grain is at the 75-to-80-degree level after hot

weather, moisture migrates down and condenses in the cooler corn. This leads

to heating and quality problems. Fan operation during cool periods will

minimize those problems.

Cloud says lack of fan time is the biggest aeration problem. Grain

should gradually be cooled down in fall and wanmed up in spring. Fans must be

run periodically during winter and summer holding periods, when the outside

temperature is near the grain temperature.

MP, 4FC # # #
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Miflnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Writer: Ma ry Kay 0 I Hearn
612/373-1786

SOUTH WINDOWS MAY NEED SHADE

A properly designed overhang or a fixed shade will shade a window from

too much sun in summer, but will allow full sunlight into the same solar

window in January.

South exposure windows may admit too much heat into your house on Some

days in spring, fall and summer if they are not properly shaded. A

description of the overhang design and the difference in sun angle during

seasonal changes are pictured in "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," a

publication of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

Ask for HE-BU-1859 from your county extension office or write to Communication

Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN

55108. Cost is $2 plus 6 percent sales tax.

An adjustable outdoor shade, such as a canvas awning, can be used to

control the sunlight entering a house, on the basis of how much heat is

needed. An adjustable shade should be able to fold back completely fbr full

winter sunlight to enter. A fixed shade, such as the roof overhang, is easy

to incorporate as a new home is being built. East and west windows may need

shading, too. The low penetrating angle of morning and afternoon sun in

summer emphasizes this. Awnings with side flaps are one way to keep sun out

of east and west windows.
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page 2--south windows

If ways are needed to control excess sunlight heat or glare, consider

rollup shades, blinds, panels or shutters that can be used indoors. To be

most effective, a light-colored or reflective surface should face outward.

Indoor shading (inside rather than outside the window glass) are about 70 to

80 percent as effective as outdoor shading.
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University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Wr iter: Ma ry Kay 0 I Hea rn
612/373-1786

PUBLICATION HELPS IN ESTIMATING HEATING COSTS

A reliable method for saving energy and estimating home heating expenses

in Minnesota is especially important if you are shopping to buy a house.

It can cost from $200 to $2,000 a year to heat an average size house,

depending, of course, on its insulation, construction quality, location and

type of fuel.

A thorough explanation of the process is contained in IIHow to Estimate

Home Heating Expense in Minnesota,1I HE-BU-1858. Purchase is possible at $2

(plus 6 percent sales tax) from your local county extension office or it can

be ordered from Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Make checks payable to

University of Minnesota.

The publication explains such terms as R-value, a rating of thermal

insulting value. The IIR II stands for resistance to heat flow. The higher the

number after the IIR II , the more the inSUlating power. R-17, for instance,

means it takes 17 hours for one unit (British Thermal Unit) of heat to pass

through a one square foot surface (exposed to one degree of indoor-outdoor

difference of temperature). If the rating is R-2, it means it takes only two

hours to lose one unit of heat. IIR II ratings do not include air leakage

(infiltration heat loss).
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page 2--estimating heating costs

Air leakage is another form of heat loss. It has to be estimated

separately because it depends on how tightly materials are fitted together and

how many holes are present. Houses tend to lose warm air through cracks or

holes in the ceiling or from windows in upstairs rooms, since warm air is

lighter than cold air and easily floats out.

The air change rate means the average rate at which heated air leaks out

and is replaced by unheated air. For instance, a house with 1,000 square feet

heated floor area and eight foot ceiling height, has 8,000 cubic feet of

interior volume. If the air change rate is 1.5 (air changes per hour), then

12,000 cubic feet per hour is the average air change. If inside air is dry

(youlll know this by static shocks or dry nose and throat) it may be a sign

that your house has a fairly high air change rate.

If the house you are considering buying is at least a year old, it's a

must to look at past fuel bills. Minnesota law requires an Energy Disclosure

Report, inclUding fuel use records for a house when it is advertised or listed

for sale.

If the seller should tell you a house is "superinsulated" it generally

means R-40 walls and an R-70 ceiling. Since this isn1t something readily seen

in a house, the seller should be able to produce receipts supporting the

expenditure. Superinsulation, which includes careful vapor barriers and

virtually air-tight construction, will add from $5,000 to $8,000 to the

building cost when compared with a house with code-minimum insulation. But

heating bills will run 70-80 percent less than a code-minimum house so the

payback will be from 5 to 10 years, depending on the type and price of fuel

available locally. In older homes, payback for superinsulated jobs may run 10

to 15 years. In either instance, reduced heating bills should be an
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attractive selling point should you move.

To figure payback time, for quick jUdgment on which ideas are most

appropriate for your home, dividing the cost of insulation or the solar

installation by the dollar saving per year will give the payback time.

In deciding which heating system is best for you, there are many

considerations. Look at the cost of all equipment and its installation, plus

(as any of these may be necessary) a chimney, vent, damper, fuel storage,

supply lines, meters and thermostats.

When planning a new house, any locally available heat source, is

possible. Perhaps electric heat is economical for well-insulated houses since

the equipment may be less than for other heating systems. Check local

electricity rates, including off-peak, time of day, space heat rate and

interruptible pricing that may be offered by the local electricity supplier.

The interruptible price includes an agreement that says the utility can shut

off your electric heating whenever the base generating capacity can1t meet all

customer's demands. A backup system (oil, propane or wood) must be ready to

turn on in your house for periods when the electric heat may be shut off

during cold weather. Under this plan, the electric heat kilowatt hours are

priced at about half the regular electric rate.

SWitching to a different fuel can reduce your heating bUdget--for an

existing house. But cost margins between fuels are shrinking so a careful

judgment is needed to be sure the new equipment will pay for itself in a

reasonable time. Remember that wood heating can trim your bUdget if low-cost

wood is plentiful.
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Writer: Mary Kay O'Heann

612/373-1786

SOLAR NEEDS BACKUP HEAT

Solar systems cannot provide heat constantly because sunlight is not

always available, so a backup heat source is needed for these times when solar

heat is not available.

According to "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," a publication of

the University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service, building codes

require that a full-sized backup furnace or electric heating system be

installed in solar homes. Full-sized means the output of the furnace in BTUs

per hour is equal to the rate of heat loss per house from the total house at

night, when the outdoor temperature is very cold (-12 to -20 Fahrenheit is

assumed, depending on where in Minnesota the house is located) •

. Ask to see chapter 8 of the "Home Energy Handbook" at your county

extension office to determine the size furnace you will need. Your local

building inspector can also assist you.

The publication recommends adding insulation to the house as a way to

reduce the size of backup heater needed. Make heat loss calculations

carefully, since an oversized furnace may be less efficient. Oversizing of up

to 20 percent above the peak hourly heat loss is permitted, since the 'exact

furnace size you need may not be available.

If solar is going to provide most of your annual heating, a good backup
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page 2--solar needs backup heat

may be electricity because the equipment is relatively low cost. These are

the four basic types of electric heating: room heating with electric baseboard

or radiant panels, room heating with storage electric heaters, central

forced-air system with electric resistance coils and central forced-air system

with storage electric heat.

Storage-type heaters have bricks or water tanks heated with low-rate

nighttime electricity (this is known as "off-peak" electricity). In periods

of mild weather, the storage unit might be used for solar storage.

"Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," is available at $2 a copy

(plus 6 percent sales tax) from either your county extension office or by

writing Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of

Mi nnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Ask for it by these numbers: HE-BU-1859.
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Source: none
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612/373-1786

PUBLICATION DISCUSSES SOLAR HEATING FOR MINNESOTA HOMES

Solar heating devices must be well planned. carefully installed and

reasonably priced to serve as a practical substitute for conventional

energy forms in home use.

Whether or not these devices result in economy for your household

depends on the value of the fuel saved compared to the cost of the solar

item.

This is just a glimpse of the information contained in Solar He~ting

Ideas for Minnesota Homes. HE-BU-1859. available for $2 from the University

of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service Distribution Room. 3 Coffey

Hall. University of Minnesota. St. Paul. MN 55108. Checks should be 'made

payable to the University of Minnesota and 6 percent sales tax included.

Or ask to purchase them from your local extension office.

The bulletin describes water heating as the most popular use of solar

collectors. In 1981 in the United States. 92.000 solar water heaters were

installed at an average cost of $3.325.

Heating water for showers. baths. laundry and dishwashing takes '15 to

20 percent of home energy costs. A natural gas hot water heater costs

about $200 a year to operate and an electric heater about $400. based on

450 gallons per week. 55 cents per hundred cubic feet of natural gas Or 6.2
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cents per kilowatt-hour of electricity.

Some quick ways to save money with conventional heating systems

include adding blanket insulation to the water heater and pipes, using flow

restrictor shower heads and kitchen faucets, lowering the water heater's

temperature setting, using cold water rinses for laundry and reducing the

duration and number of showers. After completing these steps, a solar

water heater can reduce operating costs even more. The greatest savings in

most parts of Minnesota would be for households heating water electrically.

Many other solar options are discussed in this publication. Among

them are solar windows, thermal mass for large solar windows, shading

methods to prevent excess heat gain from solar windows, solar collectors

for space heating, greenhouse sunspace, sunlight access, backup heat

sources, tax credits, resale value of a house, and your consumer rights.

# # #
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Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

WILL A GREENHOUSE OR SUNSPACE REDUCE HEATING BILLS?

Current research indicates that an attached space used as a greenhouse

during winter months may increase winter fuel bills rather than proqucing

solar heat to reduce those bills.

The artificial heat needed to support plant life during December.

January and February may not be offset by the solar heat produced.

However. the use of glass-covering insulation at night will reduce heat

needed by the greenhouse.

Attached spaces with generous glazed areas can be attractive as, extra

living space and sunny winter daytime areas. They may also be useful for

starting garden plants. but as heat producers for a house they are way down

the 1i st.

This is described in University of Minnesota Agricultural ExtenSion

Service HE-BU-1859. Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes. Request it

from your county extension office at $2 a copy plus 6 percent sales tax. or

order it from CR Distribution. 3 Coffey Hall. University of Minnesota. St.

Paul. MN 55108.

Both greenhouse and sunspace are mentioned. Agreenhouse is a space

with a large glazed area that will support living green plants. Artificial

heat is necessary in winter to keep the plants growing. Sunspace is a
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space not artificially heated, but warmed only by sunlight: a three-season

porch. In Minnesota, double- or triple-glaze windows between the house and

sunporch are desirable.

However, a sunporch can be a heat producer, according to the

publication. In many ways it is like a wall-mounted solar collector. Both

can be sealed off from the house at night and can have a fan that pulls

warm air into the house on sunny days. Both should have airtight glazing.

But a sunporch has a bigger space inside. Its east and west ends lose heat

from being exposed to the outdoors, but don1t receive much sunlight during

winter. Heat loss from air leakage is greater, too, because it is more

difficult to make a sunporch airtight. Sunlight heat that enters the

sunporch, but is lost through the sunporch ends, floor or air leaks, is

simply lost to the house.

References at the end of the publication list where to find

information on insulating sunporches.

# # #

MP, 4H, IA
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Wri ter: Ma ry Kay 0' Hea rn
612/373-1786

WEATHERIZE HOUSE BEFORE 'SOLARIZING'

"Weatherize before you solarize" is a phrase homeowners should heed,

according to "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," a publication of the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

You will be wasting the heat supplied by a solar space-heating system if
,

your house is not well insulated, caulked and weatherstripped.

A space-heating index (SHI) can be calculated for your house to

determine whether or not you are ready for solar space-heating. Tne SHI index

is numbered from 1 to 25 and rates the heating efficiency for your house. The

lower the number the more efficient the house. If the SHI is below 8, you are

ready to consider solar.

"Your Home Energy Index", HE-FO-0828, (50 cents plus 6 percent sales

tax) can be obtained from your county extension office or by writing

Communication Resources Distribution, 3 Coffey Hall, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul, MN 55108. With the publication, you will be able to figure your

SHI. "Solar Heating Ideas for Minnesota Homes," HE-BU-1859, is also available

at the same locations for $2 plus sales tax.

By employing several insulation improvements, fuel savings of 15 or 30

percent are possible in northern Minnesota. Adding two-inch polystyrene to an

exposed basement wall, a thi rd gl azi ng on wi ndows, b1ow-i n i nsul at iion to wood
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frame walls, and nine inches added to three inches of ceiling insulation are

suggested ways to affect savings. The publication states, "The fuel savings

per dollar invested is often better for insulation than solar."

The payback time is important to calculate before making any major

investment. Payback should result before the item purchased is worn out.

Most insulation has an expected life beyond 30 years. Windows and solar

devices, however, could last from 5 to 30 years, so investigate durability

before investing. To figure payback time. divide the cost of what you are

doing (insulating or solar) by the dollar savings per year.

Some government tax credits may be available for certain solar heating.

The credits through 1985 include a 40 percent federal credit and a 20 percent

state credit for the first $10.000 of expenditures.

You will need to check with the IRS and Minnesota Department of Revenue

on whether you will receive full benefit of the tax credits. Much depends on

your income and tax situation. When figuring payback time on solar, if you

will receive solar tax credits. subtract the credit amount from cost. For

insulation and weatherizing. a 15 percent tax credit is possible.

Consider resale value in any improvements you make to your house. Solar

or insulation that helps you, will also benefit the person who might be the

next owner of your house.

It is essential to keep these improvement records to show that your

house is fuel efficient. Also keep fuel and electricity bills. Many of the

improvements made will not be visible so receipts of sales and records of fuel

use are the only items you will have to show for it. Keep all warranties and

receipts for service and parts replacement.

It is impossible to forecast a precise increase in resale value of

Page 2 of 3
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fuel-efficient houses versus other houses. But it will certainly be magnified

if fuel prices should rise quickly.

Chapter 6 in the Home Energy Handbook t see it at your local county

extension office t gives a method for predicting resale value of energy

features.

# # #
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Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: C. Gustav Hard
612/373-1101

Wri ter: Ma ry Kay 0 I Hearn
612/373-1786

PLANT YOUR YARD TO REDUCE UTILITY BILLS

Plant trees and shrubs for the most protection for the home in cool

seasons and the most shade in warm seasons. Ever-rising energy costs point to

a greater need for proper landscaping.

II From the fi rst of Septenber to frost is a good time to pl ant ya rd trees

and shrubs," says C. Gustav Hard, horticulturist with the University of

Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension service.

"In planting for both winter and summer, leave some openings around a

home. You don1t want to create dead air spaces. Air circulation is needed

around a home--both in wi nter and summer. II

Some trees including oak, ash and honeylocust, are more open than

others, he says.

Remember that winter winds tend to come from the north and northwest and

summer winds from the south and southwest, Hard says. Don1t choose shrubs

that limit air flow. If you do, you will feel it in the home, too. Privacy

fences that are 5 or 6 feet high or similar height hedges can divert breezes

away from the home, sending them upward.

He cautions, "Don 1t choose shrubs that obstruct air flow around ~.windows

no matter whether they are double hung or awn i ng type wi ndows."
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Strategically placed plantings around a home, he says, prevent the sun

from building heat ~thin a home and take advantage of transpiration, the

process by which plants cool themselves. The amount of cooling varies ~th

the tree species. Plantings can also assist or hinder solar heating.

A tree needs to attain a height of 25 to 30 feet before it casts a

protective mantle to give shade to a one-story home. For a south-facing home,

south and southwest plantings should provide good shade.

It is a good idea to provide shading in areas around a home that

generate heat: areas such as the patio or a blacktopped driveway. "Shading

helps to modify the heat and heat absorption," he says.

Plantings are psychologically advantageous, too, Hard mentions.

Plantings, like water in the landscape, create an environment of coolness.

Not all the advantages are psychological, though; grass is good for absorbing

heat and cooling by transpiration, and walking barefoot in lush green grass

does have a cooling effect.

A careful analysis of your home's landscape will reveal the proper

locations for planting. Well-chosen trees and shrubs will protect from winter

wind and promote summer cooling, Hard says.

# # #
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Agricultural Exte~sion Service
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University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

August 1, 1983

Source: Joyce Walker
612/777-1327

Writer: Jon Groth :
612/376-751$

4-H CAMP EXPOSES URBAN YOUTH TO FARM LIFE

Nearly 300 Twin Cities metropolitan area youngsters are getting a rural
I

experience--albeit a 19th century one--this summer. They are get~ing exposed

to farm 1i fe by attendi ng the Gibbs Farm 4-H Summer Camp at the Gi!bbs Farm in

St. Paul, a living history museum.

Campers participate in educational activities during the ca~p's eight

one-week sessions. Pioneer crafts, farm living skills, farm chores, animal

science work, gardening, food production and preservation, needleQrafts, and

nutrition are all part of the camp curriculum.

The campers, all between the ages of 9 and 13, come from fiv~ St. Paul
i

and two Minneapolis youth agencies and from Ramsey County 4-H clubs.

The camp is a collaborative effort by a number of organizations. Joyce

Walker, 4-H area extension agent, organized the program with the cooperation

of the Ramsey County Historical Society, the University of Minnesota's

Agri cultura1 Extens ion Servi ce, the St. Paul and Ramsey County Job\ Tra i ni ng

Programs, and the youth agencies.

Supervision is provided by camp director Scott Creeger, 10 t~en leaders

employed through the job training programs, and 4-H and historical society

volunteers. Financial assistance for the camp is being provided by the Dayton

Hudson Foundation and the H. B. Fuller Corporation.

MP
# # #
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Agricultural Exte~~ri S~~~e
Communication ~esources

University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

August 10. 1983!

Source: Cl iff Wi 1cox:
612/423-2455 !

Writer: Jack Sperbec~

612/373-0715 .

tOBS FOR ENERGY. FEED CENTER FEATURED AT OPEN HOUSE

New research using corn cobs to dry grain and a new feed form!ulation

center will be featured at an open house at Rosemount on October 6.:

The event will be held at the Rosemount branch of the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Experiment Station.

The event starts at 10 a.m. and is free. For more informatior. contact.

cliff Wilcox. Agricultural Experiment Station. Rosemount. MN 55068.1 telephone

612/423-2455.

Grain drying and handling research being conducted by Universiity of

Minnesota agricultural engineers will be on display. There will bel field
,
,

demonstrations of a special combine used to collect cobs which are ~ater used

for energy in drying grain.

There will be tours of the station's new feed formulation center used

for animal nutrition studies. Animal scientists from the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Experiment Station will discuss projects on dairy.

beef. sheep. swi ne and poul try.

DPMP, lA, II- P, FC, 4L
# # #
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Writer:

Source:

Agricultural Ext~nsion Service
Communication 8esources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 10, 1983

NOTE TO AGENTS: Extension Bullet,n 41
in final stages of being printed and
will be mailed to ou soon.

TOMATO CANNING GUIDELINES AVAILABLE

The recent change in U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) home canning

guidel ines has caused some confusion among those who preserve food, at home.

The USDA no longer recommends the raw packing process for canning tomatoes,

while the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, continues

to do so.

The USDA based the decision to advise against raw packing to~atoes on a

study presented at the 1983 Institute of Food Technology meeting. The study

found evidence that raw-packed tomatoes may not be heating evenly ~uring

processing; some tomato pieces may not receive sufficient heat tre~tment to

destroy spoilage bacteria.

Research in the 1970s by University of Minnesota food and nutrition

specialists Ed Zottola and Isabel WOlf showed that raw packing of tomatoes can

b~ done safely under these conditions: tomatoes must be slightly u~derr1pe to

finmly ripe, of good quality (without mold or decay), and processed properly.

The Agricultural Extension Service recommends processing tombtoes for 40

minutes in a boiling water bath for pints, 50 minutes for quarts; ~r in a

pressure canner at 5 pounds' pressure for 10 minutes.

Minnesota canning guidelines have always had longer processi~g times
!
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than USDA guidelines for canning raw tomatoes because of spoilage 1ue to soil

and climate conditions. The recent changes have brought USDA gUid~lines for
i

canning tomatoes and other fruits and vegetables at home into line lwith the
\

to recommendations used for the last five years by the University 9f
• I

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. I

I
\

I

DPMP. II-P
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Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

August 10, 1983· m~c

Source: Ri chard Behr~ns (~ {~~l P
612/373-1181 I D

Writer: Diane Winkle~

612/373-1781

FALL WEED CONTROL TIPS FOR PIK ACRES

Mowing plus herbicide application is an excellent fonmula for autumn

treatment of perennial weeds on PIK acres.

Without the usual competition from crops, perennial weeds on fallow land

may grow more v,igorousl y next year if they are not treated now, say,s Ri chard
I

Behrens, weed specialist with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural

Extension Service.

Acombination of fall mowing and herbicide application is effective on

PIK 1and for several reasons. The absence of a crop wi 11 all ow a h!igher rate

of herbicide to be used. Herbicides will have all winter to destro~ weeds and

their root systems, without leaving any residue to hanm spring plantings.

Herbicides used to treat perennials are more effective on young,

vigorously growing shoots. Broadleaf weeds such as Canada thistle, perennial

sowthistle and Jerusalem artichoke should be mowed, then allowed to regrow to

between six and eight inches tall. Spray young shoots with 2,4-0, dicamba

(Banvel) or glyphosate (Roundup).

Quackgrass may also be suppressed or eliminated using a similar fonmula.

Mow weeds, allow top growth to between six snd eight inches, then spray.

Glyphosate (Roundup) is an effective foliar treatment to use on quatkgrass.
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Fall atrazine applications can be made before or after tillage.

page 2--fall weed control

Tillage is not recommended before treatment with glyphosate. becaus1 It will

break up the rhizome system, making glyphosate less effective on su~sequent
I

shoot growth. i
i

On PIK acres to be planted next year in corn, atrazine can al~o be used

for quackgrasscontrol. A split treatment should be used with half\of the

atraz1 ne appl i ed in the fa11, and the rest when corn is pl anted i n ~he spri ng.

I

./

# # #
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PREHARVEST REMINDERS--IT'S THAT TIME AGAINl

AgriculturalExt~~;J"j
Communication-Resources I

University of Mirlnesota
StPaul, Minnesota 55108

I
i

August 18, 1983 I,

I
Source: Bob Aheri n i

612/373-07641
Editor: Hank Drews \

612/373-1250 I
\

\

I
I

Now is the time for fanners to make sure that their equi~entl is in top
1
I

operating condition for the fall harvest rush. i
I
I

Review the operatorls manual to familiarize yourself with thei equi~ent

again, advises Robert Aherin, extension safety specialist with the ~niversity
I

of Minnesota Agr1cultural Extension Service. Al so, make sure that ~ll service

recanmendat10ns have been canpleted well in advance of the harvest rush.
< '

• ' . . :1

Block up (or latch up) the combine header before climbing und,r 1t.

"The last two years we have had at least one fanner killed each year while

working under the header," Aherin says. "Remember, donlt rely on the

hydraulic systen to hold up the header; block it up to be safe. 11
\

Here are some safety tips for sel f-propelled combi ne operator~:
1. Make sure the header latch or the header stand is locked into place

I
I

before climbing under the header. I

2. Before attenpting to service or adjust the machine, shut it down,
\

remove the key from the ignition and take it with you and set the Pirking

brake. I

3. Replace all guards to their original positions after serv~cing or

adjusting the machine. I
I
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depth of the ditch away from the ditch.

I

I

I.. ·
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I

4. Speech communication is virtually impossible when the comb1ne is

operating. Insist that everyone knows and uses the accepted set of ijand
I

signals (see Extension Folder 549) available from your county extens~on

office). I,

5. Ladders and platforms must be kept free of dirt and grease1

handrails for safe mounting and dismounting. I

6. Before attempting to move the combine, make sure all worke1s

children are off and away from the machi nee l
I

7. Avoid operating within the shearline of a ditch--stay at le,ast the

i

i

8. Know how big the canbine actually is. Visibility is a reall problem
!

on combines. By having an idea of the combine's size, an operator can avoid

ramming into overhead powerlines, tree limbs, fences, posts, and doorways to

buil di ngs, to name just a few.

Mental preoccupation and fatigue are cammon factors related to

agricultural accidents. Constant alertness on the job is essential!i Breaks
I

can play an important role in improving alertness and reducing fatigur. Farm

wives can play an important part in this by requiring that their hUSbfnds and

the "help" get off the machines every two or three hours for a coffee] break
1

and a snack.

# * II
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Source: Bob Aherin
612/373-0764

Ed i to r : Ha nk Drews
612/373-1250

GRAIN AUGERS PROVED MOST DANGEROUS
i

Studies show your grain auger is the most dangerous machine o~ the fann.
i

They have the highest number of accidents reported per million hour$ of use.
i

lithe main hazard involved in auger operation is getting caught in a, auger's
i

intake, belt or chains,'1 says Bob Aherin, safety specialist with th,
I

University of Mt nnesota IS Agricul tural Extension Service. I

I
1

Aherin says "Crkersshould wear tight-fitting clothes that wili1 not

easily be caught in the machinery.

parts, especially the auger intake.

Keep guards and covers over moving auger
1

If the auger intake is not equi,pped wi th

a guard , one may be purchased or made for it. A guard over the int~ke may
I,

restrict flow a little but it provides great protection against the ihi9h risk

of injury at this point. I

!

Disconnect the power and lock it off when the auger is not in !use or

when doing maintenance work. This may include locking the main po~r switch
i

if the auger is electrically operated or shutting the tractor off anr taking

the key wi th you if it is operated by a PTO. Thi swill prevent somelonel s
i

getting caught in the auger if the machine is accidentally started up.
1

Aherin lists two other precautions: stay clear of power lines ~en

moving your portable auger or elevator. You can be electrocuted if Fontact is

made. Also, be alert for elevator collapse or winch faiiure wh~n mO~1"9 the

auger into position. # # # \
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i
!

PREVEIIT COMBINE FIRES I
I

I

Don ttl et profi ts· go up in smoke from a comb i ne fi re. Fi res ~an occur
I
!

during combine operation and cause expensive losses right at harvest·

"Prevent losses by equipping combines, pickers, trucks, tractors, a~d other
I

harvesting machinery with proper fire extinguishers," says safety s~ecia1ist
I

Bob Aherin. Aherin is with the University of Minnesota's Agricu1tu~a1

Extension Service.

Fires on most harvesting equipment, and fann trucks involve st~lks,

straw, gas and/or oil. The two most common classes or types of fires are

Class A fires (involving ordinary combustibles such as straw or stalks) and

Class B fires (involving flammable liquids or gas and oil).

crop or equipment from fire damage.

# # #
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!
For harvest equipment Aherin recommends multi-purpose extingulshers

I

rated at least 2A-10B:C, which offer protection for oil or gas fire, and give

moderate help with straw or other combustible material fires. "But, the

ext i ngui sher is use1 ess," says Aheri n, "i f the operator does not knrW where to

find it or how to use it." Extinguishers should be checked periOdic,lly to

make sure that they are "charged" as recommended by the manufacture~.
i

Some farmers keep a spray rig with a large tank of water on s~and-bY in

the field being harvested in case of fire. Preparation may save pa1t of your
!

I
I
\-

I
I
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FLOWING GRAIN CAN KILL

Agricultural~q~~ice
Communication esources
University of Mi nesota
StPaul, Minneso a 55108

August 18, 1983\
I

Source: Bob Aherin I
612/373-07641 '

Editor: Hank Drews I
612/373-1250 I

I
,

\
I

Grain storage bins are a common sight on Minnesota fanns. Al~hOU9h

these bins appear to involve little risk, there are a number of haZrrdS
I

!

I

I

One of the greatest hazards involved with grain bins is accid~ntal

suffocation, says Bob Aherin, safety special i st wi th the University' of

. Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. All too often, these a~cidents

involve children entering the bin to play or help dad.
I
I

Other accidents involve fanners entering the bin while the unioader is

running. It only takes three to four seconds for a 6- or 8-inch au~er to

remove enough grain for a fanner to become helpless. With the samelauger, the
I

fanner can be completely buried and soon suffocate in about 10 to 2q seconds.
!

Aherin lists these safety points to remember around grain sto~age bins:

* Never enter a grain bin, before "locldng out" all the powe1 sources.

This can be accomplished by using a padlock at the fuse box tq lock the
I
I

breaker handle in the off position. I

• If you enter a grain bin, have another person present and ~se a

strong lifeline or rope tied around you. I
I

* If grain is bridged (has a crust on top), use a

Page 1 of 2
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long

object to break the bridge before entering the bin.

* A ladder should be installed, if feasible, on the inside of the
I

bin to provide an emergency exit. i

• If for some reason, the grain should start to flow, stay neat the

outer wall and keep walking until you reach the emergency laddet, the
I

grain flow stops, or the bin empties. Above all, NEVER enter albin of

fl owi ng gra in.

# # #
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ROLL-OVERPROTECTIVE STRUCTURES--LET'S PROMOTE THEM \
I

1982 was one of the worst of recent years for tractor rOll-ov~r deaths

in Mi nnesota ,say safety specialists with the University of Mi nneso~a
. . I

Agricul tural Extension Service. They agree that the most effectivel way to

control this problem is to install roll-over protective structures KROPS) on
I

tractors or to purchase tractors so equipped.

ROPS are designed to protect tractor operators in case of accldental

overturn. They provid-e a '·critical zone" of protection for the ope~ator•. The
I

ROPS...are constructed to prevent a collapse of the structure in the fritical

lone.
I

There are two types of ROPS for use on agrlcultural tractors:ltwo-post

and four-post protec.tive frames., Overturn protection may be provid~ by
I
I
I

either type, but cabs also provide an envi ronment of canfortand noise
1

control. All ROPS should be equipped with a seat belt which keeps the

oeprator in the area of protection. I

Correctly designed ROPS (meeting requirements of ASAE standar1 number

5383) provide the operator with protection during a single rOll-ove~. During
I

an accidental overturn. ROPS absorb energy and buckling without oveistresSing

the mounting points or endangering the operator in the critical zon~. They
!

I
Page 1 of 2 I

I

I
I
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page 2--ro1l-over protective structures

assure that it will withstand a second roll-over, specialists say.

I
I
I

I

can withstand the total weight of the tractor. Weather cabs and com~ercia1

caps that do not meet the requi rements of ASAE S383 wi 11 not provide \that

protection for the operator. I
I

After an upset ,don I t try to straighten, weld or otherwi se repali r a
!
I

protective frame or protective cab for further service. The tractor ~U$t be
I

inspected for other damage , preferably by the deal er, and all necessary
. !

corrections made. Many times the cab must be totally replaced in ord~r to
!

i
I

Building you own ROPS or installing ROPS on tractors manufactur~d before
I

1968 is questionable because of the lack of correct design and constr~ction.

I

Mounting points may overstress the tractor assembly or fail in an ovefturn.

Mounting bolts may not be strong enough, or weld failure may result in a

collapse of the. structure.

There are additional problems in selection of metal for a suita~le

homemade ROPS. Many machinery steels cannot be correctly welded with mild

steel electrodes. Steel may be greatly altered, become brittle, or o~herwise

be unsuitable for use without special treatment. Ahomemade ROPS maYlgive a
I

false sense of security to an operator.

Get a ROPS on your next tractor.
I

It only adds a small cost to the

overall price. The protection that it provides in case of a roll-ove1 is

priceless. I

II II II
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I
I

FARM MACHINERY AND CHILDREN A DANGEROUS MIX :
I

Fifteen Minnesota youngsters under the age of 15 were killed lin farm
I

work-related accidents during 1982. This is a problem almost Uniqur to

hrming. It is one of the few industries that allow children underl15 to take

an active role or be in the environment where dangerous w:>rk is being done.
I
i

Children are strongly attracted to operating farm machinery. I When they
I

are very small, they get tractor and machinery models as toys. As ~hey grow
, I

older, they become strongly attracted to the real thing. Maybe they talk the
i

operator into letting them go along for a joy ride with no idea how easily it

could turn to tragedy. Sometimes youngsters take the equipment out without

permission just to prove that they can operate it. More often theylpressure
I
1

their parents or relatives to allow them to run farm equipment. It\is often
I
I

difficult for farm operators to refuse them since they are often dealing with.

labor shortages and need the help. But it is a mistake to allow children to
I

operate machinery before they have adequate physical size, training!and mature
i

judgment. I

Two things should be kept in mind about farm machinery. Firs" to do
I

its job, farm machinery must be designed to perform violent acts. tt is

designed to cut, shred, crush, mangle. compact. grab. wrap and othe1 things.

I

I
!
i

i
I
I
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done and ali fe ended.

for which it was intended.

I
"

(
I

i
I

page 2--fann machinery and children I
Over the years major improvements have been made in developing maChi~ery

. I

guards. But, some danger areas must remain open for the machine to ~o the job
I

I
Second, farm machinery is dumb--dumb in the sense that it can'~ tell the

I

difference between a stem and a finger, a stalk and a limb, between ~ job well

I
1

So, what happens when chi1 dren and machi nes cane together? Chill dren
i

fall from the operator's lap into the path of the. trailed equipment. I Kids
. . I

hiding in or under the crop are taken into the machine and their bOdi~S

\

treated like the crop being processed. Children and other bystanders: are

struck by objects thrown by the equipment. Immature or unskilled operators
I

operate the equipment in ways the equipment was not designed to perfo~. The
I

result is often unnecessarily damaged equipment--and people. I
I

Fortunately, this is one type of accident problem that can be

inexpensively solved. Simply put, youngsters and operating fann machinery

fonn a deadly mix. Keep the two separated.

II * II

Safety, lA, II-P
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I
,

IMMUNIZE ANIMALS AGAINST ENCEPHALITIS

Horses. poni es. mu1 es and donkeys that .ren' t immun i zed agai n$t Western
i
i'

Equine Encephalitis this spring should be vaccinated now. says Dr. James .Q.

Hanson., veterinarian wi th the lkliversity of M1 nnesota' s Agricu1 tura1 IExtension

vaccinated this spring should be safe up to 2-3 months of age. 1I Hansdn says.

The disease is transmitted to horses and hunans via the mosquito (~

tarSilis) which can carry the virus.
i

Wild birds and the mosquitoes harbor the virus, become carriers but do

not become ill. Ibnest1c poultry (turkeys, chickens, ducks) have in 1some

instances been virus carriers. They don't become ill either and the ~eat and

eggs even from affected birds is safe for hunans to eat, says HansonJ The
i

virus must go through a maturation or development process--so the mO~qUito
I

must be involved in transmission of the disease. I
I
I

I
1

I
!
i
I
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,

As protection against the disease, Hanson recommends good insect

control, spraying, screening and keeping animals stabled during hours when the

mosquito is most prevalent.

II II II
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,II)SQUlTO.,$PRAY.I)OSAGES lmlER THAN GARDEN USE MALATHION
~. " '

Is the u1 tr~ low vol une m~l athion spray being used to c;ontrolimosqui toes
I

and prevent encephalitis outbreaks in Minnesota going to cling to fruits and

vegetables and be hannful to humans?

It's a question being asked and the answer from Mark Ascerno,!
I

entomo1 agist wi th thelkliversity of Hi nnesota' s Agricu1 tural Extension Serv ice
1

is "no," in explaining the spraying dosages and the nonna1 precauti~ns to
I

take. \

The mosquito spraying being done by the Minnesota Health Depa1tment is

at a much lower dosage than gardeners would use to control aphids o~ certain
I

crops, says Ascerno. Planes will spray about 3 ounces an acre for ~he
,

mosquitoes in comparison With the 1 to 2 pounds per acre of malathion in

I
Ascerno cans the following "conservative guidelines" for how 'long to

wait before eating foods sprayed with garden dosages (the 1 to 2 pounds per

I
leaf vegetables (such as chard, spinach) should not be picked [for 7 days

I

after spraying (wait 14 days to pick leaf lettuce); wait 3-7 days tol pick stem

vegetables (soch as broccoli and brussels sprouts); 1-3 days for frur t

Page 1 of 2
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been sprayed.

page 2--mosquito spray dosages

vegetables (such as tomatoes, peppers, eggplant); 5 days for sweet cdrn; and
I

3-7 days for root vegetables (such as carrots, beets). No wait is n~cessary

for potatoes. wait 3 days before picking any apples, pears, plllTls wt1ich have

i

!

Read the 1abel on mal athion contai ners if you have questions. IOf

course, Ascerno advises, always wash any fruits or vegetables before eating.

# # #
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NITRATE POISONING POSSIBLE FROM DROUGHT-STRESSED CORN

Farmers should be aware of the potential of nitrate poisoning when

c,attle are fed green chop or sil age made fran dought-stressed corn, say James

C. Linn, dairy specialist, and Steven Plegge, feedlot nutrition anf
. I

management specialist. They are both with the University of Minnes~ta

I
i

Many farmers are putt; ng up s;l age early because the drought ~as hurt

the corn. Nitrateswlll accllllulate In corn plants ""en soil nitratt levels

are high and normal pl ant growth; s ; nterrupted. Corn pl anted on h avil y
i

fertilized soils is most likely to contain High levels of nitrate d4ring times

of drought, the specialists say.

SYJ!Ipj;'O$S'of nitrate poisoning in animals are: increased pi,Jlse,jrate ,
i

quickened respiration, heavy breathing, muscle trembling, toeakness, staggered

gait, and blindness. "If any of these symptoms occur, change feeds.

immediately. Methylene blue can be used to treat severely affected ianimals.

But consult your veterinarian before treating," Linn says.
i

The amount of nitrate accumulation in the plant depends on ti~ing. The
I

highest plant nitrate concentrations usually occur when drought con~itions
!
I

j

I

I
I
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page 2--nitrate poisoning possible

exist at or immediately following pollination. Barren plants or pla~ts wtih
I

I

minimal ear development will be higher in nitrates than plants with ~OnnallY

developed ears, linn says.

Plant nitrate concentrations decrease when plants resume growtH after
I

heavy rainfall. But it will take several days before nitrate levels \return to

normal. And plants with little or no ear development will remain higher in

nitrates than plants where normal or near nonnal ear development has occurred,

the specialists say.

Testing for nitrates is the only way to determine plant nitrate

concentrations. A small sample of corn pl ants suspected of bei ng high in

nitrate should be chopped and tested before feeding. "Cbtain a randan sample
I

I

of the chopped corn, fill a quart plastic bag, seal and freeze immediately.
I

Keep the sample frozen until it can be delivered to a laboratory for testing,1I

li nn says.
I

Ensiling is the best way to use drought-stressed or high nitrate corn,
I

i
the specialists believe. Approximately one-third to one-half of the ~itrates

I

will be destroyed during fermentation. II All ow at least three weeks for

fermentation. High nitrate forages a1 so produce more pois.onous silo gas and

necessary safeguards for hlJ1lans and animals should be taken," P1egge says.

"The highest concentration of nitrates is in the bottom one-third of the

corn. stalk. When cutting high nitrate corn for green chop or ensil ing, raise

the cutter head higher than normal, and try to leave at least a 10 inch

stlbb1e. leaves and ears generally have the lowest concentrations of I

nitrates," he says.

Si 1age made from corn p1 ants wi th greater than 70 percent moi sture wi 11

reduce dry matter intake and often result in poor quality silage. Both of
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these factors 1imit animal performance, Plegge says. "Allow stalks tp dry
,

down to 65 percent moisture before ensiling, or add some dry feed, sU~h as
\

corn, corn cobs, or oats, to the wet stalk at ensiling to reduce mois~ure

content. This will improve the feeding value of the barren stalks," he says.

Forage Nitrate Levels and Feeding Recommendations.

Nitrate Nitrogen (N03-N)1

Parts
Percent2 per million (ppm) Conment

0.0 - 0.10% o - 1000 This level is considered safe to feed under
all conditions.

0.1 -0.15%- 1000 - 1500

0.15 - 0.20% 1500 - 2000

0.20 - 0.35% 2000 - 3500

This level should be safe to feed to non-pregnant
animals under all conditions. It may be best to
limit its use for pregnant animals tQ 50% of the
total ration on a dry basis.

Safe to feed if limited to 50% of the total dry
matter in the ration. I

Feeds should be limited to about 35-40% of the
total dry matter in the ration. Fee~s containing
over 0.88% nitrate ion or 0.20% nitr~te nitrogen
should not be used for pregnant anim~ls.

0.35 - 0.40% 3500 - 4000

Over 0.40% Over 4000

I

Feeds should be limited to 25% of to~al dry
matter in ration. Do not use for prsgnant animals.

Feeds containing over 1.76% nitrate ion or 0.4%
nitrate nitrogerr are potentially toxic. Do not
feed.

1. Analysis may be reported in other ways. Convert to nitrate nitrogen by:
Nitrate (N03) x .23 = N03-N \. .

Potassium nitrate (KN03) x .14 = N03-N
Sodium nitrate (NaN03) x .16 =N03-N.

# # #
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Source: Ken Egertson
612/373-1093

Editor: Jack Sperbeck,
612/373-0715 I

AG OUTLOOK MEETINGS SCHEDULED

Agricu1 tura10ut1 ook meetings have been scheduled at 24 10cat irns in

Mi nnesota by the University's Agricu1 tura1 Extension Service.

The first meeting is on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul! Campus
I
I

flbnday, Sept. 12, with registration at 8:15 a.m. That session is ge~red for
I

agribusiness professionals and farmers in the metropolitan area. Ca11

I

I
flbst out-state meetings will be held in the evening, with the ~xception

of those he1 d in conj unction wi thAgricu1 tura1 Experiment Station fif1 d days
I

at flo rri s, Lamberton and Wa seca. f'eet i ngs are sc hed u1 ed as fo 11 ows : \
I
I

Sept. 13--P1ainview Community School, 8 p.m.; and ftbrris Agric~ltura1

Experiment Station (day-long session).

Sept. 14~..Gay10rd (Courthouse), 8 p.m.; Lamberton Agricultural

Experiment Station (day-long session).

Sept. 15--Worthington High School, 8 p.m.; and Waseca Agricu1t~ral

Experiment Station (day-long session).

Sept. 19--Lyon County, evening meeting.

Sept. 20--Windom (Sales Barn on Hwy. 60 east), 7:30 p.m. I
I

Sept. 21--Hills, Exchange State Bank, 8 p.m.; Douglas County, ~vening
I

Page 1 of 2
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Fairgrounds, Fergus Falls, 8 p.m.

Sept. 26--Murray and Goodhue Counties, evening meetings.

page 2--ag outlook meetings

meeting.

Sept. 22--Pipestone Livestock Auction, 8 p.m.; Otter Tail

,

Sept.

Sept.

I
County

I
1

I
I

I
27--0rmsby, Town House, 7:30 p.m.; Steele County, evenin~ meeting.

28--Sauk Centre (place to be announced), 8:30 p.m.; Mo~r County,

program at 7: 15 p.m.

offices.

eveni ng meeti ng.

Sept. 29--Willmar, TON'lship Courthouse, 8 p.m.; Faribault, 4-H Building,

8 p.m.

Oct. 14--Steel e County, 7 a.m.

Dec. I--Waseca, Rendezvous Restaurant, 6 p.m. Dutch treat dinn~r,
I
!

i

For more 1nformation contact local Agricul tural Extension Se rvi\ce

I

II II II
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I

Source: Dale Sherf \
Tom Levar I

612/373-1063 I
Writer: Jack Sperbeck \

612/373-0715 !

USING TREES FOR ENERGY IS FIELD DAY TOPIC

i

Raising fast growing trees like willows and poplar on peat soils and

using them for energy will be the topic of a field day near lim, Mi~n., Sept.
!
:
!

I

Researchers from the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural E*periment
i

Station will be at the site from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Identical progrfms

consisting of a slide presentation and field tours will begin at 10~30 a.m.,
I

and aga i n at 1 p.m. Lunch is on your own. I

The field day will be held at Wilderness Valley Farm near lim~ Minn.

lim is locat~ about 20 miles south of Virginia in St. Louis County~ The farm

is located about 12 mil es north of the junction of Co. ReI ~ 7 and Highway 52.

j'
i

The field day is sponsored by the University of Mi nnesota I s Department

of 5011 SCience and Bio Energy Coordinating Office (BEeO).

The research uses agroforestry--a combination of farming and I

forestry--to raise fast growi ng trees that yi el d fuel and forest pr~ducts.
!
,

Land not normally cultivated is used to grow willow and poplar thatiyield
!
!

several harvests before they need replanting. I

People not able to make the lim field day can arrange for a tJur of
I
I
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page 2--using trees for energy I

another research site in Anoka County. Contact Dale Sherf or Tom Le~ar at the

Soil Science Department, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108~
Telephone (612) 373-1063.

# # #
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forCountyAgents

COUNTY NEWS PACKET
INDEX

September 1, 1983

Note to agents: You can use the "New Publications" clip art as column head
ings in your local newspapers to publicize the "Fixin l Fish" publications.
Three consumer stories in this packet are based on the pUblication.

We are now making weekly news mailings on Thursdays. Some of you with great
mail service may get the releases Friday. Weill be mailing more releases on
timely topics weekly; hence the monthly packets will not be as large.

Remember, anything you get on tan "News" headings has al so gone to daily news
papers, farm broadcasters, agricultural newspapers and magazines. But it has
NOT gone to weekly newspapers and smaller radio stations. Feel free to use
any "tan" stories for those outlets.

Agricultural stories:

Study shows connection between mastitis, poor milking
Residual nitrogen can be used by corn
New farmstead engineering handbook

Consumer stories:

Page numbers
(lower right corner)

procedures C-3-6
C-7
C-8

CP

Fi sh can be super chill ed
Fish deserve gentle treatment
Check frozen fish for freshness
Trappers, hunters: avoid tularemia
Replacing elastic in skirts, pants (illustration ic inclUded)
Keep a jump ahead of fleas

--more notes on next page--

C-9
C-lO,ll
C-12,13
C-14
C-15-18
C-19,20

University of Minnesota, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Minnesota Counties Cooperating
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Agents and specialists: Here is a list of releases that we sent out the past
month, but not as part of the news media or agent packet. If you would like
to receive a copy, check them and send this sheet ~th your name and address
to Marilyn Masterman, 433 Coffey Hall.

PIK Crop Management Briefs •••
lUI Grad Receives National Award
Fall weed control tips for PIK acres
New FFA history book available
Cobs for energy, feed center featured at open house
Protect farm kids from accidents
Prevent combine fires
Grain augers proved most dangerous
Farm machinery and children a dangerous mix
Flowing grain can kill
Roll-over protective structures--let's promote them
Preharvest reminders--it's that time again!
Tomato canning gUideline available
Sauer named deputy vice president of Uof Minnesota Institute
Berg receives award for poultry extension work
Horticultural research center open house Sept. 17
Watch for prussic acid poisoning with PIK forages
Using trees for energy is field day topic
PIK cover crop briefs
Ag outlook meetings scheduled
Nitrate poisoning possible from drought-stressed corn
Mosquito spray dosages lower than garden use malathion
Immunize animals against encephalitis

Public Service Announcements (PSA's): The enclosed PSA's were rewritten for
your convenience in working with local stations. You may also find them use
ful as newspaper column fillers.

universitt newsline: Remember to use the 612/376-8030 number to call for
additiona timely stories. That's the Uof MNewsline number we'd like
non-news media people to use.

Here's the color code reminder:

News Media Packet:

Tan - Stories that are being sent to daily newspaper, farm broadcasters, wire
services and agricultural newspapers and magazines only ••• NOT to weekly papers
or smaller radio stations.

Agent News Packet (stories sent exclusively to you).

Blue - AG

Green - HE/FL

Yellow - 4-H

Salmon - CNRD

C-2
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University of Minnesota
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September 1, 1983

Source: Jeffrey K. Reneau
612/373-1014

Editor: Jennifer Cl>st
612/373-1579

STUDY SHOWS CONNECTION BETWEEN MASTITIS, POOR MILKING PROCEDURES

Poor milking procedures are a major cause of mastitis in lactating cows.

That is the concl usion of a Univeristy of Mi nnesota Agricul tural Extension

Service field study with cooperating dairy fanns

A study of a Mastitis Control Project involving 40 Minnesota dairy herds

with serious mastitis problems showed that 80 percent of them had milking

procedures problems that contributed to mastitis.

"Correcting improper milking procedures requires very little, if any

added expense to the fanner. But they are often the most difficult changest

to implement," says Jeffrey Reneau, dairy specialist with the Minnesota

Agricultural Extension Service. "Correcting bad milking habits requires a

persistent, conscious effort. 1I But those efforts will be rewarded with fewer

mastitis cases the study shows. All fanns participating in the Mastitis

Control Project had reductions in herd average somatic cell count and in the

percentage of cows with cell counts over 500,000. IIOne cooperator experienced

a 700,000 decrease in average herd cell count while watching milk production

raise an average of 3,000 pounds per cow," he says.

* * *
Some recommended milking procedures involve a simple change. For
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example, using a canmon sponge or wash rag to prepare udders for mil 1ng is

routi.ne among Minnesota dai ry farmers, yet this practice enhances co .to-cow

andenvi,-Ol'lRent·to-cow spread of mastitis pathogens. Use individual paper

to.' s for each· cow.

Recetttcalfforn1a research 8IIphas1 zes the need to dry udders b fore

machine application.PTo prevent mastitis, drying is just as import nt and

maybe even more important than washing dur1ng udder preparation, says Jeff

Ren"au, d.airy specialist with the University of Mi nnesota' s Agricul tu al

Extlns10nService.

* * *
Time ·spentpreppi ng cows i s time well spent. A recent Mi nnesot DHIA

survey showed that 82 percent of mil kers in DHIA herds felt they spen enough

time prepping cows toach1eve maximum milk letdown, yet 54 percent d1 not

realize a minimum of a "20 second massage was needed to achieve maxim

response.

"Many milkers have prob18lls coordinating the milking routine so that

mil king units areappl1ed 1 to 1 1/2 minutes after udder stimul at10n 11 e the

oxytocin milk letdown is at its peak," says Jeff Reneau, dairy specialist with

the 1.k1iversity of Minneosta Agricultural Extension Service.

This was a probl811 with the mastitis project herds, particular1

milkers were trying to operate too many milking units. As

percent of the mil kers were ovennil ki ng, Reneau says. "It

milking, particularly when there is little or no milk flow, that the

opportlll"lity for new infections via teat end impacts is most likely."

* * *
Overm11king itself is not a serious probl811 if milking equipment is
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certainly will be far more profitable,"

procedures fran Jeff eau,

1St with the lkIiversity of Mf nnesota l s Agricul tural .Ext sion

p.g~3-..poor milking procedures

functioning propt!rly. "fbwever, proper machine handling and equipne t

maintena,!c.to limit air slips and thus reduce impacts is extremely mportant

to reduc~.new1n.fec~.f()nScau$edduring mil ki ng," says Jeff Reneau. d
r >_

$Pecfalist<wtt'h,tbe>,*,fversftyof Mf nnesota Agricul tural Extension

Reneau~lntsoutthat milking habits becane deeply rooted, an

change. However good mil ki ng habits al so bee e deepl y

When preparing cows for good mil k 1etdoMl prior to mil ki ng:

--Use individual paper towel s for each cow.

--Use clean, warm sanitizing solution for washing udders.

--Massage teats and the udder base for 20 to 30 seconds to stim late

good mil k 1etdoMl.

--Use a strip cup to detect abnormal mil k.

--Wi pe teats and udder dry wi th a separate towel.

--In a stanchion barn, use a cart for sanitorizers, paper towel and

teat dip.

When milking cows:

--Attach the machine within about one minute after preparation.

--Apply machine to teats properly (gently, with minimun loss of vacuun).

--Align machine properly.

- ..Install a visible means to determine milk flow if there is no e on

Page 3 of 4
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page 4--poor milking procedures

yourequipnent.

--Machine strip only when necessary (Keep machine stripping t a minimun

of 15 seeondSlRlx11ltua) •

-.$hutoffiv'aeuYllbefore renoving teat cups. hid a shut-off alYe on
,-. '0 _ C-."

1:l.plf..t~'" 1s iROIle on your equi pnent.

;.u.eJ;'ajtin1teml1 ~tng order (hei fers fi rst, 1nfected cows ast) •

.....D1't~.~$1_1Itely following machine renoval.

# , ,

cP
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forCountyAgents
(Agents: a longer version of this
story is in the News Media packet)

RESIDUAL NITROGEN CAN BE USED BY CORN

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1, 1983

Source: Wallace W. Nel son
507/752-7372

Editor: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

Residual nitrate nitrogen can be effectively used by succeeding corn

crops. But applying too much nitrogen fertilizer may contribute to an

excessive loss of nitrates into drainage systems, according to researchers at

the University of Mi nnesota l s Agricul tural Experiment Station.

Soil scientists Wallace Nelson and Gyles Randall have studied what

happens to fertilizer nitrogen that's not used by a crop the year it1s

pl anted. The research started in 1973.

They grew corn on plots for seven consecutive years. Each year plots

were fertil ized with 18, 100, 200 or 400 pounds of nitrogen per acre.

After the 1979 harvest, Nel son and Randall measured the amount of

nitrate nitrogen in the zero-to-10-foot zone of each plot. They found an

average of 44, 127, 362 and 1,203 pounds of nitrate nitrogen in the plots

(fertil ized with 18, 100, 200 and 400 pounds, respectively).

In the first and second year there was residual nitrogen in the soil,

yi elds with the 100, 200 and 400-pound rates were significantly greater than

with the 18-pound rate. In the residual year, there were significant yield

increases wi th only the 200 and 400-pound rates.

When they measured loss of nitrates from the plots in 1982, they found

nitrate nitrogen losses of 12, 30, 54 and 157 pounds per acre for the 18, 100,

200 and 400-pound rates.
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NEW FARMSTEAD ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1, 1983

Source: D.W. Bates
612/373-0764

Ed itor: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

A new farmstead design and environment section is featured in the 1981

Structures and Environment Handbook pUblished by the Midwest Plan Service.

The new edition was written by agricultural engineers fran the North

Central Region. It's a valuable farmstead engineering reference for students,

teachers and practicing engineers.

Updated chapters give new information on snow and wind loads, grain bin

loads and pressures, wood post and truss design, reinforced concrete and

structural steel design, swine and sheep housing, and more.

New chapters discuss farm shops, solar livestock housing, heat

exchangers, estimating seasonal energy consumption, domestic sewage disposal,

and el ectrical wi ring.

The 11th edition of the Structures and Environment Handbook, MWPS-l, is

available fran Extension Agricultural Engineering, 201 Agricultural

Engineering Building, 1390 Eckles Avenue, University of Minnesota, St. Paul,

MN 55108. The cost of the Handbook is $15. (Minnesota residents add $.90

sal es tax).

# # #
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FISH CAN BE SUPER-CHILLED

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1, 1983

Source: Jeffrey Gunderson
218/726-8106

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Super-chill ing may be something you want to try if you can't freeze or

cook your catch of fish for several days.

II If properly iced during the day and super-chilled on shore, fi sh can be

held for up to seven days without loss of quality,1I according to IIFixin' Fish ll

a University of Minnesota Sea Grant Extension Program publication.

To super-chill, line the bottom of an insulated ice chest with about

four inches of ice, leaving the bottom drain open. In another container, mix

sal t and ice, using one pound of coarse ice cream sal t for every 20 pounds of

crushed ice.

Arrange the fish in layers in the ice chest, then generously cover each

layer of fish with the salt-ice mixture. If you plan to super-chill fillets,

steaks or dressed fish, wrap them in a clear, plastic film before arranging in

layers in the ice chest.

When ice fishing this winter, care should be taken to keep fish fran

freezing unless they are to be kept frozen until cooked. Refreezing fish is

not recommended and greatly reduces qual ity. Fi sh will stay cool, but

unfrozen, by burying them in the snow until you leave for home.

IIFixin' Fish ll can be obtained for $2 from University of Minnesota Sea

Grant Extension Program, 109 Washburn Hall, University of Minnesota, Duluth,

MN 55812.
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FISH DESERVE GENTLE TREATMENT

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1. 1983

Source: Jeffrey Gunderson
218/726-8106

Ed itor: Ma ry Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

If you had a T-bone steak you were going to broil for dinner. \t«luld you

let it sit in the bottom of an oily. dirty boat or float it in wann water all

day and still expect it to taste good?

IIFixin l Fishll a University of Minnesota Sea Grant Extension pUblication

points out that IIfish is one of the most delicate and perishable of all foods.

Whil e red meat tends to improve wi th ag i ng. fi sh never tastes as good as when

it comes fresh from the water. Preserving the fresh taste of your catch

requires constant care from the time it is caught or purchased to the time it

is eaten. 1I

To keep the fish you catch deliciously fresh. either keep it alive or

ice it down right after catching. If it is allowed to flop around in the boat

or cooler. flesh will bruise and spoilage will be speeded up.

If a fish dies. ice it right away. Fish may be iced whole. but for

retaining highest quality. remove the gills and innards. Crushed ice works

best. It shoul d be pl aced inside the body cavity and around the fi she

(Blood. slime and digestive juices will drain to the bottom of the ice chest.)

Allow proper bleeding by either removing the head or cutting the tail

and setting the fish in the ice so that the blood can drain. Unless this is
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page 2--fish deserve gentle treatment

done, blood remaining in the flesh encourages it to become rancid during

frozen storage.

Avoid cutting the intestinal tract when field dressing fish. If that

ruptures unintentionally, wash the fish thoroughly. Always wash fish in good

quality (not murky) water after removing gills and innards.

Even when storing fish in the refrigerator, keep them in crushed ice,

draining as necessary so the fish aren't allowed to soak in water.

If ice isn't available where you fish, there are other ways to keep fish

fresh, "Fixin ' Fish" suggests.

The stream angl er woul d use a creel, but not one 1i ned with pl astic or

rubber. Water, slime and blood must be able to drain out of the creel. A

layer of fresh moss could be used to line the creel. It will hold water,

which then can evaporate and cool the fish. Grass does not work for this

purpose.

In a boat or on shore, fish can be kept up to four hours in a well

ventil ated contai ner (such as a wi cker basket or wi re mesh box) wi th damp

newspapers or leaves on the bottom. Always keep the container in the shade

and cover it with damp burlap or other cloth.

If you want to hold the fish for more than four hours, clean, wash and

wipe the cavity dry. Then rub fine table salt into the body cavity and dust

salt on the outside surfaces of the fish. Treated this way and stored in a

well ventilated container, fish should remain in good condition for 24 hours.

"Fixin ' Fish" publication is available for $2 from Sea Grant Extension,

109 Washburn Hall, University of Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812.

# # #
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CHECK FROZEN FISH FOR FRESHNESS

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1, 1983

Source: Jeffrey Gunderson
218/726-8106

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Whether it's been caught on the end of your fishing line or chalked up

on the grocery store tape, you'll want to know the fish you each is fresh,

even if it's been frozen.

Here are some ways to tell, according to "Fixin' Fi sh" University of

Minnesota Sea Grant Extension Program publication.

Be sure the flesh is frozen solidly. There shouldn't be discoloration,

brownish tinge or white cottony appearance, which indicates drying out.

An aroma should not be evident.

The packaging material should be oxygen/vapor proof with little or no

air space between the fish and the wrapping; the seal should not be broken.

Sometimes a glazing of ice is used to protect frozen fish. The glazing

should be unbroken and from an eighth to a quarter inch thick.

Avoid buying frozen fish stacked above the frost line in a store's

display freezer. Avoid packages with "drip or ice" on the package as it

indicates the contents have been thawed and refrozen.

The flesh should be a uniform color. As fish turns rancid, flesh

darkens usually around the backbone first, then fanning out.

If people dislike flavor of fish, they often blame the food the fish has
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page 2--check frozen fish

eaten or the water fish has come from. but more likely the reason is the fish

wasn't stored properly.

Bacteria and enzyme action contribute to fish deterioration. While fish

are alive. bacteria on the skin gills. and in the gut are held in check by

natural functions. Unless the fish is kept cold these bacteria begin to

multiply after the fish dies.

The colder the temperature at which fresh fish is held. the longer the

storage life. At temperatures below 32 degrees F. most bacterial growth

stops. Raising the temperature only a few degrees above 32 increases the

bacterial growth and shortens storage life. Even in the refrigerator. unless

the fish is properly iced. storage life will be shortened.

Enzymes that cause spoil age are found in the fi sh l s digestive tract. If

the fish has been actively feeding as it is caught (usual with sport fishing)

these jucices can eat though the gut within an hour. then enzymes and bacteria

leak into the body cavity and break down the flesh causing a brownish look

called "belly burn." In severe instances, the rib bones begin to separate

from the flesh. While the fish is still edible. its flavor and texture will

be inferior. Clean fish as soon as it dies and keep it cold to eliminate

these problems.

"Fixin' Fish" is available for $2 from Minnesota Sea Grant Extension,

109 Washburn Hall, University of Minnesota, Duluth. MN 55812.
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TRAPPERS, HUNTERS: AVOID TULAREMIA

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1, 1983

Source: Michael Pullen
612/373-1126

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

It I S call eel " rabbit fever but tul aremi a can come from other animal s

besides rabbits.

Michael Pullen, veterinarian and meat hygienist with the University of

Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, says other animals being trapped

or hunted, for instance, beaver and muskrat, can also carry the organism.

"0pen wounds (cuts or broken spots in the ski n) particul arly on the

hands are most apt to pick up the organism if the animal is infected." Hi s

advice is to wear rubber gloves when dressing or handling wild animals. "This

will keep the organisms from getting beneath the skin." Tularemia can be a

serious disease.
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September 1, 1983

Source: Sherri Johnson
612/376-1537

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

REPLACING ELASTIC IN SKIRTS, PANTS

If you know your weight hasn't changed, yet that pair of pants or skirt

doesn't fit as snugly as it once did, perhaps the elastic waistband needs

repl acement.

Elastic about the same width as the worn elastic should be used for

replacement, says Sherri Johnson, textiles and clothing specialist with the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

IIExamine the garment carefully before you remove the old stretched

elastic to see how the waistline was made originally. Turn the skirt or pants

inside out to do this,ll Johnson says. Remove the stitching for about 2 inches

along the edge of the tunnel. If you can pullout a loop of the 01 d el astic,

it means you can probably replace the elastic using IItunnel li instructions

(figure 1). If the loop doesn't pullout, you will probably have to use

sewn-in elastic instructions.

For elastic pulled through a tunnel, first resew any missing stitches to

make the tunnel strong. But don't stitch through the elastic. If you are

doing this by hand, use a backstitch which will look like machine stitching.

(To do a backstitch, bring the needle through the material from the

wrong side. Push the needle down through the material about 1/8 inch back of
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page 2--replacing elastic

the starting point. Bring the needle out one stitch in front of that stitch.)

Cut away the old elastic. Use a safety pin to pin one end of the new

elastic to one end of the old elastic. Pin the other end of the new elastic

to the clothes. Pullout the old elastic and at the same time you will be

pulling the new elastic through the tunnel. Be careful not to twist the

elastic.

Lap one end of the new elastic 1/2 inch over the other and pin. Sew the

ends of the elastic together (figure 2). Pull the elastic inside the casing.

Sew the opening shut.

II Sewn-in el asti c works best wi th the sewi ng machi ne, II Johnson says.

Remove the worn out elastic, being careful not to cut the material as you

remove stitching. Lap one end of the elastic over the other 1/2 inch. Pin

and sew the ends together.

Divide the elastc and waist into eight sections. Fold each piece in

half and pin at the folds. Fold each piece in half again and pin, then fold

once more and pin--you will now have eight sections.

Pin the elastic on the inside of the waist. Place the top edge of the

elastic and top edge of the waist together. Match the pins (figure 3).

Stitch the elastic, working with one section at a time. Stretch the

elastic until it is the same size as the waist. While it is stretched, stitch

it to the waist close to the top edge (figure 4).

If you can use a zigzag stitch, when doing it by machine, that is best,

Johnson says. To sew by hand, use a backstitch, following instructions given

earlier. To help you stretch the material and sew at the same time, pin one

end of the clothing to the arm of a chair or pillow, then stretch with one

hand, sew with the other.

Page 2 of 4
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page 3--replacing elastic

Turn the elastic and material down to the inside. (The top of the

elastic is now the bottom edge.) Pin through all layers. Sew over the same

stitches you just made and be sure to stretch the el astic as you sew.

# # #
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Pullout old elastic

Pull in new elastic

Figure 1

Figure 3
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Figure 2

Figure 4
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KEEP A JUMP AHEAD OF FLEAS

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication Resources
University of Minnesota
St.Paul, Minnesota 55108

September 1, 1983

Source: Mark Ascerno
612/373-1059

Editor: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

Dog or cat fleas apparently don't spread disease in Minnesota, but if

they land on humans their bites can be uncomfortable.

Fleas seem to be most attracted to women and children, yet some people

are totally immune to the bites. Mark Ascerno, entomologist with the

Un iversity of Mi nnesota' s Ag ricultura1 Extensi on Service, says II F1 ea bites can

be diagnosed as they occur in clusters, especially in areas where clothing

fits tightly on the body (waistbands) and on legs, especially around the

ankles."

On small chi1 dren, bites can occur anywhere. Rarely does one feel a

flea biting--such as one can feel a mosquito. But a hard, red, itchy spot may

appear surrounding the puncture where they flea fed. Reaction can last from 5

to 7 days, depending on how sensitive one is.

Usually the adult flea stays close to a warm blooded host (meaning the

1iving animal the parasite fl ea feeds on ). The dog or cat in the household

is the preferred host. If the fl ea popul ation is small, the animal owner

probably won't even notice the fleas. But if flea numbers increase, fleas may

1eave the animal and bite humans.

"hiult f1 eas can survive several months without food or on a human blood
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page 2--keep a j lJ11P ahead of fl eas

diet," Ascerno says.

Prevention methods should include regular and thorough cleaning of cat

or dog living areas. Manure, debris, lint and hair should be removed and old

beddi ng material destroyed. Pets shoul d be kept cl ean and well groaned.

Ascerno points out that thorough vacuuming of infested areas is

important to control. Be sure to vacuum baseboard, edges of carpets, areas

around heat registers, in and under furniture: these are areas where lint and

pet hairs can acclJ11ulate.

After cleanup measures a residual insecticide spray can be used.

Impregnated collars, 5 percent dichlorvos (Vapona) for cats and 10 percent

dichlorvos for dogs will provide three months of control. Using flea collars

without foll owi ng other recommended control procedures sometimes just fl ushes

the fleas fran the pet and lands them on hlJ11an hosts as they seek their blood

meal s.

Treating the pet alone will not always end the household flea problen.

It takes a thorough cleanup and treatment of the bed or resting sites to avoid

future outbreaks, Ascerno concludes.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS POOR MILKING PROCEDURES ARE A MAJOR CAUSE OF MASTITIS IN

LACTATING COWS. THAT IS THE CONCLUSION OF A UNIVERSITY OF

MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE FIELD STUDY.

CORRECTING IMPROPER MILKING PROCEDURES REQUIRES VERY

LITTLE IF ANY ADDED EXPENSE. BUT THEY ARE OFTEN THE MOST

DIFFICULT CHANGES TO MAKE. HOWEVER, THOSE EFFORTS WILL

BE REWARDED WITH FEWER MASTITIS CASES, THE STUDY SHOWS.

IF YOU FORM GOOD MILKING HABITS, THEY WILL BE JUST AS

HARD TO BREAK AS BAD ONES, AND CERTAINLY FAR MORE

PROFITABLE. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

______________ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS HERE1S SOME RECOMMENDED MILKING PROCEDURES TO KEEP IN

MIND: USE INDIVIDUAL PAPER TOWELS FOR EACH COW INSTEAD

OF A COMMON SPONGE OR WASH RAG TO PREPARE UDDERS FOR

MILKING. BE SURE TO DRY UDDERS BEFORE MACHINE

APPLICATION. TIME SPENT PREPPING COWS IS TIME WELL

SPENT. MASSAGE TEATS AND THE UDDER BASE FOR 20 TO 30

SECONDS TO STIMULATE GOOD MILK LETDOWN. THESE GOOD

MILKING HABITS WILL HELP KEEP MASTITIS CASES DOWN. THIS

MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR COUNTY-----
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS IF YOU GROW CROPS UNDER IRRIGATION ON COARSE-TEXTURED

SOILS, YOU SHOULDN'T COUNT ON RESIDUAL FERTILIZER

NITROGEN PROVIDING MUCH OF YOUR CROPS' NITROGEN NEEDS.

THAT'S WHAT RESULTS OF A TWO-YEAR STUDY BY THE UNIVERSITY

OF MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION SHOW.

RESIDUAL NITROGEN SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN

DETERMINING HOW MUCH NITROGEN TO APPLY ON AN IRRIGATED

COARSE TEXTURED SOIL. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU

FROM YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION-----
SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS SHOOTING SPORTS FANS: LISTEN TO THIS. 4-H SHOOTING

SPORTS LEADERS ARE TRAINED IN ALL ASPECTS OF FIREARMS

SAFETY. THEN THEY TEACH 4-H MEMBERS SAFETY BY EXAMPLE.

VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO HELP KIDS DEVELOP LEADERSHIP

SKILLS, SELF DISCIPLINE AND SPORTMANSHIP WHILE SAFELY

ENJOYING THE SPORT OF RECREATIONAL SHOOTING. CONTACT YOUR

_________________ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE ••
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS TURNING A DEAF EAR TO FIREARMS SAFETY TRAINING MAY RESULT

IN PERMANENT DEAFNESS. HEARING LOSS IS A GRADUAL,

PAINLESS SHOOTING INJURY THAT CAN BE PREVENTED THROUGH

PROPER TRAINING IN A FIREARMS PROGRAM SUCH AS THE

MINNESOTA 4-H SHOOTING SPORTS PROJECT. THE 4-H SHOOTING

SPORTS PROJECT OFFERS 4-H YOUTH THE OPPORTUNITY TO

DEVELOP THEIR LEADERSHIP SKILLS, SELF-DISCIPLINE, AND

SPORTSMANSHIP WHILE SAFELY ENJOYING THE SPORT OF

RECREATIONAL SHOOTING. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE

PROJECT, CONTACT YOUR COUNTY AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS CHANGES IN THE LAW MEANS NEW PENALTIES FOR BOUNCING

CHECKS. MINNESOTA LAW NOW MAKES A CHECK WRITER WHO FAILS

TO PAY A DISHONORED CHECK WITHIN 30 DAYS NOT ONLY LIABLE

FOR THE AMOUNT OF THE CHECK, BUT A CIVIL PENALTY OF UP TO

$100. IT ALSO MAKES HIM OR HER LIABLE FOR INTEREST ON

THE AMOUNT OF THE CHECK, ATTORNEY FEES IF THE CHECK IS OVER

$1,250 AND A SERVICE CHARGE UP TO $15. IT I S NOW EVEN

MORE EXPENSIVE NOT TO KEEP YOUR FINANCIAL HOUSE IN ORDER.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS LAW, OR ON FAMILY FINANCE

STRATEGIES CONTACT YOUR COUNTY------
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
September 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS HOW DO YOU TELL IF FROZEN FISH IS FRESH? HERE ARE SOME

WAYS. BE SURE THE FLESH IS FROZEN SOLIDLY. THERE

SHOULDN'T BE DISCOLORATION, BROWNISH TINGE OR WHITE

COTTONY APPEARANCE, WHICH INDICATES DRYING OUT. AN AROMA

SHOULD NOT BE EVIDENT. AVOID BUYING FROZEN FISH STACKED

ABOVE THE FROST LINE IN A STORE'S DISPLAY FREEZER. THE

COLDER THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH FISH IS HELD, THE LONGER

THE STORAGE LIFE. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.----
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55108
Septmber 1, 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS IF YOU HAD A T-BONE STEAK YOU WERE GOING TO BROIL FOR

DINNER, WOULD YOU LET IT SIT IN THE BOTTOM OF AN OILY,

DIRTY BOAT OR FLOAT IT IN WARM WATER ALL DAY AND STILL

EXPECT IT TO TASTE GOOD? FISH IS ONE OF THE MOST

DELICATE AND PERISHABLE OF ALL FOODS. PRESERVING THE

FRESH TASTE OF YOUR CATCH REQUIRES CARE FROM THE TIME IT

IS CAUGHT TO THE TIME IT IS EATEN. EITHER KEEP IT ALIVE

OR ICE IT DOWN RIGHT AFTER CATCHING. EVEN WHEN STORING

FISH IN THE REFRIGERATOR, KEEP IT IN CRUSHED ICE,

DRAINING AS NECESSARY SO THE FISH ISN'T ALLOWED TO SOAK

IN WATER. THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR

__________________________ COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

SERVICE.
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAULt MINNESOTA 55108
September 1t 1983

ANY QUESTIONS? CALL Jennifer Obst
(612) 373-1579

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANNOUNCER:
30 SECONDS IN MINNESOTA t DOG OR CAT FLEAS DON'T SPREAD DISEASE t BUT

IF THEY LAND ON HUMANS THEIR BITES CAN BE UNCOMFORTABLE.

THE DOG OR CAT IN THE HOUSEHOLD IS THE FLEAS' PREFERRED

HOST. BUT IF FLEA NUMBERS INCREASE t FLEAS MAY BITE

HUMANS. PETS SHOULD BE KEPT CLEAN AND WELL GROOMED. BUT

TREATING THE PET ALONE WILL NOT ALWAYS END THE HOUSEHOLD

FLEA PROBLEM. PREVENTION METHODS SHOULD INCLUDE REGULAR

AND THOROUGH CLEANING OF CAT OR DOG LIVING AREAS. THIS

INFORMATION IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR -----
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE.
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1

Source: Jerane Hammond i
612/373-1604 i

Writer: Diane Winkler
612/373-1781

TRENDS IN MINNESOTA DAIRYING: FEWER, LARGER FARMS FOR 'THE FUTlRE

M-2

future

I
I
I

to descri~e

I

Page 1 of 2

Fewer, larger, specialized and efficient can be used

Hi nnesota dai ry fa nns.
I

Between 1965 and 1980, the nunber of Hi nnesota dai ry fa nns fel ~ 62

percent. It>wever, the average herd size of dairy fanns increased during the
I

same period. Several factors are responsibl e for the trends accordirg to the
1

econanic report "Changing Structure of HI nnesota lBiry Industry." ,e report

was written by Harry Kai ser and Jerane Hammond, lkliversity of Hi nnespta

Agricultural Experiment Station researchers. I

Improvanents in technology have i ncresed the optimal size of frnns

specializing in dairy. These large, more efficient fanns have captured a

1arger share of the market for Hi nnesota l s mil k. Snall, diversi fi ed, fanners
I

have consequentl y abandoned dai ry operations for other fa nn enterprilses.
I

The seven-day-a-week canmitment that dairy denands has also c,used some

fanners to seek 1ess restraining enterprises. Fanners are turning tP other

fann activities. or off-fann enpT o.)1llent to repT ace dai ry operations.

The loss of milk production due to the decline in dairy farm iunbers was

offset by the total mil k produced on each fann, an increase of 136 plercent
I
I

between 1965 and 1980. Greater fann output is attributed to a larg,r nunber
i
I

I
I

I
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page 2--fewer, 1arger fanns for the future

of mil k cows per fann, and increased productivity of each animal.

The trend toward larger fanns will continue. In 1980, only 48 ~ercent

of the fanns in Mi nnesota had herds of 1ess than 30 cows. The report!

estimates that by 1985, the average herd size will be 40 cows; and by!1990, 45
)

cows. Kaiser and Hammond do not forsee Minnesota's dairy industryd~eloping

into large-scale factory style industry such as california's dairy industry.

The decrease in dairy fanns and the increase in herd size will begin to slow

in the future.

A copy of the economic report can be obtained by sending reques~s to:

Department of Agricultural and Appl ied Economics, University of Minnesota, St.
,

Paul, MN 55108.

# # #
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Source: Jerane Hammon,
612/373-1604

Writer: Diane Winkler·
612/373-1781 I

TRENlS IN MINNESOTA MIRVING: STAlE MILK PROOUCTllll DROPS I

Minnesota dairy farmers are producing 11 percent less milk no~ than in

I
I

The decline in production is due to a 62 percent decrease in ~airy

fa""ers and a 30 percent decrease in cows since 1965, according to the

econanic report: "01angi ng Structure of Mi nnesota Dai ry Industry," iby Ha rry

Kai ser and Jerane Hammond, researchers wi th the ~ ricul tural Experi~ent
I

Station, University of Mi nnesota. I

The impact of these t~ factors was offset by a 27 percent i nfrease in

mil k production per cow, due to feeding, breeding ,and sel ection ofl high

producing animals. I

M earl ier stldy sho\ted that the shi ft away fran mil k product~on is

partly due to dairy farmers substituting more profitable enterprisels for dairy
I

operations. Hard-to-getcapital to run dairy operations has forcedi some small

fa ""ers to take off· fa"" jobs. I .
The greatest decline in mil k production occured outside the 13 counties

that make up the Minnesota dairy belt. Production outside the dai1y belt fell

28 percent bet\teen 1965 and 1980; production fell only one percent [wi thin the

dairy belt. Today, almost 77 percent of total mil k produced canes Ifran this
I

I
i
i
i

I

I
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page 2--state milk production drops

region. kcording to the Kasier-Hammond report. Minnesota mil k produGtion

will continue to concentrate in the dairy belt.

A copy of the economic report can be obtained by writing: Depar~ent of

Ag ricul tural and Pf>pl i ed Economics, lkliversity of Mi nnesota. St. Paul ~ MN

55108.

II II *
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I
I

Source: Jerane Hammond!
612/373-16.04 II

Writer: Diane Winkler
612/373-1781 I

I

TRENDS IN MINNESOTA DAIRYING: ~ADE B MILK PRODUCTION'CONTINUES TO qECLlNE
I
i

In 1977, Grade Amil k production in Mi nnesota exceeded Grade ~ mil k

production for the first time, and has been pulling ahead ever sinc~. Bet\een

1965 and 1980, Grade A production increased by almost 240 percent. !Grade 8
I

production dropped by more than half in the same period.
I

This drastic change in Minnesota mil k production is docunent~ in the

.canonic report "Qlanging Structure af the Minnesota Dairy IndustrY~" by Harry
I

Kai ser and Jerome Hammond, Pgricul tural Experiment Station Research~rs at the
I
I

I

Consistent with the decline in Grade 8 mil k production is thJ decline
i

in Grade 8 dairy fanns. From 1965 to 1980, the number of Grade 8 d~iry fanns
!
I

dropped 70 percent. That translates to almost 38,000 Grade Bdairy!fanns

i

I
I

Minnesota's dairy industry for the forseeable future, Hammond says.)
I

Several factors restrain Grade B fanners fran converting to ~ade A:
I

I
I

Page 1 of 2 !
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High costs of equipment and facilities to meet state requirements, the

inconvenience of regular state inspections of Grade A facilities, and the

small price differential between Grade A and Grade B mil k.

More Grade Amil k may affect the pricing system for mil k. Amajor

component used in setting milk prices is the price of Grade B milk in'

Minnesota and Wisconsin. As Grade B milk becomes less significant in the

dairy industry, a new pricing mechanism will have to be developed.

A copy of the report is avail abl e from the Department of Agricultural

and Pppl i ed Economics, lkliversity of Mi nnesota, St. Paul, HN 55108.

/I /I /I
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Source: Vernon Eidman
612/373-1093

Writer: Mary Kay O'Hearn
612/373-1786

HELPING FARMER LIQUIDITY IN THE 80's

Farmers may need to try some new strategies to gain liquidity (ability

to sell assets for cash) to meet cash-flow requirements.

This is the suggestion of Michael Boehlje, economics professor, at Iowa

State University, and Vernon Eidman, professor of agricul tural and appl i ed

economics, University of Mi nnesota in thei r paper: II Fi nancial Stress in

Agriculture: Impl ications for Producers. 1I

Liquidity is important in the economic climate of the 80s where,

according to the Jlmerican Bankers Association, lIapproximately 20 pe~cent more

farmers discontinued their operations between June 1981 and June 1982 than

normal. 1I

The economists urge farmers to consider a broad range of strategies

including adjusting the mix of assets in their business, increasing equity in

the business and adjusting ownership of business assets.

Farmers frequently have some real and personal assets that ca~ be sold

if necessary. In choosing which should go, Behlje and Eidman sugge$t

cnsidering: the cash generated from the sale after paying secured debt; the

loss of cash earning power, the interst rate on secured debt, recap~ure of

depreciation and investment credit which might affect tax payments and the

Page 1 of 2
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legal constraints on sale.

Sale-leaseback arrangements concerning land. specialized 1ivestqck

facil ities. fann machinery and breeding stock might be other options •. A
I

carefully structured sale-leaseback can transfer the tax shelter to t~e
I

investor. reduce cash flow pressures for the farmer and enable the fa~er to

continue using assets to generate a competitive after-tax rate of return for

both farmer and investor.

Bringing in equity captia1 from outside the business might be a irea1
I

possibil ity. IIBut who \t«lu1d want to put equity into a financially trqub1ed
I

finn?" they ask. Family members might be willing to help save the farm to

protect a future inheritance. Nonfamil y investors might be attracted ,by the

tax shelter option provided by operating losses. An operating loss sometimes
i

is a good tax break for a high tax bracket investor. Unused tax credijts may

be available to make the equity infusion more attractive to the investor.
I

The 1ender. too. often makes a strong effort to avoid any mortgaige

foreclosures or to have the operator take advantage of bankruptcy prodedures
i

because the loss to the lender may be significant. too. if the note is! called.
i

IIFanners cannot be forced into an involuntary bankruptcy. A farmer who
!

chooses Chapter 11 or 13 of the bankruptcy law could continue to manag~ and

operate the farm as a 'debtor in possession.'" Boeh1je and Eidman exp1iain •

# # #
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Writer: sam Brungardt
612/376-8182

CROPS GET LITTLE RESIDUAL NITROGEN FROM COARSE SOILS

!

Fanners who grow crops under irrigation on coarse-textured ,soil s shou1 d
!

not count on residual ferti1 izer nitrogen providing much of their crops'
I

ni trogen needs. That' s what results of a thO-yea r stldy by the Mi n~esota
!

Agricultural Experiment Station show.
,

I

The results also show that the rate of nitrogen application hfs little
I

effect on residual fertil izer nitrogen and that residual nitrogen s~ou1d not

be taken into account in detennin;ng how much nitrogen to apply on an
I

irrigated coarse-texture soil. Furthennore, it suggests that fannets might be
I

able to manage residual nitrogen and the amount immobilized in the ,oil by

using different nitrogen sources.
I

The stu:1y was conducted by liliversity of Minnesota soil scientists
I

I
Gregory Buzicky and Gary t-tl1zer at Staples, Minn., with funding fraj! the

I
Mi nnesota Crop Improvement Association. A previous study had invesfigated

fe rtil ity aspects 0 f two nHrogen sources fonnulated wt th a nHroger i nsotope •

A portion of the tracer fertil her wa s immobi1 i zed the so il organic I matter,
I

and it was this residual fertil izer nitroen that the scientists mon~tored in

1981 and 1982, when they grew ~rex bar1 ey on the site.
i

The researchers ferti1 i zed the bar1 ey with t~ nitrogen rates+-40 and 80
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page 2--crops get 1itt1 e residual

pounds per acre--to detenmine if the rate of application would affect the use

of immobil hed residual fertil izer nitrogen. The original source of the

residual fertil her nitrogen--either ammonilll\ or nitrate--was a1 so ex~ined to

see if it had any effect on subsequent usage. Yields ~re measured e~ch year

along with total nitrogen and residual fertil izer nitrogen uptake at the

soft-dough stage.

Yields of 41 and 44 bushels per acre for the low nitrogen rate and 51

and 58 bushels for the high rate were measured in 1981 and 1982. The, forage
!

dry matter yi e1 d and total nitrogen removed averaged 2.2 tons and 45 wounds

per acre for the low nitrogen rate and 2.6 tons and 61 pounds per acre for the

high rate.
I

Tracer nitrogen analysis showed that there were 44 pounds of reSidual

fertilizer nitrogen per acre in the top 18 inches when the nitrogen s~urce was

ammonillTl. In contrast, there were 26 pounds of residual fertil her nitrogen

in the top 18 inches when the nitrogen source was nitrate.

In both cases, there \\as a reduction in the amount of residual

ferti1 her nitrogen of 5 pounds per acre in the first residual year and 3

pounds per acre in the second year. The bar1 ey used about 7.2. percent of the

residual ferti1 i zer nitrogen the fi rst year and 3 percent the second. Rate of

nitrogen ap1lication did not affect residual fertilizer nitrogen uptake, but
I

sl ight1y more residual ferti1 her nitrogen was taken up when the orig~na1

nitrogen source \\as ammonillTl.

Bu zi c ky says, II Pa rt of the orig ina1 fe rtil he r nitrogen app1 i ed wa s

immob1ized and becane relatively stable. This nitrogen--the residual

fertilizer nitrogen--was released slowly and taken up by the barley to a

lesser degree each year. Of the residual fertilizer nitrogen remaini",g in the

Page 2 of 3
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soil at the start of the first residual year, 10 percent was used by the

barley in the two succeeding years. The rate of subsequent nitrogen
,

appl ication did not affect the uptake of residual fertil i zer nitrogen ~ but the

source did make a difference as to how much was immobil ized and util ized by

the barley. While residual fertilizer nitrogen is used by sUbsequent crops,

it only represents a small fraction of the nitrogen needed annually.11

II II II

MP, 4FC
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I

Source: Ervin A. 0e1k~
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Writer: Diane Wink1erl
612/373-1781

RESEARCH MAY BENEFIT WILD RICE GROWERS

i

Wild rice growers may be able to introduce new varieties of w11d rice
i

into their fields as soon as three years after the previous crop. ffforts to
I

introduce new varieties have been hampered by the germination of sefds from
- I

the previous variety which lie dormant in the soil for several year$.
I
,

Immature seeds from wild rice "shatter:' falling from the p1aH into the
I

I

water. These seeds fail to germinate immediately, and lie dormant tor many

years. The number of dormant years depends on how deeply the seeds are buried

and how 10n9 the soil is flooded.

Asix-year study by Ervin Oelke, researcher at the University of

Minnesota Agriculture Experiment Station, showed that most wild ric~ seeds

will not survive for more than three years under fiooding conditionS if placed
i

on the surface of the soil. Afew seeds persisted when buried at least ten
I

inches deep on continuously flooded soil No seeds survived after s~x years.

MP
# # #
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i
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Writer: Sam Brungardt \
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I
I
,

MINNESOTA RESEARCH FOCUSES ON FATE OF RESIDUAL SOIL NITROGEN
i

Nitrogen fertilizers have become more expensive as the costs qf the
i

energy sources needed for thei r manufacture have increased. Appl yi 19 enough

nitrogen fertilizer is important for optimal yields. But farmers f~ce a real
I

challenge in doing this without losing excess residual nitrogen through
I

drainage and incurring excessive expense.

Soil scientists Wallace Nelson and Gyles Randall of the Univerlsity ofI
I

Minnesota.s Agricultural Experiment Station have studied the fate of·,

i

Water pollution is another concern. Drainage systems have be~n
,

installed on many Corn Belt soils to correct poor drainage and incr~ase the
I
I

soils. productivity. Since residual nitrogen is often in the nitrate
i

form--which is highly soluble--the likelihood that nitrates will be!discharged

i

Says Nelson, IIApplying more nitrogen fertilizer than what is ~emoved by

a crop can result in rather significant amounts of residual nitroge~ being
1

left in the soil for the crop that follows. For instance, there ma~ be enough
I

left after a very dry season that there·s no advantage in applying +dditonal

nitrogen fertilizer the following year. 1I

fertilizer nitrogen that is not utilized by a crop the year it is a~Plied
,

I

since 1973. I

Page 1 of 3
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with excess soil water from tiled fields into drainage ditches or str,ams is

great.

To learn more about nitrogen fertilizer management on a heavy clay loam
i

soil, Nelson and Randall encircled test plots at the Southwest Experiment
I

Station, Lamberton, Minn., with plastic film. This enabled them to c~llect

the drainage from each plot. The plastic barriers were sunk around e.ch plot
I
,

to a depth of 6 feet. Then, tile drains leading to collection basins!were

installed in each plot.

The soil scientists grew corn on the plots for seven consecutiv¢ years.. '

They fertilized the plots each year with 18, 100, 200, or 400 pounds ~f

nitrogen per acre.

After the 1979 harvest, Nelson and Randall measured the amount of

nitrate nitrogen in the zero-to-10-foot zone of each plot. They founq an
,

average of 44, 127, 362, and 1,203 pound of nitrate nitrogen in the plots

fertilized with 18, 100, 200 and 400 pounds of nitrogen, respective1y~

I

"This shows that significant amounts of nitrate nitrogen can accumulate
,

in the soil when fertilizer application rates exceed crop remova1," N¢lson
,
!

says.

The results also showed that corn can utilize much of the soi1 1 $

residual nitrogen. However, there can be a diminished rate of return:when too

much nitrogen fertilizer is applied. In the first and second year th~t there

was residual nitrogen in the soil, yields with the 100-, 200- and 400tpound

fertilizer rates were significantly greater than with the 18-pound ra~e. In
I

the residual year, there were significant yield increases with only the 200-

and 400-pound rates.

When the scientists measured the loss of nitrates from the plots in

Page 2 of 3
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1982--when the tile flow averaged 5.24 acre-inches--they found nitrate'

nitrogen losses of 12, 30, 54, and 157 pounds per acre for the 18-, 10P-, 200

and 400-pound rates.

Ii00r research shows that residual nitrate nitrogen can be effect~velY

used by succeedi ng corn crops, II Nel son says. II It al so shows that applyi ng too

much nitrogen fertilizer may contribute to an excessive loss of nitratbs into

drai nage systens .11

# # #
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I
I

HARVEST METHOD AFFECTS ALFALFA-CORN PROFITS \
I
I

Proper harvest management of al fal fa may increase net profi tsl in

t\t«)-year rotations of alfal fa wi th corn or sorghun-sudangrass. I

Alfalfa Is a forage crop that can increase the nitrogen in th~ soil by

fixing atmospheric nitrogen into a form that other plants can use. \ A1 fa1 fa

sown thi s year and plowed under wi 11 benefi t next year's corn or I
i

sorghun-sundangrass crop. Less nitrogen fertilizer will have to be! applied.
I

Three harvest management techniques using standard and experi~ental
I

varieties of alfalfa were studied by Oran Hesterman and colleagues Fredrick
I

Groya and Craig Shaeffer, researchers with the University of Minnes~ta
I

Experiment Station. Experimental varieties of a1 fa1 fa with higher level s of
I

nitrogen in the roots were developed by USDA geneticist ~na1d Barn~s.

Using economic bUdgeting techniques, Hesterman determined tha~ the type
I

of harvest management used had a greater effect on profit than did the alfalfa

variety. Of the three types of harvest management used, the practiqe of
I
I

taking one or t\t«) cuttings of alfalfa, to sell or use as forage, th1n plowing
I

under the roots generated the greatest profit. i
, I

II II II
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fields.

beneficial and economical.

Agricultural Exte sion Service
Communication .esources
University of Min esota
StPaul, Minneso a 55108

I

September 1, 19831
I

Source: Robert H. Do\f«j~

612/373-1444
Writer: Diane Winkler

612/373-1781

SLUDGE NUTRIENTS STUDIED

I

Sludge from municipal sewage treatment plants is being conSide~ed for a

source of plant nutrients. If used correct1 y, sl udge fertili zat ion ~OU1 d
I

became an inexpensive way to use a burdensome human waste. Sludge a~p1ied to
i

soil at rates consistent with the nutritional needs of crops is be1i,ved to be
I
I

Along with plant nutrients, there also are non-essential or po~entiallY
I

toxic heavy metals present in sludge. These metals may be toxic not \only to

crops, but to animal s or humans consumi ng the plants from sl Udge-fer~ili zed
i

i

Astudy by Robert Do\f«jy, USDA researcher stationed at the Univ~rsity of

Minnesota, was designed to determine if sludge-borne heavy metals apJlied to

land and taken up by corn silage would accumulate in the organs and Jusclesof
I

dairy goats and market lambs. I

Working with Brenda Bray, Richard Goodrich and Doug Pamp, rese~rchers
wi th the University's Agricul tural Experiment Station, Do\f«jy traced9ne of

I

these metals, cadmium, through the food chain. Cadmium was of partiqular

concern because it is linked to kidney dysfunction.

The study showed that cadmium concentrations increased in the

Page 1 of 2
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liver of both animals as a result of consuming sludge-fertilized silag~.
,

However, this did not affect the growth rate or milk production of the,

animals. Cadmium did not accumulate in the heart or muscle of either ~nimal,

and was not secreted in the goats' milk.

# # #
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I
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612/376-9183
Di ane Wi nk1 er· II,

612/373-1781

COMPUTER GIVES SOIL FERTILIZER ADVICE

to fit each field.

,

:
I

Many Minnesota county extension agents now have access to a net computer

program that can provide farmers with soil fertilizer recommendation$tai10red

1
I

Pierre Robert and William Fenster, soil scientists with the un1versity

of Minnesota, designed the microcomputer program based on the "Guide Ito Soil
I

Test Recommendations for Field Crops in Minnesota," and recent unive~sity
I,

research.

soil test results and previous crops.

corn, small grains, sugarbeets, and soybeans. Some forage crop

Lime is recommended if necessary.

The program is currently available in 29 Minnesota counties th~ough
I

University of Mi nnesota Extension Service's EXTEND program. I
I

Nutrient information is available for a variety of field crops linc1uding
:
I

I

I

recommendations are also available. Data from the farmer is entered (into the

computer from multiple choice menus. Helps, notes, and precautions ,ake it

easy. Information required by the program includes crops, expected ~ie1ds,
:

i

i
Nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and sulfur ar~

recommended based on this information. Micronutrients like magnesiuml, zinc
I
:
:and copper are included.

# # #
MP
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COMPACTED SOIL MAY INCREASE SOYBEAN YIELDS
,
I
I

Soil compaction from repeated passes by heavy farm machinery tay

increase soybean yields in areas where soil moisture is low. i
I
I

Fanners usually avoid followi ng the same wheel pattern from y~ar to year
!

to prevent soil compaction. However. investigation into a ten year[ study in

southwestern Minnesota by Paul Grossl and Robert Dowdy, soil sCient~sts for
I

the University of Minnesota Experiment Station, showed that average! soybean
i

yields were higher in roWS which had soil compacted by fann machinery·
I

Following the same wheel pattern in the test fields for ten y~ars may
i

!

Phosphorus applied in conjunction with compaction also increa~ed yields.
I

MP Page 1 of 1
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I

Source: Dottie Goss I

612/373-09.14~
Editor: Mary Kay O'H arn

612/373-1786
I

NEW PENALTIES FOR BOUNCING CHECKS

IBad check passers in Minnesota may have to pay substantial peralties and
I

lose the privilege of having a checking account. I

Dottie Goss, family resource management specialist with the U~iversity

of Mi nnesota' s Agricu1 tura1 Extension Service, call s attention to t~e changes

made wi th recent 1eg i sl at ion. I

Effective August I, 1983, Minnesota law make a check writer w~o fails to
I

Ipay a dishonored check within 30 days after the mailing of a notice. liable
I

for the following: the amount of the check, a civil penalty up to $'00, .
!interest on the amount of the check, attorney fees if the check is qver
i

$1,250, and a service charge up to $15 if the person taking the che9k
Iconspicuously di sp1 ays a notice of such a charge on returned checks.1

The holder of a bad check is required to send the notice by c~rtified
!

mail or by regu1 ar mail with an affidavit of mail ing to the address rn the

check. The holder of a bad check may have to pay the bank to get inrormation
I

if the address is missing on the check. The bank is not to release the
i

business address or telephone number of the check writer to the ho1d~r of the

bad check.

iTo reduce the problem with habitual bad check writers, everyon, applying

I
I

IPage 1 of 2 i
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,

for checking accounts will have to provide more information starting ~anuary

1. 1984. Financial institutions will be required to have name. birtn date.
I

home and business address and telephone number. social security number.
I

driver's license or ID card number or number from another government ~ocument

containing the person's picture. birth date. name. and signature. Otiher
I

requi renents are whether the appl icant has had a checki ng account wi tMn the
I

1ast 12 months and whether a bank has closed a checki ng account wi tho!ut the

applicant's consent within the last 12 months.

The law forbids banks from opening an account if a person fail si to

provide the proper identification and information. has had a convictipn for

passing bad checks or if a bank has closed an account without the app~icant's
I

consent.

# # #
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THERE IS ARAW FISH TAPEWORM

Agricultural ExtJsionService
Communication ~sources
University of Mimesota
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September 1, 198~

Source: Mi ch.ael Pull e~
612/373-1126

Writer: Mary Kay Q'He rn
612/373-1786

It is not apt to happen, but it is possible to pick up a fishl tape\l«)nn
I
I,

fran eating raw fish caught in fresh \rt8ter lakes. I

In lktober 1980, 14 people fran ho a pparent1 y oore1 ated 9rou~s of
I

Minnesotans ~re diagnosed as having.Q. 1..A1Yn., the broad fish tape1>nn. The

parasite is found in some of the nothern border lakes of Minnesata,laround

iWinnipeg, Manitoba, Canada and the portage area of Michigan. !

According to Michael Pullen. Yeterinarian and "",at hY9ienist rth the

University of Mi nnesota' s AJr1cul tural Extension Service, both grours had been
I

,fishing in separate Canadian lakes in May and June 1980. They had ~sed

i '

freshly caught northern pike or \rt8lleyed pike to prepare "sev iche,"! a cold
I

fish dish in which raw fish is marianted in lanon juice 24-48 hours~ Both

groups received medical treatment when one of them passed what at f~rst \rt8S

thought to have bee'n a string. It turned out to be a species of .D. I 1.A:t.un

which can be the longest tape\l«)nn attaching itself to humans and caj grow 30

feet in 1ength. In untreated cases the tape\t«)nn can persist as man as 25

years within a human. I

' t-bst carriers of the tapewran experience littl e discanfort, bft may have

S,)fl1ptoms such as dizziness, fatigue and constipation alternating with

I
Page 1 of 2 1
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diarrhea. Sometimes there is hunger and a salt craving.

Rare t but possiblet is a tape\C>rm anemia something like pernicihus
I

anemia. Three cases of human tape\C>rm anemia have been identi fi ed in: the

United States.
I

Cooking or freezing destroys the infectious state of the tape\C>t'm. liAs

a protective measure for those who prefer raw marinated or pickl ed fi ~ht the

fi sh (lfeighing at 1east 11 pounds) shoul d be frozen at oct:' for 48 houts before
i
I

eating or preparation. The infectious state is also destroyed when h~ated at

1400F for 5 minuteSt" Pullen says.

/I /I /I
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SHOOTING SPORTS FANS: LISTEN TO THIS

up.

eXCII1p1 e.

I

Agricultural ExtekionService
Communication~rces
University of Minnesota
StPaul, Minneso,a 55108

September 1, 198~
1

Source: James Kitts I

612/373-1016 .1

Writer: Diane Wink1er l

612/373-1781 1

1

I
Turning a deaf ear to firearms safety training may result in rermanent1y

!

deaf ears. i

Hearing losS is a gradual. pain1 ess shooting injury that may ,e

prevented through proper training in a firearms program such as thelMinnesota

4-H Shooting. Sports Project. The program is offered through the liliversity of
I

Mi nnesota' s Agricu1 tura1 Extension Service. I

Loss of hearing occurs when lft'lprotected ears are exposed for ,ro10nged

periods to sound 1evel so of 130 decibels or higher. A .22 ri f1 e bj ast

reaches a level of 130 decibels; shotguns and handguns reach 140 de<jibe1s and
I

I

Trap and skeet shooters are particu1 ar1y vu1 nerab1 e to ear i nj!ury
1

because shooting is repetitious, and shooters stand close together. i
I

Ignorance of safety practices and equi PIlent aggravates shooti ~g hazards
I

and increases the risk of injuries such as hearing loss. i

4-H Shooting Sports Project 1eaders are trained in all aspects! of
i

firearms safety. They are then able to teach 4-H youth participants] safety by

I

I

'1\Ie try to instil a belief that safety is an inseparable part 10f
I

I
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shooting," says James Kitts, wildlife specialist and advisor to 4-H S~ooting

Sports Project. 'IThat way, safety will becane an automatic, natural

practiCe."

For exanple, all 4-H leaders are provided with ear and eye protection
I

during training and are encouraged to use the same equipnent with th,ir youth

participants.

The 4-H Shooting Sports project offers 4-H youth the opportunity to

develop their leadership skills, self-discipline, and sportsmanship while

sa fely enj oyi ng the sport of recreational shooti n9.

For enrollment information about the Hi nnesota 4-H Shooti ng Spoi-ts

Project ,contact your county 4-H or extension agent; or Wayne Carl son! at

612/373-0799.

# # #
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and Jmpl icat ions."

water proj ec ts, he adds.

Agricultural Extension Service
Communication ~sources
University of Mi~nesota
St.Paul, Minneso a 55108

septenber I, 198
I

Source: John Wael ti \
612/376-3436 I

Writer: Mary kay O'He~rn
612/373-1786 . i

I

I

CREATIVE FUNDING REEDED FOR WATER PROJECTS \
I
I
I

Congress has said, "not now," but a tk1iversity of Mt nnesota e~onanist
I

sees need for greater state and local cost-sharing of water project~

nationwide and more creative financing if projects are going to happ~n.
!

The existing systen may have political advantages to both the iPresident

and the Congress, suggests John Waelti, professor of agricul tural artt applied
\

econanics at the tk1iversity. Achange in the fi nancing structure COrl d upset

the balance of votes for administration-sponsored legislation now re~rded by
I
!

!
I

Wael ti gives his observations gathered during 1981-82 whil e sclenti fie
I
I

adviser to the Office of the Assistant secretary of the Army, Willi~ R.

6i anelli, in a paper call ed "Cost Sharing for Federal Water Projects f Trends
!
,

i
!
I

"water projects are, in many respects, convenient media for th1 exchange

of votes. Whil e the Congress can appropriate any sum for any projec1it

wishes, the administration can make life 'easy' or 'difficult' for ifividual
I

Congressmen by including or not including funds for a given project iln the
I
I

President's Budget ~ssage," says Waelti.

5i nce 1976, wael ti says, there have been no new authori zaton bia 15 for
I
I
I
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major water projects and few dollars have been appropriated for previ9us

authorizations. Usually the federal governnent provides upfront doll~rs

i

needed to get the project underway. Those benefiting from the project have
I

cost-shared and have repayed over a spec Hi ed time and usually at bel bw market

value interest rates.

Gi anell i tested the waters wi th a pl an which caul d have activated corps
I

of Engineers projects, which had been authorized but not funded. He found

non-federal interests ready to hel p fi nance and cost-share ni ne proj ~ts.
,

I

waelti calls it a major coup on Gianellils and the ~partment of Armyls

part to obtain this local cost-sharing agreement in a time of fiscal

austerity. But, Congress directed that "no cost-sharing or innovativ~

financing proposal be impl anented until Congress fully considers and

authorizes such a pl an. 11

In 1981 both the water Resources Council and River Basin Commis~ions,

authorized by the water Planning Pet of 1965, were eliminated. It might
!

I

appear incongrous, waelti says, that a body such as the water Resources
I
,

I

Council, charged with tightening standards for project eval uation, \'«)~ld be

eliminated by an administration committed to efficiency in governnent Yet,

it was ended on the basis that Ilit held up good water projects. 11

,

In 1982, Army, Pg ricul ture and Interior departments proposed joint

legislation to increase user fees for water-based recreation. It dre~ a sharp
I
I

rebuke from Senator fttCl ure of Idaho and Interior Secretary watt wit~rew it

the same day it was introduced. Earl ier, carter administration-backe~

I

legislation implanented a canmercial navigation fuel tax starting at 4 cents a
I
!

gall on in 1980 and sl ated to increase to a max imum of 10 cents by 1985. It

was the first successful attempt at a user fee for navigation.

Page 2 of 3
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Sums up waelti, liThe reasons for moving toward greater non-fede~al

cost-sharing are compelling. Economists need to remind policymakers of the

costs of not moving in that direction."

II II II
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1
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!

Sources: Fred Benson 'I

612/376-3563
Paul HaSbargen

r

!

612/373-1145
Writer: Jack Sperbeck

612/373-0715 !

lOW 184 WHEAT PRICES COULD MAKE PIK MORE PROFITABLE

If wheat.prices are still in the $3.50 a bushel range next fal],

participating in the PIK program will be the most profitable option for most

IHi nnesota wheat producers. !

!

That's what an analysis of the proposed 1984 PIK program for w~eat by
I

Fred Benson and Paul Hasbargen, farm management economists with the ~iversity
!

of Hi nnesota' sAgricul tural Extension Service, shows •
I

The economists say the initial reaction of many wheat producerf was that
!

they wouldn't participate in PIK since the program was not as attractive as

the 1983 program. But there's one "favorable" comparison with the 1983
!

program that makes the 1984 program more attractive than it fi rst ap~ears to

be. The target price and maximum deficiency rates are higher.

The national target price (guaranteed price) for 1984 is curre~tly set

at $4.45--15 cents higher than in 1983. This, coupled with a 35 cen~s decline

in the announced loan rate results in a maximum deficiency rate of $~.15 per

bushel. That's 50 cents over the maximum available on the 1983 cropj (If
I

• i

wheat prlces remain above the lower level of $3.30 on next year's crqp, the
!

actual deficiency pa~ent would be lower). !
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price and a higher deficiency payment."

I
I

II If nature follows its usual course and wheat prices drift 1o~r for the

1984 crop, a good marketing strategy would be to think of forward prtcing some

of the 1984 crop now," they say. "This \«luld give you both a higherlmarket
. I

i

The econanists will "take another look" at PIK progran partici~ation
before annual crop pl anning meeti ngs for fanners in January. "Congr~ss may

i

change the program by then, and attitudes about futures prices may c~ange by

spring," they say.

Benson and Hasbargen have calculated comparative returns for different

variable production costs, wheat yields and actual sales prices. coties of

the examples and of a \«lrksheet that fanners can use are available f~om county
I

offices of the' ~niversitYof Mf nnesota' s Agricul tural Extension Servi¢e.
i

II II II
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sl aughter 1amb prices shoul d increase,1I Egertson says.

I

September 12, 198~
I
I
i

Source: Kenneth Egertsoln
612/373-1093 i

Writer: Anne lewi s \
612/373-1786

LAMB PRICES ON INCREASE
I

!
i

Sheep and lamb numbers are down this year, but the usual price icycle of

low fall and higher spring returns is expected.
I

IIThey ' ve had good range conditions in most of the West, which s\hould
I

mean a relatively high percentage of grass fat lambs ready for slaugh~er this

fall. That would cut the supply of feeders in late fall and help pribes .
I

i
recover somewhat,1I say agricul tural economi sts Kenneth Egertson and Nf>rman

I
Toman. Egertson is with the University of Hi nnesota l s Agricul tural Ertension

Service; Toman is with North Dakota State University. I

II After the grass fat 1ambs have moved through the market by 1at~ fall,

I

I

liThe nonnal spring-price jlll1P should take slaughter lamb pricesl from the

low $50 per ewtin the last quarter of 1983 to the low $60'5 per ewt ,n the

spring, Egertson adds. "Feeder lamb prices should do the same, unles~ feed
i

costs rise. 1I

IISince fall feeder lamb prices will be only $40 per cwt,

be \\Orthwhile,1I Egertson advises.

i

I

I

wi nterffng might
I

!

More detailed information is available in Sept. 17 Ag Outlook itlsert of

THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.

DPMP, lA, II-P, 4l # # #
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i
I

September 12, 198~

ISource:

Writer:

FEEDGRAIN PRICES TO PEAK EARLY

i

Feedgrain prices in this short crop year are likely to peak ea~ly this
i

falL i
!

IIProducers shou1 d think about sell i ng stored crops, a 1arge pa~t of the

new crop and, by forward pricing, part of the 1984 crop to take adva~tage of

current high prfces.· say agricultural economi sts Earl Fuller and Ar, 5ogo.

Full er is wi th the University of Hi nnesota' s Agricu1 tura1 Extension ~rv ice
I
I

and Sogn is with South Dakota State University.

IIOdds of lower pr ices 1ater in the year are substanti al .11

\IIThese high prices, which are partly due to dry weather, probaq1y won't

last and certainly won't go up enough to cover storage costs,1I says ~u11er.

I

liThe 10cational basis for cornwi"l be wider this year than las!t year,1I
I

I

Full er says, .. so if it continues to be wide enough at harvest to cov~r

I

storage costs and storage is available, you should cO(1sider pricing mrst of

the cr()p for future del ivery. \
I

IIProduction was drastically reduced in 1983, but there were enotgh

carryover stocks to give adequate suppl ies. A real istic estimate of ! he

thi~ dry
i

I
I

seasonal average value of 1983 feedgrains will have to wait until

weather 'hysteria' ends," Fuller says.
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HOG PRICES TO SIllW LATE 1984 INCREASE

Hog prices have been declining since January 1983, and will l~kelY

continue to do so until early 1984 when a reverse in the trend shouljd develop.

"Return will likely remain low until third quarter of 1984. this
I

i ~

expected third quarter upturn will probably follow five quarters of/losses,"

says ag ricul tural economi sts Kenneth Egertson and All an Ha rri s. Both are with

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service. I

"Current hog prices are low compared with prices from a year tgO, mostly

because there are greater supplies," they say. "S1 aug hter hog priCrS will

probably fall to about $40 per cwt by November, and there is betterl than a70

percent chance that barrow and gilt prices will average from $41 tol $44 per

cwt in the 1ast quarter of 1983." Expected improvement in mid 19841 wi 11
I

develop as hog producers reduce production in the face of low returps in 1983.
I

'tFeeder pig prices will continue to be weak this fall, due tol weak

sl aughter hog prices and higher feed costs. Look for 40-pound feed~r pigs to

sell in the low $20's per head this fall. I

"All in all J profits will continue low for all hog operationsl this fall,

with the possible exception of feeder pig finishing," they say.
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CROP PRICES INCREASE SHARPLY

Crop growers can expect peak prices and
i

!4earnings during the cyrrent
;

marketing year, while 1ivestock farmers \'«>n1t do as well as in 1982.1
, I

IIFarmers who sell most of their crops during the summer price IhighS
I

should earn much more than last year, unless they had a lot of weat~er

damage, II say agricul turaleconani sts Paul Ha sbargen and G. Edward SClhuh. Both
!

are wi th the University of Mi nnesota IS Agricul tural Extension Serv iqe. SChuh
!

is head of the Department of Agricultural and Appl ied Economics. i
!

IIGrain prices have been pushed up by a combination of the PIK !program
I

and tight free stocks in' early 1983 and by the summer drought in th~ Corn
I

Bel t,1I they say. IIGovernment payments--incl ud ing PIK commoditi es--ilncreased
! '

, by $1.6 billion in the calendar year of 1982 and will go up another [$7 to $10

billion in 1983.· I

II Farmers .with livestock will not be so lucky,1I they say. lI~e hog

producers will lose money this year after one of the best years eve~ in 1982

and beef herd ret urn s .., nOt even cove r production costs. Cattl e feters will

realize more average returns after an excellent year in 1982 and dailry
I

earnings shaul d conti nue to decl ine, unl ess diversion payments are vioted in. 1I

I
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page 2--crop prices increase
I

Hasbargen and Schuh also say, "This year's pattern of higher crop

lower livestock returns will likely be reversed in the 1984-85 marketing
I

I

I
ft>re detailed infonnation is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Outl~ok

1

I
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SLAUGHTER CATTLE RETURNS FACE SHORT TERM SLUMP

51 aughter catt1 e prices wi 11 be low for the next three to

before they take an upward turn in mid-1984.

'I

six mqnths

\
\

i

"Several factors will keep fed cattle prices low," sayagricu1tJra1

economists Paul Hasbargen, Gene Murra and Norm Toman. Hasbargen is wilth the

University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service, Murra is wi~h SOuth

Dakota State University and Toman is with North Dakota State universdy.
\

"There's a rel atively weak demand for beef despite the improvingl
\

returns.

prices," Hasbargen says.

likely to climb to $65 or so again by mid-1984.

economic conditions, there are big supplies of competing meats at low (prices,

and there ;s an adequate supply of beef. Together these things depre~s

I

"We expect prices to go. up in the long term," he adds. producer!s
I

selling fed cattle later may benefit from those who decided to cut bac~ on
I

production due to higher feed costs, feedlot losses and anticipated lbw
I

I
Prices for fed cattle (choice steers at Omaha) will hover around: $60

I

this fall, with a low point likely in October, Hasbargen says, but they are

I

DPMP, lA, II-P, 4L

I

More detailed information is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Outloo~ insert
I
iof THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.
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MORE EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS NEEDED TO BOOST U.S. EXPORTS

I
U.S. exports could get a much-needed boost if federal programs land

policies were better adapted to domestic and international marketing\needS.

liThe emetgency PIK program started in 1983 shows that there mat be a

need for federal policies better adapted to current national and int1rnational

economic conditions," say agricultural economists G. Edward Schuh an~ Nor/)ert
i
I

A. Dorow. Schuhi s with the University of Mi nnesota IS Agricul tural ~xtension
i
I

service and is head of the Department of Agricul tural and Appl i ed Ecqnomics.
i
I

Do row 1s an extensl on economl st wi t h North Dakota State Un lversity• I

II Lower commodity loan rates ~ul d 1et the market system operat~ wi th
i

less interference so that U.S. farmers could gain and maintain a larger share
I

of the \J«)rld market," Schuh says. 'IAlso, a land retirement program t!hat \J«)uld
i
I

encourage adjustment of rel ated resources and soil conservation mighti hel p

deal with the current excess productivity in agriculture,1I he adds. I

Amore stable monetary system ~uld make U.S. exports more comp~titive,

Schuh says. Traditional danestic farm prograns must al so be adjUsted! to cope
!

with the increasing dependence on foreign markets, he advises.

More detailed information is available in the Sept.

in THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.
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I

FEEDER CATTLE PRICES DEPRESSED \

Feeder cattle producers mi ght consider alte rna t i yes to fall sej11 ng due
i
I

to low sale prices. I

"Feeder cattle prices are usually at their lowest in the fall,~ say
i

agricul tural economi sts Pa ul Ha sbargen, Gene Murra and Norm Toman. \Ha sbargen
I

is with the University of Minnesota1s Agricultural Extension Service. Murta is

with South Dakota State University and Toman is with North Dakota St~te

University.

DPMP, lA, II-P, 4L

resulting in lower break-even sales prices," Hasbargen adds.

of THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.
# # #
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I

Wintering and backgrounding may be profitable alternatives to 1e11ing,

if daily gains are kept above 1.25 pounds, Hasbargen says. Winterin~

emphasizes slower and cheaper gain and is a good way to use feed tha~ might be

difficult to sell otherwise. Wintered calves are pastured in the SP~ing,
where faster pasture gains can make up for the reduced returns of wi~tering,

I

Ha sbargen says. I

"calves are fed more grain and less roughage in background, an~ gain is
\

faster and costs are higher. However, the cost per pound of gain is [less,

I

I
More detailed information is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Outlobk insert

I

I
!
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HOG MANAGEMENT DURING PRICE SLUMP

Mi nnesota' s Agricultural Extensi on Service.

rallies in 1984 to offer spring and sunmer contract chances.

Kenneth Egertson and Allan Harris. Both are with the University of

# # #
Page 1 of 1DPMP, lA, II-P

I

Good management during price sl umps will he1 p hog producers l<ee~ losses

at a minimun. I

"When hog supp1 ies and feed costs are high and prices low, it g~nera11Y
!
"doesn't pay to feed hogs for as long as producers normally do. Move /hogs to
i -

market a little sooner than usual for the next six months; shoot for.n

average weight of between 215 to 230 pounds," say agricultural econom~sts
I
i
1
I
I

I

i
"Al SQ, watch for early contracting possibi1 Hies if September s~aughter

I
hog cash prices stay strong. Di stant contracts may be pUll ed down as i

\

slaughter hog prices decline later this fall but look for first quart~r

I
I
I

"Don't cut production too much if you have the facilities," the,1 say.

"low pr ite periods usually don't 1ast 10n9 and are most often fo 11 0""'1 by t..,

good years. !

"Buy feed grain only as you need it during this year," they advilse.

More detailed infonnation is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Out10+ insert

in THE fARMER/THE DAKOTA F.ARMER magazine. i
i
I
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WHEAT PRICE IMPROVEMENT TO BE SLIGHT

Wheat prices are expected to show minim~ improvement this marketing

year due to continued large supplies, larger free stocks, and poor e~port
i

prospects. I
I

lithe 'USDA is predicting a season average price of $3.50 to $3. fO, just a
i

1ittl e better than last year's average of $3.35, II say agricul tural efonani sts

Hugh f'tDonald and Art Sogn. r-tDonald is with North Dakota State uniJerSity;
,

Sagn wi th South Dakota State Un iversity. I

lithe 1983-84 season average price for 14 percent protein Hard ~ed Spring
I

wheat is expected to be $4.10 to $4.50 at Minneapolis, just a slight !increase
I

from last year's average of $4.02,11 they say. I
I
I
I

insert
I

OutlO\ok
I

i
,

tJore detailed information is available in the Sept. 17 Ag

of THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.

the best wheat prices this fall," they·advise.

IIWheat growers should study the market very carefully this fall!. The
i

market is being influenced by the weather market in corn and soybean~ and

weather markets can go down as fast as they go up. You might very wJ,ll get
I
,
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MODERATE IMPROVEMENT IN FARM CREDIT SEEN

I
Fanners with little debt may find this a good time to expand, ~s there

!

I

is a good supply of money available. Those with higher debt levels 1hOUld

forego buying additional capital items for the time being. !
I

as a basis for planning.

I

"Many fanners will see a moderate improvement in their financi~l

i

situation this year,1I say agricultural economists Jerry Thompson and iRichard

Hawkins of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Servilce.
i

"Fanners who owe a lot will be likely to continue to have repa~ent

problems. We don't advise them to take on any more debts until they lean
1
I

improve thei r repayment standing. Thi s takes careful cash flow pl annli ng, II
i

they say. IIOperating loan interests rates of 13 to 14 percent shouldl be used
I
!
I

!

I

liOn the other hand, there are good expansion opportunities for ~anners

lucky enough to have little debt,1I they say. Solvent fanners can cap~talize

on long tenn interest rates in the 11.5 to 12.5 range to buy machinerr and
I

land at currently favorable prices. Here again, long range planning rnd a
!

series of annual cash .flow pl ans shoul d be done fi rst,1I they advi se. I

More detailed infonnation is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Outlo~k insert
I

!of THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.
# # #
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MILK DIVERSION, PRICE SUPPORTS DEBATED

,

I

i
I
I

I

I
"If the current dairy price support prO!ram is extended, "'il k rroduction

will continue to expand well into the first half of 1984,11 say agric~1tural

economists Jerome Hammond and Kenneth Thomas. Both are with the unitersity of
I

!

'Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.
I
I

"On July 1 of this year, milk cow numbers increased one percent and
, i

heifers more than 500 pounds increased three percent compared to one1year
I

earlier. Since each cow's production is expected to increase, about 1140
I

billion pounds of mil k will be produced in 1984,11 they say. i

I

"But if Congress adopts one of the two price support prograns 1t' s

debating~that would alter production and consumption figures," they!caution.
I
I

"one proposed program would give producers $10 per cwt to reduqe up to

30 percent of their 1981-82 production. At the same time, the suppo~t price
I

I

would drop by $.50 per cwt. Under the other proposal, producer asse1.sments

would be dropped and price supports would be cut by $1.50 per cwt. 1I I

II Pdopt ion of the paid diversion program could 1ead to a 5 to 1~ percent

reduction in 1984 milk production. The $.50 price support cut would ~ncourage
somewhat greater commercial consumption than the current program," thFY say.

I
I
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page 2--milk diversion

"If the program involves just asimple $1.50 cwt.," they say,

"consunption will likely increase more than under either the currentl or
!

proposed paid diversion program. Milk production and consequent surpluses
I

would probably be greater than with the paid division program and le~s than
I

1under the existing program," they add. !

I

tot:>re detailed information is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Outlpok insert

of THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magaZine.
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I
OILSEEDS UNDER WEATHER MARKET

I

i

Oi 1seeds--meaning soybeans, sunflowers and fl ax crops--are i nf~ uenced so
!

much by the weather that it's impossible to forecast market tops.
i

•• Every fanner shoul d set some target prices that will give a :
i

satisfactory profit," say agricultural economists Hugh McDonald and Fred

Benson. t-tDonald 1s with North Dakota State University; Benson with! the
!

Universi ty of Hi nnesota IS Agricul tural Extension Service.

"When prices reach one of your targets, do some sell ing," they: adivse.
:

"If prices go higher, sell some more. Results of a 'scale up' marketing

strategy will be more satisfying than trying to top an erratic weath.r

market," they say.

"You probably won't hit the top, but you'll be selling in an u~ market

at favorable prices compared to what everyone expected a few months ~go.
I

"Odds are good that weather markets peak in the fall, so much qf the
i

1983 production should be priced this fall in the $8 to $9 bushel ra~ge. Also

consider forward pricing part of the 1984 soybean production," they ~dvise.
I

More detailed information is available in the sept. 17 Ag Outldok insert
I
I

of THE FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.
# # #
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I

!

I
I

Although U.S. agriculture has become increasingly dependent o~ foreign
I

markets ,a strong doll ar and rising commodity 10an rates have combi nled to

cause a drop in exports in the past two years.

The U.S. exported 13 percent of our national agricul tural prod~cts in

1971-72 and exports r~ached a high of 27 percent in 1979-80. But exports
!

dropped to 23 percent in 1981-82 and were even lower in 1982-83," sa¥

agricul tural economi sts G. Edward Schuh and Norbert A. Dorow. Schuh i is wi th
I
I

the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service and is ~ead of
i

the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics. Dorow is with[ the North
I
I

!

This worrisome decline is partly due to the dollar's strength in
!

international markets; in the past two years the val ue of the dollarlrose an

average of nearly 25 percent in international markets, making prices IOf our
I

exports much higher than those of competi ng exporters. U. S. commodi~y loan

rates prevent prices from droppl n9 to competi t ; ve 1ev e1 s 1n 10) r1 d tr¥e. Sc huh
i

adds. ;
i

Although the U.S. continues to be the largest exporter of grain\, its

position has eroded, he says. U.S. farmers cut back 15 percent of wheat acres
I

Page 1 of 2
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and 25 percent on feed grain acres, while foreign competitors incre~sed
!

1

theirs. i
j

More detailed information is available in the Sept. 17 Ag Out100k insert

in T~E FARMER/THE DAKOTA FARMER magazine.
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TRANQUIL DAIRY FARM PASTURE SCENES BECOMING SCARCE

The idea that Mi nnesota and Wi sconsi n are the best pl aces to prqduce

milk may need to be rethought, according to a new study.

The study shows comparative returns for producing milk in south~st

states as opposed to the upper midwest dai ry states of Wi sconsi nand

Mi nnesota. The study wa s conducted by Boyd Buxton, researcher wi th the U. S.

Department of Agriculture stationed at the University of Minnesota, a~

co-workers in New Mexico, Arizona and Washington.

The study reports cal cul ated expected average rates of return, assuming

one started from "scratch" in the dairy business in the four states. iCosts
!

included land, dairy buildings and equipment, cattle, plus tractors and

vehicles. For Minnesota, field equipment for crop production was incliuded.
,

A comparison between a 125-cow operation in Minnesota and a 9001COW New

Mexico herd showed higher expected profits in New Mexico. The expect~ annual

rate of return was 20 percent for the New Mexico operation but only 6 !percent
I
I

in Mi nnesota.

"The biggest factor is less investment in buildings and equipmen!t,"

Buxton says. "Bui 1di ng and equi pment costs were $2500 per cow for the,

Minnesota operation and $1000 for New Mexico.
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i
I

"There's a1 so an advantage in econanies of size for larger m~l k.ing
I

units. Fixed costs are lower, and specialization of labor with larlger
I
I

operations has probably been a factor in higher average mil k produc~ion per
I

cow, II Buxton says. i
I
I

A gOO-cow unit in New Mexico has about 13 full time ~rkers, ~ach with a
I

specialty. "There's a herdsman, assistant herdsman, six milkers, all herd
I

feeder, and t~ calf feeders. In Wisconsin and Minnesota, one or t~ people

do all the dairy herd ~rk in addition to all the crops. That may ~e one

reason why DHIA herd averagesare over 16,000 pounds in southwestern!states and

14,800 in Minnesota."

A 2,000-cow herd in the southwest can produce as much milk as \43 herds
i

of 50 cows each in Minnesota or Wisconsin.

Buxton says the separation of the dairy herds fran feed produc~ion is

becaning commonplace in dairying. Pasturing is a thing of the past for most

cmilking herds. lithe large herd oN'lers purchase all feed, often fran hundreds

of miles away."
I

Buxton says that upper midwest farmers aren't going to leave t~e dairy
I

business 1n wholesale nlmbers and defer to the southwest. "Minnesota and

Wisconsin will renain significant suppliers of dairy products, but t~eir share

of the U.S. market will be smaller," he says.
I

Increasedmllk production in Cal ifornia likely will be used to Iproduce
I

I

cheese in direct competition with milk fran Minnesota and Wisconsin. I
. . I

In the past 10 years, U.S. milk production has increased about 111
I

i
percent. However, California has increased milk production 45 percen~,

Arizona 80 percent, and New Mexico 106 percent.

liThe dairy business is very competitive,1I Buxton says.

Page 2 of 3
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page .3-":tranquil dairy fannpasture

fanner competes with other fanners, whether they're in the next couhty or
!
I

thousands of miles away. If a new 2000-cow operation starts in Newi Mexico,

the mil k must be marketed somepl ace."

/# /# /#
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4-H RECEIVES GRANT TO MEDIATE DISPUTES

A $41,300 grant from the Northwest Area Foundation of saint Paul will
!

help the Minnesota 4-H Foundation develop an experimental program to train

adult volunteers to mediate disputes and resolve conflicts among you~g people.

The grant will support the first year of a proposed three-yearipilot

project in five selected communities, according to Byron J. Schneider,

assistant director of 4-H youth development with the University of Minnesota

AES. Areferral service in each community would prav"ide the neutral

intervention of trained mediators to assist troubled young people and their

families. The goal is a negotiated agreement identifying and resolv~ng the

problems that brought the youngster into conflict with his or her family,

school, the police, or other community members.

The 4-H Foundation cites statistics indicating that 95 percent of the

youths arrested nationwide each year are arrested for property crime~ or
,

status offenses -- the kind of offenses that can often be dealt with through

mediation instead of a fonmal, juvenile justice proceeding.

Aprimary goal of the new project is to create a forum in which young

people and their parents can participate with other community members in a

non-adversarial decision-making process aimed at resolving conflict. Another
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service. Inc •• a Hi nneapol;s organization.

..
,I

I
is to provide a system that fosters individual initiative and respontibi1ity

and emphasizes voluntary arrangements rather than punishment. Athird is to
i

establish an advocacy model in which youths are assured of a voice i~
i

determining the outcomes of proceedings in which they are involved. :
!

The4-H Foundation will use five county 4-H extension agents 10 will

lIOrk with local c1 ubs and adult vol unteers. They will fonn a c<II1munjty team

whose members are willing to commit themselves to five days of trainlng and 40

hours of voluntary service. Training will be done by Family M!diati~n
I

i
I

I
Later in the proposed three-year project. teenagers may be inc1uded as

I

mediators. Another longer-term goal is to use the initially trained\adults to
i

train other teams in additional communities.

The Foundation's support of the 4-H Foundation project is part of its
I

on-going pol icy of support for prograns in the area of human services. It

also reflects the Foundation's interest in mediation to resolve disputes.

# # #
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BETTER FARM FIRST AID KITS NEEDED

~._- 1::1-5<1-1~ A 0- -, p
Agricultural extenSion Service
Communication Resources
University of Mihnesota
St.Paul, Minnes<i>ta 55108

Septanber 22, 198~

Source: Bob Aheri n
612/373-0764

Writer: Hank Drews
612/373-1250

Farms need first aid kits that are useful for fractures and other major

injuries, according to Dr. Allen Van Beek, a University of Minnesota doctor

who treats farm accidents victims.

Most first aid kits are "suitable for treatment of hickies," Van Beek

jokes. But farm accidents aren't a joking matter, and Van Beek encourages

farm women to help prepare their families to deal with hazards. Good first

aid kits have been prepared by the Minnesota Farm Bureau for their 1I1st Care ll

progran.

Bob Aherin, safety special ist with the University of Minnesota's

Agricul tural Extension Service, says farm accident rates are ri si ng. There

were 63 deaths in 1982, 12 more than in 1981. This may have been pantially

due to a difficult harvest year, "Aherin said.

Young farm workers are especially high risks. Last year 21 per~ent of

tractor deaths in Mi nnesota i nvol ved peopl e under 15 years of age.

II II ,
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September 22, 1983

Source: Paul Hasbargeni
612/373-11451

Writer: Jack Sperbeck'
612/373-0715 i

REDUCE MILK PRODUCTION IN SEPTEMBER?

Da i ry fanners wi th low milk production in september may want tp consider

reducing milk sales even more during the rest of the month.

Fanners in this situation could qual ify for the 50-cent rebate on

september milk sales, says Paul Hasbargen, econanist with the University of

Minnesota ls Agricultural Extension service.

Hasbargen says september of 1983 is a separate payment period under the

rebate program. II If you have low production this month, get a print-out fran

the dairy plant showing sales during the base period,ll he advises.

Milk sales for september must be at least 8.4 percent less tha~ average

sales for september, 1981 and september, 1982. Farmers may file for the

september rebate with county ASCS offices after Oct. I, 1982 but befqre Jan.

I, 1984.

County extension agents have worksheets that can help dairy farimers

analyze options under the current dairy program.

/I /I /I
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Source: Fred Benson
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Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

CHECK STORAGE COSTS vs. RETURNS

Corn and soybean prices have probably peaked this fall so ther~ may not

be a lot of money to be made by storing the crops.

IITake a close look at possible returns to storage this year anq weigh

them agai nst storage costs ,II advi ses Fred Benson, fann management eCQnani st

with the University of Mi nnesota IS Agricul tural Extension Service.

Benson has developed tables showing storage costs of corn, soybeans and

wheat by months stored at various commodity 1evel s. Tabl es are availabl e at

county offices of Minnesota's Agricul tural Extension Service.

You can use a thumb rule of 1.25 percent of the value of the commodity
i

as storage costs for an additional month's storage.

You can check the price di fference between months on canmodity ,futures

contracts as an indication of possible returns to storage. Also con~ider

projected price movements. Benson expects corn and soybean prices tol tail off

following this year's harvest.

II II II
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Communication Resources
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I

September 22, 1983

Source: Vern Packard
612/373-1075

Writer: Jenni fer Cl>st
612/373-1579

NEW PUBLICATION ON QUALITY MILK STANDARDS AVAILABLE

A new publication describing requirements and recommendations !for
i

meeting the new quality milk standards has now been published.
I

Itsititle is
I

"Qual ity Mil k Production" (AG-FO-2014) by Vernal S. Packard, dairy products
!

special ist with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

The bookl et wi 11 be di stributed by the Mi nnesota Department of

Agriculture Dairy Industries Division to all manufacturing grade milk

producers as soon as a mailing list is compiled.

The bookl et is designed to serve as a guide to mil k producers for

meeting the quality milk requirements for manufacturing grade (grade B) milk

as required by the Minnesota Manufacturing Milk Standards Act of 198a. These

standards now apply to both bulk and can milk shippers.

The 22-page pUblication details the milk quality standards, milk

production facilities requirements, including recommendations for milkhouse or
I
I
Imilkroom construction, and includes infonnation on certification pro¢edures.
i

11 11 11
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Source: Whitney Cranshaw
612/373-1704 !

Writer: sam Brungardt
612/376-8182

LITTLE CAN BE DONE NOW TO HEAD OFF CORN BORERS

Therels little corn growers can do this fall to reduce the chances of

having European corn borer problems next year, according to Whitney Cranshaw,

entomologist with the lkliversity of Mf nnesota IS Agricul tural Extensi9n

Service.

"Therel s really no way of tell ing how much of a probl em corn borers will

be next ,year ,II Cranshaw says. II However , historically a bad year has iusually

been followed by a year of normal-level infestations. 11

How much of a problem corn borers will be next year depends upon several

factors, according to Cranshaw. There must be good survival of bore~ larvae

over the winter, good egg production by the first-brood moths next s~mer,
,

i
good survival of the first-generation larvae, good egg production by ~he

,

second-brood moths, and good survival of the second generation larvae!. That l s

the scenario for real borer problems next fall.

"We had the highest level of infestation in recent years in wes~ern,

southwestern and parts of central Minnesota this year,ll Cranshaw says!. NThis

can be attributed to several factors. First, we had good survival ofithe

full-grown 1arvae that overwi nter in pl ant debri s because of 1ast wi n~erl s

mild weather. Then, with the PIK program, we had only half as many c~rn acres
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as usual but just as many overwi ntering 1arvae to infest those acres

Finally, there was very good survival of the first-generation larvae ast

summer .11

There's not much fanners can do this fall to head off corn bor~rs

I
problens, Cranshaw says. "We used to recanmend fall moldboard plowin!g and

I
I

crop rotation for borer control, but we've found those practices don'(t affect
I

next year's borer population much. The moths are such strong fliers ~hat even
!

a county or regional attempt to control borers 1n thi s way is futil e;1 the

moths that develop fran overwi ntering 1arvae can travel mil es to fi nd! a corn

field in which to lay their eggs."

fThe first step 1n heading off corn borer problems is to plant h~rids

r . that are resistant to the first-generation larvae, Cranshaw says. "Fanners

aren't growing borer-resistant hybrids much an,}1llore, probably because! we

haven't had serious borer problens in recent years ,II the entanologist

explains. "But there are resistant hybrids available that have higher levels

of DIMBOAtoxin in the young plants, and these should be planted moreiwidely."
i

Cranshaw also recanmends that farmers apply the basics of good ~orer
I

control next summer. This begins by checking fields in late June and! early
I
I

July for first-brood larvae, which hurt yields by reducing plant VigOr. If

the infestation is threatening, with 40 to 50 percent of the plants ip a field
I

showing "shothol ing" caused by the feeding of the first-brood larvae,l the

field should be sprayed with an insecticide. Whether or not it pays ~o spray
I

the second-brood larvae depend upon the situation, Cranshaw says. Of~en, the
I

losses that result from not spraying the second brood arenlt as greatlas the

cost of spraying.

# # #
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Source: Richard ~ronuck
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Wr iter: Anne Gi 11 espi e Lewi s

612/373-1786

PINK MOLD ON CORN SHOULD RING WARNING BELL

Fanners who find white or pink molds on corn should be aware of their

potential danger, says plant pathologist Richard ~ronuck.

Meronuck, a University of .Hi nnesota Agr1cul tural Extension Service

specialist, says some Fusarium (mold) species can produce toxins that can

cause health problems if they are present in corn fed to livestock,

particularly hogs, dairy cattle or breeding stock.

Both the corn borer and the recent weather conditions have increased the

possibility of potentially toxic molds developing, Meronuck says. The corn

borers' holes provide a good entry for Fusarium species, he says.

"I've never seen corn borer damage so bad in some areas, so the

potential is there for mold development. Also, this cycle of alternate cool

and wann temperatures predisposes toxin fonnation by some Fusarium species,1l

Me ronuc k says.

When corn comes in from the field moldy and the fanner is not sure of

its potential toxicity he should contact his county agent or Meronuck. If

necessary, the mol d can be sent in for identi fi cation.

"lf a mold is white or pink," explains Meronuck, lithe more concerned we

are that it is Fusarium roseum, which can produce mycotoxins that can be a
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,

i

a Fanmers should get out and harvest as soon as possible to prev~nt the
i

growth of any additional molds in the field. he says. Field molds wir" not

grow if the moisture content ;s below 22 percent. and frost. Me ronuck\ adds.
I

danger to some livestock. Every year we see pockets where these pot~ntiallY

dangerous molds develop because th~ micro-climates in these areas ar~
!

conducive to their growth.

has little effect on mold development.

Once corn is harvested. field mold can be arrested in several ~Ys.
!

High-speed drying will stop the growth of mold. while treatment with ~nhYdrOUs

ammonia during natural air drying using a new technique called the Tr~ckle

1minonia Process (TAP) halts further mold development as ammonia is a

fUngicide. Farmers may al so treat corn by spraying it with propionic. acid. a

fungicide and preservative. Corn treated with either ammonia or propionic

acid can only be used as feed. according to Meronuck.

If corn in which the mycotoxins are present is dil uted with goo~ corn

and fed to beef cattle. it is less likely to cause problems. as beef ~re less

susceptible to them. If there is a lot of toxin in the corn. it may ~eed to

be repl aced.

IJ II IJ
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I

Source: George Rem
612/373-1060

Writer: Jack Sperbeck
612/373-0715

SOIL FERTILITY TIPS

More NAfter Sorghum-Sudan PIK acres planted to sorghum-sudan will need

40 to 50 extra pounds per acre of nitrogen for corn next spring. Th s extra

nitrogen can be applied as part of the normal fertilization program, say soil

scientists George Rem and Bill Fenster of the University of Minnesota's

Agricul tural Extension Service.

"Don't appl y nitrogen now to hel p decompose the sorghum-sudan ~tal ks, II

Rem advises. He says nitrogen in the plant tissue is IImoney in the bank" in

the form of fertilizer for next year's crop. "You want the sorghum-sudan to

decompose next year, when the corn crop can use the nitrogen," Retm says.

Much of the sorghum-sudan was nitrogen deficient on 1983 PIK aores.

Even fields of lush sorghum-sudan may need extra nitrogen next year. Nitrogen

appl ied in the fall of 1982 has been absorbed by the sorghum-sudan. Nitrogen

rates for corn in 1984 should be increased 40 to 50 pounds per acre f

sorghum-sudan wa s grown.

Soil nitrogen is immobilized when the sorghum-sudan crop starts to

decompose. There's some mineralization as decomposition takes place, but you

still have a nitrogen deficiency.

* * *
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HARVESTING WET CORN PREFERABLE TO HEAVY FIELD LOSSES

Harold Cloud i

612/373-0764 i
Anne Gill espi e ~wi s
612/373-1786 !

i
i
i
i

I'

I
f

\

i

Fanners fac ing potentially high losses due to corn borer damage I shaul d
I
\

harvest their corn whenever they can without excessive kernel damage ,nd not

worry about extra drying costs. That's the advice of Harold Cloud, Ii

I

'agricultural engineer with the University of Minnesota's Agricultural'

Extension service.

llThis year any lncrease in fann-owned dryer operating costs will

probably be highly justifiable when canpared with possible field losses,"

CloUd says.

lithe moisture content of the corn varies a lot, but if I were a \fanner

hard hit by corn borers, I'd go out and take a look at my corn. If IlthOught
i

1 could do a halfway decent job of canbining it, I wouldn't worry wha~ the
i

1I1Oisture content was," advises the specialist. "Some fanners can do ~ good

job of combining at 30 to 35 percent. last fall we had some corn bei~
i

canbined that Wit sin these higher ranges. It depends on the rate of tlravel,
\

i

canbine adjustments, and other factors. !

II When you choose to canbine may depend on whether you sell the cbrn wet,
I

dry it yourself, or have it custom-dried. Custom-drying high-moisture: corn

(more than 25 percent) may cost two to three times what it costs to dry it
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yoursel f.

,#

I

I

.....

I

Fanners drying corn themselves wil probably use high-speed dry~rS it
I

it's more than 25 percent, Cloud says. The higher the moisture, the ~ore

time, propane and electricity it takes to dry the corn to acceptable llevels of
t

14 to 15-1/2 percent. High-speed drying will retard field molds. !
I
I

Fanners who use natural drying can al so 'retard mold by using a~hYdrous

llI1IIIIOn i a wi t h the Tr itkl e Ilmloni a PrOtess (TAPl. '!blever. to rn treat, wi t h

ammonia can onlybel~sed for feed. !
!

II If fanners who sell wet corn. harvest corn with a higher mOist~re
I

content than usual ,they'll have to take a discount. That discount Jll need
I

to be weighted against the possible field losses if the corn 1s left ~o dry a

little longer before it's canbined,1l Cloud advises.

, 1# ,
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